


Wow, what a RealAdventure!  Welcome to Kelsey’s 
RealAdventures, Book Uno.  In this first book you will learn a 
lot and sunshine will you be surprised!  This book takes place 
with your RealAwarenisss and of course You will learn about 
my physical life and how I came to be this lifetime.  Like all of 
us I have come through a lot to get to this point to be able to 
share something wonderful with you, as I have learned so much 
from RebISar Tarzs, Duane Heppner, Duane The Great 
Writer, Pall Twitchell, and ALLL The Real UNUversal 
Guides. 

I first began writing this book in 2016 and since then 
there has been so much taking place here & now, with what 
WWWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators refer to as The 
RealSide LifeISSS, The ALLLISSS. Enjoy yourself, as you 
learn about me and something so real and fun.

During the beginning of 2016 I was living in Kempsville, 
Virginia Beach, Virginia.  My stay in a townhouse consisted 
mostly of me living in the upstairs bedroom.  From the 
RealSide I was like a kitten that lived in the top attic and had 
its own RealAdventures that no human really did know about 
nor understand, but lucky I did have an individual that 





brought me dinners, just like a noticing human brings a kitten 
milk or tuna.

I recognized after everything I was going through it was 
time to write, as things were rather traumatic for the time being, 
but all a necessary process that I am so fortunate to have made 
it through.  I recognize early on that writing is a wonderful 
way to become MoreAware, assist others and Wake YourSelf 
Up.  For those of you who read this and Pay attention to what 
Duane The Great Writer and The RealGuides ‘ISSS’ 
Presenting Now YOU are the Lucky Ones. It is a constant 
Waking Up to The Whole of Life and What Life Really ISSS, 
not what we ‘Think’ in our minds IT IS. 

What I have learned is to always Pay Attention, as 
LifeISSS always NUNOW, and it really is never old & 
outdated or in the past.  Always Pay Attention to Your  & The 
RealSide LifeISSS, and YU will be fine.

Now, as a young gal myself I can Seee since coming in this 
lifetime and taking my first breath, the body was starting to die 
and grow older.  While most do not look at this until they are 
too old and cannot remember anything, I look at it now, as I 



Seee myself as more than this body, and actually more than the 
5 bodies and different parts of ourselves we carry.  You may be 
cute, funny and luxurious now but in time it will all fade, 
evaporate and turn to dust like your body has so many 
lifetimes before.  It doesn’t matter how many people like you, 
and how many don’t because basically you’re looking at a 
world of unaware people, not aware unique individuals.  It 
really is rare to find an individual so real, sincere, humble, and 
grateful.  Lucky you’ve met me and have the opportunity to be 
introduced to the Real UNUversal Guides. 

 Your life is your choice and it always has been.  You chose 
to come into the body you are in, the place on earth you are 
located, or other planet, the family you came into, your five 
bodies and the way the appear and everything about what you 
consider to be life here, but really is nothing more than a wisp 
of the wind, or the passing dream. 

You have the RealOpportunity now to decide to WakeUP 
and Share a RealBenefit for ALL Life.  If you decide to not 
WakeUP for YourSelf and do nothing that Makes Sense and 
works with the Whole of Life, for example The ALLSolar 
Research Vessel Projects with The NUPresentation on the earth 



Duane has decided then you may not come back in such a cute 
body, or have such a nice smile, not because you didn’t 
participate in the Vessel Projects, but because you will have 
decided to stay dumbed down and unaware with your fake 
masters, gurus, religions, spiritual ideas, and astral light, which 
is fine, and your choice.  

It’s not that you have to do anything, you can grow old, 
boring and come back here looking for something more real once 
again, but the question is - do you know where you’re going 
when you leave this life? Will you have earned your way? What 
will you be able to Recognize?  What can you Recognize and 
Seee Now?

This is where the RealGuidance comes in where YU 
Recognize Life and IT Recognizes YU. It’s a choice. This is 
just how it is to have a body form on the earth in Creation with 
all the MicroWaves, EMFs, ELFs, GMO Food, Black Magic, 
Chemtrails, HAARP, GWEN Towers, Petroleum Products, 
Nuclear Power Plants, Radiation, Poison, Pollution, Alien 
Invasion TapLining Subconsciously Kontrolling your 5 bodies 
(Physical, Astral, Mental, Causal, Etheric with your  operating 
these bodies) and so much more!  And with this comes the 





question; What will YOU do? 

And where will your RealAwarenisss be when this 
Lifetime like so many others is over? Will you still be looking for 
your Gods, Masters, or maybe your Car that means so much to 
you when you ‘step over’ as an idea? Do you want to be able to 
breathe Real Clean Air, eat RealFood, and drink Real Clean 
Water or does being full of fear make more sense for you? What 
will you do to WakeUp, Become MoreAware and Provide 
something of a RealBenefit for this World and Worlds beyond  
what you can imagine?  The reality is this LifeISSS already 
over and you will be where you have decided and where you 
have earned your way Realistically.  It is always your 
decision.  I’m so grateful to be able to open my heart to the 
greater adventure that ISSS in store for ALLL of US 
(UNUversal SuperBeeeings) that decide…. 

Starting from somewhere, in hell, or PLAN E.T. 
Spaceship “Earth” I was born in Kentucky..no, not really, but 
that’s funny.  I had two parents and I was raised like the 
chicken human body pretty ‘regularly,’ meaning, “normally,” 
or, boring, the same as everyone else, welcome to the designed 
matrixxx, it is my intention in Kelsey’s RealAdventures to 



share my RealExperiences with NU~U NUSound and The 
RealConnection to The SoundLight Reality, RebISar and The 
Real UNUversal Guides of The ALLLISSS so that You can 
begin your own Journey to RealFreedom Now and Figure 
Your Way Out of this designed matrixxx in Creation by 
Becoming MoreAware and Simply Making Better, Conscious 
Choices through all the LifeLevels.

If you haven’t already I suggest to Read one of Duane’s 
NUBooks from ‘The AdventurIS Series’ starting with 
NUBooks 2 & 6, A Journey to RealFreedom and Your 
DreamVisions and begin Testing The NU~U NUSound for 
YourSelf to have Your own RealExperiences…IT IS that 
Simple, You decide your adventure.

There are Some of The NUDefinitions for YU to be Free 
at the end of This Book Uno. I was just watching a YouTube 
video regarding the RFID Chip, one of many, facial 
recognition technologies that is in plain sight, (like Duane 
would say, look at your FaceBook,) and so much more that 
people are now opting for and unconsciously agreeing to by not 
WakingUp and Consciously Becoming MoreAware, or who are 
in other words simply not deciding to SEEE more. 



I am writing this RealExperience as a warning not a 
‘doomsday’ prediction as so much of the media and marketing 
has garnered your agreement for to get you to rebel and fight 
the system so they can put you in cages and inoculate you for 
their HUman Farming.  No, this is not for T.H.E.M. 
(TapLining HUman Eating Martians,) but the reality of what 
is taking place on this Rock hurdling through Blackness and 
what always has been as HUman Farming. 



I will start a RealExperience I had last month. 

November 2015  

My experience goes like this, be aware this is my RealSide 
Experience, this is what Life ITSelf has shown me, not what I 
read in the newspaper, or saw on T.V., not even alternative 
media, not even the internet.

Anyone can learn to get their own answers from The RealSide, 
their RealAwarenisss, starting with Your DreamVisions at 
night by Testing The NU~U NUSound 15 minutes before 
sleeping and Reading one of the NUBooks in ‘The AdventurIS 
Series’ by Duane The Great Writer and then having the 
RealConnection to The ALLLISSS. 

This is a RealSide Experience like all RealExperiences that 
Life has shown me in my Dreams and millions of others who 
have Tested The NU~U NUSound through all the LifeLevels, 
not just here on the earth.  And I share it as a huge warning 
and it is not so that people can stay asleep. 



The experience starts like so, 

I was in a neighborhood I kept my physical body in for 
about a week, an area in Portsmouth, Virginia ironically given 
the name ‘WestHaven.’  That is the marketing ploy of the earth, 
just like all the FEMA Camps, Red Cross Set-Ups, Lethal 
Vaccine Hospitals & Farm-macies, you are taught it is the 
place to be, but in reality it is nothing more than another 
HUman Reptilian Farming operation that you have not taken 
the time to Seee. 

In the experience like many of my experiences there were 
KEK Chemtrails everywhere, because that is life on the PLAN 
E.T. Earth today.  The Chemtrails in this experience were 
different than before on The RealSide and that is that these 
Chemtrails were so close to the roof of the house, and by the roof 
of the house I mean the ends of the roof, not the pointy top in 
the middle, no, rather close to the ground.  The Chemtrails were 
so loud and apparent flying overhead as there were skull 
symbols of the infamous Skull & Bones Society and their 
representation of the misinterpreted death, placed on these 
planes. 



I was with a couple of friends and their family in this 
experience as we then left to go to a store, and as we drove the 
city was empty, dead, nothing, ghostly, but still with buildings. 
This is so on the earth today many take for granted what is 
always right in front of them. And with this I will say we are 
living in the Hunger Games Society.  Look at the popular 
bakery, Panera, Pan-Era bread, you can look up the meaning 
this, of course there is always more than one VU.  It will only 
get worse here if you do not decide to WakeUp and DU 
something. This is the reality of the earth, and there really is no 
life here.  Everything you are seeing— all ghosts.  The churches, 
businesses, and houses you see are all dead empty vessels only 
appearing to have life.  That’s what Creation is, a simulator of 
Life, not a RealLife that exists in Real UNUversis with your 
RealAwarenisss.  

And so, in my experience we then were on our way back 
down the street to the neighborhood.  Every house on the left 
and right was completely gutted to where there was only a roof 
and the outside frames of each house.  The entire fronts of the 
house were taken off.  The purpose of this was so that each house 
can now look exactly the same. The stove, the bathroom, the 
kitchen, washer and dryer, every room and every—thing was to 





be an exact match and position of each house on the street. This 
was to be implemented in every neighboring country, but first, 
starting with this street.  The Authoritarians of the Earth and 
the so called ‘behind the scenes’ Reptilian Aliens that are really 
in your face everyday have been very patient in bringing this 
about with their Agenda 21 and Agenda 30 to move certain 
peoples out of their homes.  Approaching 2018 there have been 
fires across Northern and Southern California, as well as other 
places on the earth.  These fires are by no accident nor are they 
natural.  The fires are direct laser hits on homes to move 
individuals out of the state of California as a start and do as 
they wish.  The Chinese have bought almost the whole west coast 
of the United States and according to their Draconian 
Reptilian Law The Chinese are permitted to use lethal weapons 
to move anyone off of their property.  The Reptilian Aliens and 
the Kalaum God on the Mental Realm with his Third Head the 
Influence control the weather, like in the movie Flash Gordan. 

Do you watch movies? Have you seen the president speak? 
What about the latest music video? All Reptilian Clone dodo 
pea-brain robots and you will see this in your dreams if you 
have the courage to look behind the curtain.  



Last night I saw Kim KrashTheWorldinaDashian and 
underneath her skin was totally Trans- HUman, she was a 
robot like in the movie, Chappie.  Notice how much love emotion 
is garnered for the robots in that movie specifically. 

What individuals do not understand is that all the love 
focus, thoughts, memories, and emotions that take place through 
music, shows, movies, seminars, churches, workshops, concerts, 
spiritual ceremonies, circles, or gatherings is in reality garnered 
to use as black magic.  The love considerations I mentioned are 
turned into food for the Reptilians which eventually becomes 
disease and cancers for the HUmans.  This is a form of 
TapLining.  TapLining occurs when you agree consciously or 
unconsciously to what others have decided.  

The Real UNUversal Guides show YOU your TapLines 
and how to free yourself from them, which is as simple as a 
Recognition, but takes time.  Every TapLining situation for 
each individual is different so you must pay close attention to 
your own life, ideas, and agreements.  TapLines are most 
commonly in your astral body with your emotions and can be 
seen in the movie, The Matrix.  Google ‘Neo’s Rebirth.’  The 
individual that is heavily TapLined will also be returning to 





earth or other planets unconsciously.  It will be a reset and 
start over for the individual where the individual will 
remember nothing.

This is your free will in action, as no one decides your life 
but you.  What is worse is the earth is beyond destroyed at this 
moment and other planets have already been destroyed by the 
Reptilians, so you will be returning to a destroyed planet most 
likely in a deformed embodiment because of what is taking 
place on the earth with all the conscious and unconscious 
choices and agreement to demise of the planet.  All you need to 
do is look around at all the babies and animals being born 
deformed today, and you can image that the drugs and 
vaccinations, pollution, poison, procedures, trauma based mind 
control, products and whatever else will only get worse.  Are you 
paying attention?  

On the RealSide the A.I Robots and Reptilians had gutted 
the houses while everyone was asleep, at work, drinking their 
soda pop, and watching television.  We drove the car further in 
the neighborhood to take a normal left on the next street.  The 
left demonstrates the past and the ruin that had taken place.  
All the houses on the left and right were identical and connected 



to each other.  One room lead to another ground floor or to a 
two floor apartment. 

This is the idea the Reptilians have with their Agenda 21, 
30 and so on because they love to confuse their HUman 
Farmed Cows, and their so called save the world benevolent 
environmental plans that are basically in place as a benevolent 
front to poison and imprison every-body. 

Understand the Kalaum God on the Mental Realm, the 
God of All Religions, that is worshipped and prayed to has 
three heads.  One the benevolent front, second the malevolent, 
and third the influence which is rarely recognized or even seen.  
This is where good and bad are the same, good and evil, god 
and devil and other ideas like ‘the most high’ as this is the 
influence.  You are agreeing to deception, and you do not have 
to.

The idea is to have all HUman cattle farmed into 
apartments and completely control them with Mind Control 
(WiFry) Microwaves, as it is easier this way.  They have been 
doing this for centuries as this is not the first planet they have 
taken over and destroyed.  Look at Mars or any other planets 
in our solar system that once had life, water, trees. 



What they are doing is keeping you as prisoners or 
‘residents’ as you want to call yourself and you are only able to 
leave by van on special occasion, or more knowingly for 
T.H.E.M (TapLining HUman Eating Martians) to have you 
go to the slave labor camps or ‘jobs,’ so you can ‘work’ for your 
fake money you chase which seems so dear to you, but really 
means nothing if you cannot provide a RealBenefit with what 
you have.  Did the Native Americans have money?  Did they 
pay ‘rent’?  Did they vaccinate their children?  No, they did 
none of this, they worked with The ALLNatural Environment 
that supports ALL of US.  

This IS why what WWWE as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators are doing with Nations United UNUversal 
UNuversity, Children’s Benefit Concerts, and The ALLSolar 
Research Vessel Projects is important so the public can have a 
chance to WakeUp and Free themselves realistically because it 
is only getting worse here and this planet will only be more 
poisoned and polluted as almost every HUman continues to 
agree to their own demise, but there IS a better way and that IS 
WakingUp and Becoming MoreAware with the Whole of Life 
and what IT IS DUing Right Now, and on the earth this is 



Sharing The NU~U, the Real UNuversal Guides, Children’s 
Benefit Concerts, NUSchool HomeSchool, Nations United 
UNUversal UNUversity, and The ALLSolar Research Vessel 
Projects.  

This is what The Real UNUversal Guides and Life 
ITSelf backs.  Life is not backing nothing, or anyone else no 
matter how good of an idea a person has.   As you look at the 
business plans and even certain communities on earth if you 
have any RealAwarenisss you will quickly find that those 
communities go no further than the earth.  

The RealUNUversal Community we are Creating and 
Recognizing already exists in Real UNUversIS beyond Cause 
and Effect Creation, also known as the Psychic Realms, Gods of 
Man, or Designated Heavens of Man.  Good luck finding 
anything Real like US (UNUversal SuperBeeeings) on this 
earth, or anywhere throughout Creation.  If you do not Seee or 
Recognize this here with your RealAwarenisss and 
RealBeeeing  then Simply Sing NU~U or DU~NU~U before 
sleeping and Seee what YU are Shown.





As an example of this in 2015 I came on my first 
NUSkype Call with DuanEva, and all the NUFriends from 
around the world, that night I sang The NU~U and I found 
myself on a wonderful beach that is beyond imaginable as 
Duane reached his hand out to welcome me. This beach was 
shining, it was so real I cannot explain, but only see the 
Purity. I later was privileged enough to have experiences with 
RebISar and Paul as we played like children in the waves, and 
more golden NUBeings and RealGuides as they approached 
me with Wonderful RealGifts from the ALLLISSS.  I have 
missed no more than 3 Skype calls in the past 4 years.  I was 
there when Skype calls and radio shows were 7 days a week, to 
where now the Skype calls are focused mores on our WorldWide 
Projects for Everyone as WWWE build this UNUversal 
Community of Wonderfully Unique individuals.

Everything else you see on this earth is a created front and 
will not work. This is where you decide to be REAL and 
Wonderful for YourSelf or Just grow Old and Stupid here 
counting your money, having your ‘fun,’ the few thrills you 
have left here, and ‘thinking’ in your mind there is a life here. 



After that short break back to my RealSide Experience— 
all of the individuals who’s homes had already been redone to 
be connected and fit for their system, the DarkBrats had taken 
everyone ‘offline’ as they were all put into a coma during this 
experience, but I was there, and I was awake seeing all of this. 

When the HUmans came out of their coma The 
DarkBrats had totally programmed them and ‘reset’ them to 
run their life. Each HUman walked out of their coma and into 
their living room to turn on the T.V. that was attached to the 
wall and watch what they were then supposed to do, what had 
taken place, like robots getting their new information chip, and 
so as they turned the T.V. on, like a news station that broadcast 
all of the drama and fear and then the T.V. is turned off 
because you just got your breakfast of destroy yourself and the 
world today, on ALL levels, not just the physical one and 
really, subliminally because you can talk about the NWO all 
you want, but do you know the way out? Or are you just 
comfortable pretending you ‘know’ something. 

There IS only one way out and that is with The 
ALLLISSS and the RealConnection with RebISar and The 
Real UNUversal Guides beyond creation and the gods of man. 



I then saw another scene that was very brutal, there were 
women that had been taken out of their homes and blood  was 
everywhere. The Authoritarians of the earth had come in and 
MicroChipped everybody directly in their forehead. Sound 
familiar for all you bible thumpers out there?  I suggest looking 
to The RealGuides who are Real Now and not a past marketed 
story you were fed about Jesus coming to save you from the 
same Reptilians who created all the doctrines of religious and 
spiritual texts that keep you trapped in this place with their 
HUman Farming Matrixxx..You Decide Your Life. 

There was blood everywhere and it was not a pleasant 
sight. It was a forced, manipulated, fight and stab of digging in 
the forehead like some archaic surgery you see today, but more 
messy with flaps of human skin hanging to drive the microchip 
in the brain as blood was splat all across the woman’s face. It 
was incredible that some of these women were still alive through 
this brutality.  This was a small scale of what is already 
happening all over the world as CNN was broadcasting 
everything in my RealSide Experience.  This was a takeover of 
every country electronically…and that’s the RealSide of The 
World Today. 



Now I will tell you some of my story…My parents were 
fine, good, bad, right or wrong didn’t apply to me. They did the 
best they were able and provided me with what I needed which 
was more than many parents did for their children from what 
I saw.  I’m very fortunate that my parents were able to send 
me to university as this really propelled a lot of things for me 
and allowed me to leave the city I had grown up in, even though 
the university was only 15 minutes from my home, I was living 
on campus with many that were hours away from theirs.  

My earthly parents really provided me with a lot that I 
am grateful for, really.  As I looked around at the families I 
came to know, from what I saw most families were fake, they 
waited to send their children off to college and watch their 
children become married, and have their own children to 
program, kontrol, and make them do whatever they wanted, but 
I never saw a real substance in any of these individuals lives, 
from what I’ve become aware of I can Seee I had to go through 
what is not real to Seee and Recognize what ISSS Real and to 
have a  real gratitude, humility and honor with life.





There was a huge part of me able to Seee It, but 
Recognition and Application you might say is another book.  
I’m fortunate to have made it through all I have.  I’ve learned 
it is best to Seee each individual as their own beeeing, and allow 
each individual to have their own free will and choice, I 
understand that many will not understand this and find me 
ungrateful or uncaring but the reality is that I am so grateful 
to have come through what I have to be where I am at and I 
care so much, an overwhelming amount to Seee.  Anyone can 
Seee my heart on the RealSide.  

The Real UNUversal Guides are like our Real Parents 
and it is a Real Benefit for each individual to Seee each other 
as Beeeing to Beeeing and everything can work out for 
everyone, and everyone can have what they want.  The people 
that know me are very fortunate as I am fortunate to know 
who and what I du, Duane Heppner, The Real UNUversal 
Guides and Life ITSelf. 

You may be surprised to know that I came into this life on 
Thursday, April 8, 1993.  When I came in I did not come in 
crying, as I was able to seee what was taking place.  I decided 
to come into a family with a sister that was already 10 and a 



half years old and by today’s American standards with older 
parents.  The parents were 39 and 40 at my time of birth.    I 
even had a palm reader in Atlantic City, New Jersey seee that I 
was raised by my grandparents.  It’s a very interesting 
situation as the parents were not consciously aware of me 
coming in this time as they were moving and adding on to their 
new home, that my mother grew up in.  The RealAwareniss 
creates the body with the mother and there is an agreement 
from the RealSide between the parents and the child and 
everything the child is coming into, so, no gods created you.  
You, created, You.  Your RealAwarenisss Is YU, The RealU, 
nobody owns that.  

I was born in Maryview Hospital Portsmouth, Virginia, 
U.S.  This hospital is often referred to as ‘Murder View’.  Later 
I would find out the Bon Secours of Maryview Medical I was 
born or birthed would be a confirmation of something huge 
secured with the ALLHumanitarian Projects Duane Lee 
Heppner has founded.  Throughout this lifetime I kept my 
physical body in Portsmouth, Norfolk, and Virginia Beach, 
Virginia.  I traveled the whole east coast of the United States 
growing up and also lived outside on the Virginia Beach 
oceanfront for over three months.  Eventually my journey took 





me on a train from Norfolk, Virginia to Portland, Maine 
where months later I left for San Jose, California.  This was a 
four day bus trip across the United States.  I lived in the San 
Francisco Bay area of California for one year and now I am 
in Huntington Beach, Surf City, USA. 

You can check out my YouTube Channel with all the 
videos Dean Val of Nations United UNUversal UNUversity, 
Duane The Great Writer and I have done and how hilarious 
our skits were while I was living in Cupertino, California.

I decided to come here and du a Real Benefit for All with 
DuanEva, RebISar, Pall, Yauble, Gopalll, and other Real 
UNUversal Guides.  There are many individuals that have 
come here to do their part and I’m beginning to Seee those 
individuals wake up, as you are reading this you are one of the 
individuals that decided to come here and du something 
realistically, so will YU step up?  Ask life itself who it backs.

Everything we du is for YU.  I’m the President of both 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators and Nations United 
UNUversal UNUversity.  We are creating Benefit Concerts 
for the Children and ALLHumanitarian Projects with The 



ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US equally.  
You are welcome to view the over 60 website I have created in 
reference to what WWWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
are doing for your planet earth and all the LifeLevels.  I did 
many fun interviews with children about the ALLNatural 
Environment that you can find on my YouTube Channel when 
I was living in Virginia Beach.  Our projects are focused on 
RealFood, RealWater, RealAir, Children Are The Future, Self-
Sufficient Communities, Your RealAwarenisss, Your 
ALLNatural Environment, and anything Real and Natural.  

I did some ‘off’ things as a kid, I ran into tables and the 
pathological surgical gurus took some body parts out of my 
body..something I would “never need.”  When realistically there 
is a reason for each body part.  Anyhow, since then I knew 
pretty much everyone was screwed, left, right, and up, these 
numbskulls took human parts out of what I thought was 
‘me’..that’s our society and the unaware consciousness of the 
earth.  

The Native Americans shared their RealSide Experiences 
upon waking, and growing up my parents did ask if I had any 
‘dreams’ from the night before.  Many times my parents shared 



their RealSide Experiences in our living room, but they rarely 
seemed to see anything from their experiences.  I on the other 
hand had nightly experiences and often was easily able to 
decide where I wanted to go and what I wanted to do.  I was 
interested in exploring and seeeing more.  As time went on and 
I entered my teens into my earlier twenties I began to seee 
individual’s Real Intent from the RealSide when I put body to 
sleep at night, including here & now in my RealAwarenisss, in 
a position that we often relate to as the ‘physical.’  I’m so 
fortunate to have the Awarenisss I have as the world is mainly 
comfortable with their unawareness, which is their choice. 

My favorite game as a child was ‘Hide N Seek.’  I played 
it whenever I was able, and I was rarely ‘it,’ as most times my 
friends and I had it figured out to where we were able to choose 
who was going to be ‘it,’ and we always wanted to hide.  It’s 
funny because I’ve heard references from The RealUNuversal 
Guides that this is how Life is in a way, like Hide and Seek.  I 
enjoyed other games like t.v. tag and my favorite was swinging 
on swings.  As a child I liked to climb on furniture and swing 
on doors.  I enjoyed seeing the ground as lava or ice and not 
being able to touch it as a game.  



I lived near a small woods area where my friends and I 
often played Native Americans.  We gathered berries and saw 
ourselves Native American girls and utilized or imagination to 
seee how the Native Americans did into other worlds.  I always 
built forts and enjoyed sneaking around and spying on the 
parents.  

As a baby I saw all sorts of beings around me and as my 
body grew to age four, these were mostly light beings there to 
support me, and other entities began to show up because of the 
influences of the house I lived in.  Eventually before I turned 
six I saw ghosts in the house and of course no one took what I 
saw seriously, but I knew for sure what I saw.  I later realized 
I was seeing these entities because of the alcohol in the house.  
People have no idea how controlled they are and how many 
entities they allow in their auras from the drugs, including and 
especially alcohol they consume.  There is a reason alcohol is 
referred to as ‘spirits’.  Some people have their bodies completely 
taken over or ‘blacked out’ and do not remember the things that 
took place because of the entities they allow to overtake them 
and operate their body.



One of the sister’s roommates in New Jersey had a portal 
open in her bedroom while I was there because she was a huge 
drinker to the point she was opening so many unknown areas 
for these beings to come right in and hang out around her.  
These beings have passed over and are so bored or they do not 
even know they have passed they look for others on earth that 
are doing the drugs and drinking they were doing while they 
were here to attempt to syphon off the ‘thrill’ of this experience. 

This gal ran downstairs to tell us all what had happened 
and it was no surprise as to what she had let in.  It is like 
many people with particular dis-eases and cancers, they hold 
many attitudes that create these cancers for themselves.  There 
are many variables and a person can start to see from the 
RealSide why and what is effecting them and how to take care 
of their situations. 

I played soccer for one year when I was four years old and 
the best thing was that there were always more than enough 
oranges to go around.  I played other sports like basketball for 
four years and fast-pitch softball for over fourteen years.  
Middle School and High School were very boring to me so for 
the most part I slept every moment I had a chance in school. I 





came into the classroom, wrote down my homework and went to 
sleep.  

I enjoyed to dream and let go and just be.  At the age of 13 
I received the first HPV vaccine of three.  I can see where this 
contributed to a lot of my fatigue as the years went on, as these 
vaccines produce weaponized candida in everyone through the 
virus microbes, heavy metals, and other toxic poisons in the 
vaccines.  My parents were unaware of the reality of vaccines 
and why they are marketed to the public as some kind of benefit 
when they really are anything but.  

I received many vaccines until I woke up myself at about 
17 years old and decided to never have another vaccine.  It only 
took one sentence for me to see that this was all for population 
control.  Since then, I’ve done extensive research on 
vaccinations.  We are so lucky with the internet today to be able 
to learn so much and have access to information that we can 
confirm with our own RealAwarenisss, RealSide Experiences, 
and Intuition.  

My grandfather was a grand mason in a masonic lodge 
and after my grandmother received the flu shot her physical 



body was done.  My grandfather said it was from the flu shot, 
but the family I had did not recognize this nor the subtle 
connection my grandfather was either aware or unaware of 
with the purposely planned destruction with vaccinations.  Little 
did I know all the ear aches and many of my health situations 
were attributed to vaccines as a child.  Vaccines are lethal.  
Luckily the RealUNUversal Guides were protecting me and 
I’ve overall been fine.  Everything we go through here is a 
WakeUp.  Will YU Seee The RealU?

Since I was a small baby my parents took me to the Outer 
Banks in North Carolina.  We stayed in cottages on the 
Atlantic Ocean and Campgrounds in Camper Trailers they 
bought.  I always loved the ocean and the sun, it seemed just 
natural to me to be with it, that’s life to me.  I always had 
RealSide Experiences since I was a child and as I grew older I 
kept this intuitiveness.  I was always exploring on the RealSide.  
I was able to seee things before they happened and really I was 
able to do many things, but now I let life show me instead of 
manipulating situations.  Actually now, I Seee the bigger 
picture, which I ISSS so fortunate for instead of the personal 
lost lala self only and ‘thinking’ you know something, or 
everything, you don’t, you never will.  During my elementary 



school years we stayed at an oceanfront campground in Nags 
Head, North Carolina at least a couple times during the 
summer.  We usually stayed for 2-4 weeks at a time and some 
weekends.  I was able to Seee a Beeeing that mostly showed up 
during our stays in North Carolina and this beeeing was with 
me wherever I was there.  This was a Real friend that others 
mostly were not able to Seee.  As I’ve seen many beeeings 
growing up I always had this fascination with counting in 3s, 
6s, 9s, and bringing it full circle as the whole.  I started to do 
this when I was very young.  Recently I’ve discovered the 
connection that 3, 6, and 9 have with Mr. Nikola Tesla and 
DuanEva.  Nikola Tesla is on the RealSide with RebISar as 
Duane tells his RealAdventure to find Tesla and bring him 
over to assist with The ALLSolar Research Vessels on the 
RealSide.  The Real UNUversal Guides and all Life have been 
watching me and keeping an eye on me this lifetime and I’m so 
lucky to recognize this. 

Later in my life around the age of 21 I met an individual 
that was intuitive and had traveled the world studying religious 
and spiritual texts trying to better understand emotional 
inhibition and mentor other individuals.  He basically saw 
physical, astral/emotional, and somewhat causal, which is the 





memory body.  Something interesting I remember him saying 
is, “You have been awake since you were nine.”  I didn’t really 
seee it that way at the time, but what is interesting is that 
Duane Heppner, Duane The Great Writer took the 
RealPosition in 2001, THE NUWAVIS PURSINCERITY 
and at that time I was 9 years old.

Around the same time 9/11 took place.  For anyone that is 
not aware of the reality of what took place with 9/11 and the 
collapse of the twin towers I suggest you look on the RealSide or 
YouTube and look at the purposely planned demolition of those 
towers.  There are more than enough firefighters, documentaries, 
scientists, and the like that dispute the official b.s. 9/11 story.  

When 9/11 took place at 9 years old I was watching it on 
t.v. and seeeing the emotional reaction of others, and myself, I, 
honestly saw it as fake, and later I recognized it was a 
purposely planned destruction by the Orion Reptilians that 
have been running this planet and what many only Seee is the 
bankers and politicians that are used as a front to keep the 
public dumbed down and unaware.  The Reptilian Queen of 
England and others are shapeshifting reptilians and they must 
drink and eat the blood of children to keep themselves in this 



physical one dimensional space.  9/11 and so many events like 
it, bombings, wars, shootings are purposely done to TapLine the 
unaware masses and feed off of their energy, or loosh.  Does it 
make sense to you that humans have wars?  It’s all created 
distortion and agitation by the reptilians to feed off of you.  
This is where the reptilian Sirian and Orion beings hover over 
war zones and especially children’s hospitals as this is their best 
feeding ground, where there is so much despair, destruction, and 
emotion, this is what they live off of.  

When I was 10 I recognized the emotional attachment of 
fondness from my parents was no longer a part of me, but the 
story isn’t about another programmed being in the matrixxx 
set up to be “mommy.”  Our society is really set up to be 
screwed for families.  Look at how the Native Americans raised 
their children.  I had a radio show called ‘The Miss Kelsey 
Brown Show’ a couple years ago and Bean Val of Nations 
United UNUversal UNUversity read stories about the Native 
American children by Luther Standing Bear.  They really 
made sense of things in the way children were treated and 
raised.  



“But the old Lakota was wise. He knew that a man’s 
heart, away from nature, becomes hard; he knew that lack of 

respect for growing, living things soon led to lack of respect for 
humans, too. So he kept his children close to nature’s softening 

influence.” 
~ Chief Luther Standing Bear ~ Oglala Sioux

By the time I was twelve I had stayed in many different 
hotels on the east coast of the United States because I played 
elite fast-pitch travel softball.  I was in a Hyatt Hotel in 
Washington D.C. with a friend who’s sister was participating in 
a Little Miss pageant and suddenly the television turned on to 
the World Cup Soccer.  I immediately was able to see that the 
games were rigged.  There’s plenty you can find on this through 
YouTube and learn how the aliens suck the emotional energy of 
the crowds.  Just like with Pablo Escobar and other drug 
dealers that owned the soccer teams it is the same with the 
football, basketball and other ‘pro’ sports of today.  

These individuals go through trauma based mind kontrol 
and can be triggered to win or lose a game that creates 
emotional responses from the crowd watching.  These sports are 
also a great way to distract the pubic and keep them dumbed 





down to what is really taking place.  The same as was done in 
the Roman times.

“What I may call the messages of Brave New World, but 
it is possible to make people contented with their servitude. I 
think this can be done. I think it has been done in the past. I 
think it could be done even more effectively now because you 

can provide them with bread and circuses and you can provide 
them with endless amounts of distractions and propaganda.”

~ Aldous Huxley

“Give them bread and circuses and they will never revolt.”
~ Juvenal Rome in Satire X of the Roman satirical 

poet Juvenal (circa A.D. 100).

It’s not about rebelling or revolting, but becoming more 
aware, making better choices and creating a new position.  This 
is what WWWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are doing 
with YOUR CHILDREN & YOUR ALLNATURAL 
ENVIRONMENT Benefit Concerts. 

 TapLining is happening over and around your house as 
you are unaware.  There is so much more to this that you can 



see on the RealSide, and there is the artificial intelligence part 
of it as well.  Most of the news anchors and weather forecasters 
are actually robots.  For wrestling they use large Liquid 
Crystal Displays (LCD Screens) and after the wrestling 
matches they take the screens that now have all the emotional 
hype energy from the crowds and syphon it out to eat for weeks.  
It was easy for me to look at anything on a television and 
decipher the nonsense.  The same thing happened when the wars 
began after 9/11 and I saw all the nonsense on t.v. as so simple 
- that it did make sense, but all the adults around me were so 
locked into the programmed matrix all they did was agree with 
apathy.  

I have come to recognize everyone is on their own Journey, 
and certain beings are really not our ‘mom,’ ‘dad,’ ‘daughter,’ 
‘sister,’ ‘brother,’ ‘uncle,’ ‘aunt,’ ‘cousin,’ or any of the roles we 
play here, but something we simply made up as part of our 
process of many millions of lifetimes on Earth, other 
dimensions, and planets to become MoreAware.  The humorous 
part is many of the beings that are now our so called ‘parents,’ 
‘children,’ ‘siblings,’ or ‘family’ have actually incarnated with 
us so many times as cause and effect for us to WakeUp to the 
reality of ourselves.  Another view is our emotional attachments 



to these individuals we label and try to control as ‘family’ have 
once again drug us back to this drudgery on the earth.  

For example some individuals have killed each other in 
past lives and now have stuck themselves together in a family 
as a part of a ‘growing up’ process…or decided an emotional 
attachment to a distortion to try and make everything ok, when 
it already is.  Just look at the sun and what it demonstrates.  
There are so many variables and the lords of karma or causes 
and effect enjoy their role in placing and tricking individuals 
into certain situations, along with the gods of man and the 
astral angels. 

Everyone IS a Free Being of RealLight and it is their 
right to decide their own Life.  And this really is ok. This is the 
RealFreedom YU want.  

Around 6th grade things got really strange, I actually was 
ready to “die,” meaning I was ready to drop this physical body 
and go on to the next dream, because this was most certainly a 
nightmare, dreary, I went to school and the school I went to 
was like the military, and friends didn’t really mean anything 
to me, none of this seemed real, sure you could touch things but 



it was like grabbing a ghost. I was more concerned with how I 
was going to get myself out of school, of course like the 
programmed child does, I begged my parents to “set me free,” 
but I was meant to stay in prison to write this DreamBook. 

 I did everything imaginable to make myself sick so I 
didn’t have to attend school in the 6th grade, and many times 
it worked.  The kids were really rowdy, it was like a free for all 
in that school, we had assigned seats at lunch and it was just 
like a very strange prison the way the children were being 
subliminally programmed from televisions, ads and music, but 
I was in the magnet program on the third floor of Hunt Mapp 
Middle School which had the most restrictions of any floor in 
the building because these children were considered the elite or 
smartest in the school.  

Which later I would discover was all a set up to breed 
children as the controllers in the matrix- to use their abilities to 
destroy, create pharmaceuticals, bombs, and other mad science 
machines along with indoctrinating these children that had 
photographic memories into being the next news casters, 
historians who tell no real history, psychiatrists who mainly do 
nothing but give others drugs and distort reality because they 





do no understand the TruReality by any stretch of the 
imagination.  I remember getting on the bus home the first day 
and everyone was cursing, every other word, I’m not 
exaggerating.  It was like hearing non-stop rock music.  Not 
pleasant to the ears and makes you want to disassociate, which 
through research I understand is easier for women and that is 
why most of the Trauma Based Mind Control Victims with 
MK Ultra or other programs are women.  

Women have been so abused, used, and assaulted it is 
beyond mention.  Of course the victims or survivors of these 
torturous situations include men in the most heinous ways, but 
as you look through the ages it is the women that have been 
bought, sold and treated as commodities no greater than the 
dirt we walk on.  Women are strong, courageous, and brave.  
Women can do so much when they RecognISe their 
RealAwarenisss, as they have no idea how amazing they really 
IS.  The earth has been ran by the male body type, along with 
the male god archetype and is anything getting any better?

In high school during my senior year where I was taking 
college and university level courses a friend of mine turned to 
me and told me men are smarter than women.  It was a shock 



and discouraging as the woman who said this to me was very 
bright, street smart, and book smart and yet she saw herself as 
very small compared to the men in her life.  I knew one of the 
individuals she was dating and had been with for countless 
lifetimes and for the most part they made each other’s lives 
miserable with physical altercations.  We are each Free Beings 
of RealLight and have been all the body types we can consider 
so now you have the opportunity to focus on yourself as 
PurLight and not as a body only.

My parents didn’t curse much so it was a bit of a shock, I 
dealt with school that year since towards the end of the semester 
I had chorus class and that was alright since the class was 
right by the door to get on the bus and get home.  That school 
really made me love home.  The middle school I went to was 
going to be torn down so the next year I was going to a new 
middle school.

Then came 7th grade, and that was fine, I actually had a 
lot of fun you might say.  That’s mostly because for 7th and 
8th grade I was on adventures to skip class and I was done 
with all the nonsense and restrictions from the previous school, I 
decided I wasn’t going to take things so seriously and all in all 





just take more risks to try and wake myself up. I see these 
romantic attachments we have to the past because the reality is, 
school, or those years of programmed psychopathy was not that 
great, it’s much better to be a real free individual being with all 
life and do something that makes sense with the ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US equally, young, old, 
whatever. 

Well, eventually I get to 9th, 10th, and 11th, grade and to 
spare you the details every grade I just named I was suspended 
from the prison yard by the prison warden to get time off from 
my indoctrination to this sappy half-sad lost society of HUman 
Farming.  I was suspended for skipping class the first two 
years, and the last of these grades I was suspended for having 
something in my pocket I so called “shouldn’t have,” but I was 
dah, and those were the decisions I made, so that lead to a lot of 
“court battle nonsense,” never mind I felt like two-hundred 
percent of the time I was on a warship.  

Hmm..YouTube Maritime and Admiralty Law, Uniform 
Commercial Code or (UCC) anybody?  Your Billion Dollar 
Birth Certificate Bond?  The Federal Reserve Act of 1913?  
Have Fun! 



That whole process in itself assisted me in Becoming 
MoreAware in that the court “battle” was about what I was 
allowed to put into my own body of my free will, which we all 
quite honestly du have.  

I’ll explain a little more thoroughly, I was in possession of 
a Schedule II Drug according to the DEA (DUMB 
ERRONEOUS AHOLES of America) and I was going to 
“pay.” Figuratively and literally, hundreds of dollars to who 
you might ask?  Well!  The Queen Bee, Queen Reptilian 
Human Child Eater of the PLAN E.T. of course.  Where does 
all your tax money go? Or that money THEY (TAPLINING 
HUMAN EATING MARTIANS) just steal from your 
paycheck week after week?  To the queen of course!  

YOU can find this out for yourself just do some basic 
research on the internet and watch out for the Men in Black if 
you start to squeal anything..because guess what? THEY are 
Real and YOU can take the Risk right now to Seee. Simply 
Test The NU~U NUSound for 15 minutes before sleeping and 
RebISar and The Real UNUversal Guides will show YOU 
what is Real Now in Your DreamVisions…Have Fun and if 
you like come back and Tell me. 



Oh! The story, The drug in question was a prescription 
drug which is an amphetamine, Adderall. You know, that 
DUMBING DOWN Pharmaceutical every ‘doctor…’ what a 
farce…is prescribing to men, women, and children alike these 
days?  Well anyway, at the time I decided to not use this 
pharmaceutical any longer, because of this fact I still had the 
drug in question on my person with no prescription and 
because schools really are indoctrination camps that are 
modeled after the prison system where the United States 
imprisons and kills more of their citizen cattle slaves than any 
country on earth, they every so often searched us, and our 
things, as we all were made to walk through Radiation 
Machines.  

When the taskmasters found these 3 pills I immediately 
was suspended from the prison camp for 7 days, a lesser 
sentence than was intended to be 10 days, and put through the 
system of crocks, (reptiles) attending a ‘drug’ class, having a 
suspended license for 6 months, and whatever other crap came 
with this, for example 1 year of probation and monthly 
meetings with a babysitter one time a month because these 
people owned me, as this is what happens when our birth 
certificate is signed, we become wards of the state, this is where 





in their legal fictions they take children from their parents.  
They do this to create more emotional drama and attachments 
so they can TapLine and eat the loosh that is your emotions 
good or bad in the astral realm.  These dramas also keep you 
coming back to the earth trying to solve something that is a 
distortion.

 This is HUman Farming…my age was sixteen when this 
event took place.  Also, my ‘lawyer’ was fine, but it was possible 
for me to have done a better job at handling myself in this 
situation, in fact possibly I may have gotten off with no 
charges.  Win or lose guess what?  Your lawyers still get money. 
For the most part they don’t care, and you will see them on the 
RealSide as Vampires.  It’s all a set-up.  The reptilians created 
the whole legal system, the lawyers, and a so called ‘justice’ that 
does not exist because there is only choice.  That is it.  

Skip forward to when I’m in 12th grade, I decided for 
myself there was no way I was going back to that high school, 
especially not for a full year, because within myself I knew I 
was going to get suspended again, and I was trying to work 
everything out so it was possible for me to go to university and 
get ‘away.’  With that decision, there was a ‘First College’ 



program at my school which basically meant I was to go to 
high school for 3 months, and with those first 3 months two of 
the classes were to be university level courses for example english 
and political science, this political science professor really woke 
me up and for the most part in history I was sleeping…he 
always talked about the Patriot Act being such bullshit —
literally this is what he said and this really got my attention to 
where I began to research on my own and obviously, I agreed. 

After that process was done the student, or prisoner, being 
me, was then to take community college courses until May.  
This is what I did.  That year I wasn’t at school much for the 
reasons stated above and the two high school classes I was in 
were electives with individuals that didn’t care, so it was a 
pretty dah thing, not the students, but the process of those 
classes and the attitude and behavior held therein. 

So, onward, like a ship, I spent a lot of time with my 
boyfriend we’ll just give him the name Blake, that year, and 
little time with anyone in my grade level. This fellow Blake was 
about four years older than me, so while I was 17, he was able 
to drink, legally and had already graduated hight school years 
ago. 



While I was taking community college courses after the 
first three months of high school prison camp were done and I 
was on to the next prison camp, one of the classes I participated 
in was a history class and because I never was interested in 
memorizing everything in distorted history class there was 
nothing different about this class, but this teacher did offer 
plenty of extra credit, so with that I did every extra credit 
assignment possible.  Particular assignments included going to 
presentations in the college that were held.  One of the 
presentations I decided to attend was based on hip-hop, rap and 
the evolving culture, up until the time frame of 2011, at the 
time, Monarch Mind Kontrol Slaves like Nicki Minaj, Jay-Z, 
and Kayne West were and still are being used in the HUman 
Farming Matrixxx and Dumbing Down of HUmanity. The 
young man’s presentation, included these character’s roles along 
with others and videos of the earlier days of hip-hop and what 
took place to have it taken over by the One World Order Elite.  

It was all very interesting to say the least.  At some point 
in his presentation he presents that Jay-Z, Kayne West and 
others are not actually apart of the Illuminati although so 
many ‘think’ they are, including themselves, they are merely 
puppets in their game as they throw up the hand signs, wear 



the accessories and sing the songs to Mind Kontrol the 
HUmans, which to me was all pretty interesting, I had never 
heard of the Illuminati this lifetime that I was able to 
consciously recall and I sure wanted to know more and why 
there was such a debate as to whether they were the Real 
Illuminati or the Fake Puppets shown to HUmanity.  

The next year I moved into the local university dorm 
rooms where they MicroWave Mind Kontrol all the new cattle 
for the matrixxx energy system.  There I had a roommate, who 
we’ll call Stacy.  Stacy and I were hanging around our dorm 
room one night with not much to do, and the illuminati is 
brought up.  I find this really cool that I have some insider 
information on this illuminati, and then because both of our 
views are either conflicting or agreeing we want to know more 
and I pull out my laptop in the middle of the floor between the 
entrance and our bed space and began to YouTube search 
anything possible about this ‘satanic’ illuminati and the music 
industry. That started a RealJourney within me because now 
from what I had watched, which was so many videos I cannot 
even count, my entire living on this PLAN E.T. had changed. 





What was next for me?  Everything that had been taught 
to me was nothing more than a program that I was following 
through with the rest of the sheep cattle as we get HUman 
Farmed away in our Dreams to what HUmans ‘think’ IS their 
reality.  This obviously led to more and more researching which 
later involved my physical incarnate sister. With one thing 
leading to another I soon learned about our straw man and the 
legal fiction of our CAPITAL NAMES on our birth certificate, 
our social security number being on the New Dork Stock 
Exchange of HUman ‘Live’ Stock and so much more!  Yes, I 
did mean New Dork!  

I began to spend hours upon ours researching every word 
with over twenty tabs open in my internet browser…this is 
when I began to notice something ‘creepy!’  I was being watched 
and I could intuitively feel this from what I had been learning.  
It was the shadow or the Influence that Duane talks about in 
his NUBooks.  I suggest reading and sharing NUBook Four.  
Take pictures with The NUBooks and share them with 
everyone!  You will Seee our picture book and many pictures we 
have taken from around the World with the NUBooks by 
Duane The Great Writer.  



Eventually with the information I had gained everything 
around me began to unravel itself to me in this Kontrolled 
Matrixxx ‘Reality.’ The Burger King signs, the streets, 
stoplights, trees, towns, it was all the ‘illuminati’ and it wasn’t 
the real world. 

I spent one summer watching documentaries only, and 
almost every documentary on NetFlix.  At some point it all 
got sort of scary.  It really wasn’t, but at the same time the 
Reptilian Lizard Lord Grog Kalaum God was upset with me as 
I was beginning to share with others what I was becoming more 
aware of especially about the kontrol and creation of religion 
and spirituality.  Then my sister introduced me to the ‘Law of 
Attraction,’ the movie, The Secret.  I was very open to this and 
it really did make sense, but this was the beginning of my 
journey, which for me, IT really IS always the beginning. With 
this movie I learned a lot, I was able to find my keys anytime I 
lost them, because I started to ask myself questions and the 
answers just seemed to come to me.  I really was my own 
answer for everything.  This is what WWWE du, is show YU, 
The RealU how to get All your own answers from Life ITSelf. 



 I did the whole put pictures on your wall and manifest 
stuff thing, and it did work, but for the most part that really 
never interested me, because there had to be more to focus on 
then this physical body.  It was my unknown RealPurpose and 
RealAwarenisss to go into a vast unknown and eventually 
Recognize the TruReality LifeIS and share this with others as 
this is what I came here for and had been decided and planned 
long ago, but these were some of my steps.  From then I learned 
a lot more, psychic, metaphysical, magic, starseed, channeling, 
and so much more endless stuff in creation, basically physical-
astral things— that now really mean nothing, but they are good 
reference points for what is not Real.  I listened to a lot of 
audio books, many meditations, binaural beats, subliminals, 
and so many other things when I was a sophomore and junior 
in university, in a sorority, working a job a few times a week, 
and living on campus in the United States, from plopping on 
this PLAN E.T.  

I was a little angry and all the meditations really helped, 
but because the world is in now such a dire state I suggest to 
Really WakeUp and Test The NU~U Sessions instead of being 
passive and boring.  I now have made 8 books by Duane The 
Great Writer available in audio book format on my YouTube 





Channel.  I also read NUBook 9 myself on my YouTube 
Channel.  

It has been Duane’s life work and taken him and all of us so 
much to get here so we have made it possible for you to 

contribute via PayPal or on our 
www.WonderfulWorldWideEducators.com 

website for all the Wonderful References you are now receiving 
through what DuanEva and all of us with Wonderful 

WorldWide Educators are providing.  

We are creating RealPositions and RealPurpose for 
Individuals WorldWide with Self-Sufficient Communities and 
ALLHumanitarian Projects to Become MoreAware of The 
ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US. 

A doctor saving your physical life is nothing compared to 
what you are being presented with now, as this is you learning 
to save your own life realistically because this physical body 
will be gone once again and without this reference point you 
can be lost and searching and have nothing being provided like 
now for you to recognize.  You have five bodies in creation.  The 

http://www.WonderfulWorldWideEducators.com


RealUNUversal Guides are The Real Doctors with your 
Realawarenisss.

That IS, if you Decide to get out of this Designed 
Matrixxx.  Your Choice, this IS only something I can present 
as I have Learned from Duane The Great Writer, RebISar, 
and The Real UNUversal Guides of The ALLLISSS.  

Eventually, my senior year of university I decided to 
leave.  I was learning so much more than anything from the 
invented school system where all you do is copy, paste and 
regurgitate others one-dimensional knowledge created to control 
you, a lot of it coming from the Tavistock Institute on the 
physical level, angels on the astral and causal level, the Kalaum 
God on the Mental Level, and the Supreme Deceptor on the 
Etheric Level. 

By this time I had started my own YouTube Channel and 
sharing what I was learning.  I was having my own 
RealExpereinces with life so I got through my emotional 
attachments and mustered up the courage to tell my parents, 
especially the mother that I was leaving school.  I’ve always 
luved learning, but in the TruSense and Seeeing through 



everything like the RealUNuversIS instead of being 
brainwashed like the 
masses through 
academia.  I went to 
university mostly to 
experience living on my 
own.  Which really was 
a great experience those 
years, I learned a lot 
and went through a lot, 
but very minuscule to 
what was coming next.

  Through my YouTube Channel I met this really far out 
individual that contacted me through YouTube and wanted me 
to do interviews on Coast to Coast and on other radio shows 
with YouTubers. He lived half away across the country.  I was 
creating YouTube videos in 2013-2014.  The videos I was 
creating were of me speaking about my experiences and what I 
had learned about UFOs, Aliens, 9-11, Fairies, Dreams, to give 
some examples, just me, on YouTube, Talking.  He came to my 
YouTube Channel leaving quite a few comments and he was 
rather intrigued.  I gave him an e-mail and eventually we 



began talking on the phone regularly.  He was very familiar 
with the law, KEK Chemtrails, Fukushima, Planned U.S. 
Deception, Aliens, and many other things. I talked to him for a 
while and he was a moreso real reality than anyone I was 
relating to in the physical. I became so much MoreAware 
through the things he shared with me. 

For example, I learned WiFi which is Mind Kontrol 
interrupts our Dreams and so on.  In my own way I had gone 
into a deep sleep after learning what I did with the illuminati 
because I had a lot to go through for example this whole New 
Age Alien Deception Thing which is basically the love idea, love 
everyone and everything, just ‘send love,’ ‘spread love and light,’ 
‘think positively,’ ’think it away it’ll be ok….’ what a Farce! One 
Day I began looking up NASA’s Project Blue Beam and IT 
hit me, everyone was confused and once again the Supreme 
Deceptor had constructed everything.  I decided to throw out 
everything.  It was “Love the Aliens,” “The Fleaidians, and 
Lieans (Pleiadians and Lyrans for those of you still involved) 
are here to save you,” “We’ll help you,” oh and my ALL time 
favorite “May The Blessing Be!” Sounds more the equivalent of 
TapLining, Karma and Reincarnation to me! Might as well 
wait another 3,000 years for Jesus to arrive on his SpaceShip! 





HA HA! And that’s just what T.H.E.Y have planned. So 
everyone can walk into this designed matrixxx and once again 
be deceived! …I’m not saying all aliens are ‘bad.’  What I’m 
saying is  get past all your emotional and mental ideas and so 
much else and Watch Your DreamVisions and YOU will SEE 
for YourSelf!  The idea is to have all these holographic projectors 
with graphics in the sky of your choice of emotionally attached 
savior icon, I.E. Jesus, Muhammad, Buddha, Krishna, Alien, 
and even your ‘loved ones’ so you can walk through a 
dimensional portal and be obliterated…basically whatever your 
emotional attachments are THEY will be used ‘against’ you. 
Again, watch Your DreamVisions, The RealSide LifeIS and 
SEE! 

RebISar and The Real UNUversal Guides will show 
YOU what IS Real now. The RealGuides have shown me so 
many things like where to go and a RealPreparedness of what 
to do when particular things take place, for example The 
invasion of the U.S. military and the FEMA camps. Simply 
Take the Risk by Testing The NU~U Sessions 10-15 minutes 
before sleeping…or STAY LOST AND STAY SHEEP 
SLEEP….YOUR CHOICE.



Back to this fellow I met half way across the country, after 
listening to what he was sharing about what is taking place on 
our world I was more propelled to leave my physical home and 
find something else, something more real, and what was really 
taking place.  I packed up my things, which was a lot of things, 
a car full and trunk full of old dead ideas.  I was moving across 
the country and I was going to even moreso WakeUp because 
everything and everyone around me was most certainly dying. 
Through all of my travels I stopped at my sister’s place in New 
Jersey, and because of particular circumstances which I know 
the RealGuides were involved in I was no longer moving across 
the country, only to stay in New Jersey for a couple weeks, but 
the way I saw it there was no way I was going back to a so 
called ‘job,’ or really— anything.  There was so much that had 
happened between the decision to leave my home and the end 
time of New Jersey.  Nobody really knew what I was going 
through and mostly just wrote me off as ‘crazy,’ because mainly 
I was always chatting with those that were not living in 
Virginia, (the state where I entered this life,) or were even out of 
the Country…so I had my own life going as everyone I knew 
was hitting the wall.  



Also all my friends had began to call me something like 
“Spiritual” and although I was very much with Life I never 
saw myself as Spiritual or anything the like..it was obvious I 
needed to move on.  What I’ve Decided IS to Be Real with 
What LifeIS and LifeIS an ISSSNISSS that cannot be defined 
and has nothing to do with anything ‘Spiritual…’ how boring!   
The Spirit idea goes no further than the astral realm.  Do you 
really want to go with the spirit ideas when that is what the 
kontrollers call alcohol?  Or the ‘Holy Ghost?’  This stuff is all 
superstition, but can become very real and not in the sense you 
are ‘thinking!’  We have all been there many lifetimes, but I 
rather be Real and Wonderful like a million suns shining and 
not held by any Restrictions that are marketed and agreed to 
by almost the whole world!  What nonsense!  Laws, 
Regulations, Religious Ritualism Restrictions, Spiritual, 
Psychic, Metaphysical, Transcendental Thinking Philosophy 
Mind Paths & Ideas, Scientific & Academia, Psycho-
Psychology Literalism!  Not for Me!  I’ve been through that 
and it’s always time for something Real!  

I luv Swimming with MerMaids or Flying in the Sky 
with The Birds and The Bees! This is where I am so grateful for 
DuanEva, RebISar, Pall, Yauble, Fubbi, Gopal, Kata, and 



The RealGuidance because it is so easy to just agree with the 
matrixxx system when YU can decide to be Real and 
Wonderful for YourSelf.  Bare in mind this story begins to not 
be so chronologically.  Yes, I meant chronologically, have some 
fun, loosen up.  I began to have RealSide Experiences of 
different people in my life, as I had many when I was a child 
now after coming in contact only once with the NU~U and 
what Duane The Great Writer is presenting my RealSide 
Experiences become longer, more vivid, more memorable and 
made more sense.  I become able to Seee other dimensions of 
what is taking place here.  I’ll give a few examples here I’ve 
written about on my Tumblr Blog Posts…Oh look I found the 
Raw File here..on the next line…

“I don’t often write much on tumblr…In the physical, 
about a year ago I was with a some guy friends and I started 
to recognize they were in a limited position with their 
RealAwarenisss.  One of the individuals was a former 
boyfriend.  Another friend said, “I love Kelsey you can do or 
say anything to her and she’s cool with it.”  It was possible this 
was a compliment, but I wanted to seee more and the real 
reality of the situation without and obstructions, a confirm of 
my own intuition and awarenisss was needed for personal 





myself what my RealAwarenisss was perceiving.  I had a long 
day in the physical and mental with these guys.  My car broke 
down at least two times and I even had a little wine later in the 
day.  Which was notable at this time because I had not been 
engaged in alcohol drinking in years.   

That night I said to myself “I have got to see what is 
really going on here…”

In my RealSide Experience that night I was going 
through many, many, many, scenes all with people I had 
known even many I had not seen in the physical for years.

In one scene I was riding in a van with a few young 
women I grew up with and had memorably went to a nearby 
university, as I had a real fun time partying there for a 
weekend.  We were in a van, which to me is like the social family 
consciousness and everyone was eating McDonald’s and I was 
saying, “Why are you all eating McDonald’s?”  McDonald’s? I 
don’t want to eat this McDonald’s.”  I did not want to agree 
with what they were eating.  When you are eating on the 
RealSide there are many VUs to take.  One VU is what you 
are eating is the knowledge you are ingesting along with any 



ideas you may be agreeing to, and you can take a look at who 
prepared the meal as well.  It is well known that McDonald’s 
‘food’ is not a source of nutrition.  It’s one thing when you are 
the conscious effect of what is taking place, but when you are 
the unconscious effect of everything around you, and the 
unconscious decisions of others, there are different situations 
that occur that you have to deal with and many times the 
individual is unaware of why what is taking place with them is, 
because of all their unconscious agreements and also taking 
everything around them for granted.  It is important to pay 
close attention and decide to become MoreAware as this is where 
your RealSurvival Isss.  

A former boyfriend’s  parents were driving the van & 
everyone was so obliterated by anything real.  I had been 
learning a lot about what is really taking place on our world 
with the goo foods, fluoride in the water, chemtrails, bankers, 
birth certificates, wars, words, black and white magic, etc, and 
at that moment in my life I wasn’t recognizing that 
realistically most of no one I knew, or even most of the world 
cared at all or was even slightly sincerely interested in finding 
out what is really taking place on the planet they live on.  



The scene changed. I was in a a huge parking lot of 
physical asphalt, level one, creation.  I was again with a former 
boyfriend that was half coherent.  Then I saw a hotel, which 
also represents the social consciousness.  Many were living, and 
coming in and out of this hotel, like New York City.  I looked at 
myself and I was pregnant.  On the RealSide many times, but 
not every time, it is really the ideas of yourself or others you 
are pregnant with.  It can be a real pregnancy, a wish, or 
showing the possibility of what can take place from particular 
choices made.  I had been impregnated by the ideas of these two 
young men I was hanging around with earlier in the day, as 
this was what I was looking at.  This was also a RealSide 
demonstration of what the personal life of most young unaware 
souls I knew were living, and what the real possibility of living 
a standard life of unaware, unconscious choices entailed.  

These two fellows were standing there and the scene was 
obvious just as watching someone’s life here.  The father was not 
taking care of the child, stepping up to his position, providing 
no masculine strength, protection, initiative, courage, 
motivation, survival or any qualities related to this aspect.  The 
father rather was a total mess of his own lost distortions and 
creations.  It is real that this is the reality of most on earth 



today.  I was totally distraught.  The child’s father changed to 
the other fellow as another demonstration.  The situation did 
not become better.  All the individuals from the hotel or social 
agreed to unaware consciousness were into whatever they were 
socially.  That being - the selling or partaking of drugs, games, 
parties, attitudes, anything meaningless that has nothing to do 
with a RealPurpose or Real Recognition of the Wonderful 
PurSincerity LifeISSS like a newborn child.  

The RealSide Experience was very real and and a real eye 
opener for me.  By the end of the experience from what I was 
deciding and Seeeing, Chris Courage showed up, and said to 
me, “You don’t have to do this anymore, you don’t have to be in 
the drama anymore.”  

I Woke Up here in the physical and told one of my more 
aware friends at the time, “Sam” who said to me it was that all 
these individuals in my experience did not know what they were 
doing and were lost, but I was not lost because I came through 
it to Seee what has no Real Value and what has no Real 
Benefit so that I can stand in What Is Real.  I decided to make 
more sense of my life since then and I haven’t seen these people 
in the physical since.





Some of these individuals have shown up on the RealSide.  
One of the individuals I have seen many times is a former 
boyfriend that I knew since elementary school.  For the most 
part, whenever I see him he has huge gnarly attitudes.  His 
attitudes on the RealSide are very extreme, when here in the 
physical sense he looks like a quiet, kept to himself individual, 
but everything shows up on the RealSide.  

The Real UNUversal Guides have also shown up in the 
body of this boyfriend before to give me a demonstration and 
something to relate to for my personal self here, as I was 
familiar with this individual over lifetimes.  They many times 
demonstrate a young age instead of older like you may see in 
some of the images.  I have been able to tell the difference 
because of the demonstration and interaction.  

The Boys, The Real UNUversal Guides are Very Real & 
Very Sincere, I’ve never found anything like it on the earth or 
through the other LifeLevels.  Gratitude every moment is what 
you want to take up.  When I wake up I’m able to recognize 
when it is one of ‘The Boys,’ The Real UNUversal Guides or 
someone else, based on their attitudes and how they are.  Life 



makes sense, so make sense of what you are shown, your 
attitudes are not needed with what life is trying to show you to 
better survive and see yourself and where you are at in 
creation.

There are so many endlisss ways for Life to present and 
demonstrate itself we each must take the time to Seee our own 
RealExpereinces and also understand and recognize we do not 
know much of anything here with this physical literal mind we 
have been conditioned with to think we know more than Life 
already ISSS and what ITT ISSS always Sharing Wonderfulll 
with US. 

Really we know nothing with this literal world and five 
bodies, so it is also wonderful to hear the Real Experiences of 
others and listen.  Luckily we do have the best references and 
knowledge Duane has brought out in his writings, but these 
just like the experiences on the RealSide are only a step.  

 Objective Views are very precious when they are provided, 
and the sun, birds and nature demonstrate an objective view for 
us every moment, but who will and is realistically, not 
artificially, paying attention?  We are so lucky to have the 



Knowledge and Best References brought out by Duane The 
Great Writer and The Real UNUversal Guides.   

My intent IS for YU, The RealU to be able to WakeUp, 
Seee The ISSS as ITT ISSS AN ISSSNISSS, PUR like The 
Sun Shining and Become MoreAware for YourSelf, but this is 
your decision and deciding to Seee something Wonderfulll will 
not be imposed on you, it is only through your choices.  Here IS 
another RealSide Experience for You to Become MoreAware.

 I was in my house with the President, the President 
appearing as Miley Cyrus, a Beta Mind Control Slave used as 
Puppet for the Public, and I was doing my best to WakeUp 
The Audience and even Miley herself, as there were many in 
the crowd listening to her.  As I did this, since I was exposing 
what is taking place with the Kontrollers, 3 Men In Black came 
to drag me away.  I was fighting and struggling to get out of 
the grasp of The Men in Black.  As this was happening Miley 
came over to assist me.  She started to become MoreAware and 
make sense from what I was saying.  I was able to release 
myself from their grasp to where I eventually was free, but 
there they were, and it was a huge WakeUp Call for me, this 
RealExperience was sometime in the summer of 2014. 



My friend I mentioned from half way across the country 
also had experiences similar, although many of his experiences 
were in the physical.  For example he had an advertisement up 
to give music lessons at his house and a hired man came to his 
house and put a riffle in his back, because of what he was 
doing, simply exposing what is taking place.  

He also had some nights where he was camping in the 
forests and a woman’s government voice said to him that he 
was going to be killed there and had been killed there in another 
time frame, as a warning, so that he would get up and leave. 

He had many RealExperiences with meeting other ‘Alien’ 
species, here in the physical, and also as a child.  He and his 
friend were abducted onto the Military/Reptilian SpaceCraft 
and left back on Earth in his house with nothing but his 
britches on. This and many other stories. 

Eventually I met another friend who I’ll call, James.  
James was living somewhere in the South Mountain area of the 
United States.  James had many RealExperiences of going 
underground and Seeeing hybrid aliens in cloning tanks.  I 





told James about my previous friend and all the scenarios him 
and I went through.  James was utterly convinced this fellow 
friend of mine was sent to kill me and wasn’t able to go through 
with it, so other tactics were tried to manipulate me by the 
aliens he was attached with.  The Supreme Deceptor in 
NUBook Four by Duane The Great Writer is around in 
everything.  These two individuals were both huge lessons for 
me to Seee more as nothing is what it seems and all deception 
and distortion did begin to show up.  As I sang NU~U I 
became MoreAware of what was always taking place right in 
front of me with the influences, kontrol of these individuals, and 
what they were attached to.  Mostly what I noticed was in the 
physical sense as I became uninhibited and open to Seee.  I’m 
amazed I made it this far as I went through so much to get 
here and not have my physical body obliterated by those that 
do not want the smallest bit of Real Light here.     

When I consciously became involved with The 
NUPresentation in The Physical Sense I immediately saw 
these were some of the steps for myself to take to be able to Share 
this Wonderful Reality and what IS really taking Place on the 
Earth and All The LifeLevels Up to the ALLLISSS. 





I had made many friends through social media, Tumblr, 
YouTube, —and Instagram mainly, Facebook also.  We were 
all on our own Journey and decided Position of Waking Up. 
What I had learned I saw it necessary to share with others. 

For example I had a friend I will write her name as 
Rachel, Rachel was very much into ‘Channeling,’ aliens, 
crystals, dreams and many other things. Many times she 
‘thought’ in her mind she was channeling, but realistically it 
was just her talking to herself, which is fine.  This is many 
times how it is when we hear something, or a voice speaking to 
us.  It is us, talking to ourselves.  

We often discussed our ‘dreams’ which is actually the 
RealSide and what was taking place including the Twin Flame 
idea.  It can be so, but at the same time it is a nice story for 
most that keep them running around and chasing emotional 
attachments in creation as some bored aliens mind kontrol and 
TapLine them from the moon.  I seee a better and more real 
definition and position.  Everything is demonstrated and can be 
seen on the RealSide as YU learn to Seee it, even here & now.  
There IS so Much More To Life, so much More than can be 
imagined! I spent years on the ‘Twin Flame’ idea ‘thinking’ 



this or that.  I’ve learned life is survival and with this, LifeISSS 
an ISSSNISSS and Everything YOU need already IS and will 
show up as you pay attention to your RealAwarenisss. 

ITT ISSS Simply an endlisss Recognition of what ITT 
ISSS and I’m having Fun with this…So I share with Rachel 
what I will Share here and that is to Sincerely take a look on 
The RealSide in Your DreamVisions as to ‘What IS Real 
Now.’  RebISar and The RealGuides will Show You, but you 
must have the Courage to See what You Have been Marketed 
and agreed to. There are many beings in the Astral Realm who 
Pretend to be this or that, and maybe they are, and that is for 
you to Seee, but even so, these characters can still disguise 
themselves in Your DreamVisions, so it takes time to Learn the 
Unspoken Language of The ALLLISSS, but eventually, 

“ALL DECEPTION SHOWS UP.” 
~ Duane The Great Writer 

Here is an example of this in my own RealSide 
Experience, “I was seeeing RebISar at some time and the idea 
of the scene was first that someone was trying to convince me 
RebISar was not Real and was Illusion, but it was funny for 



me because it was so obvious THEY were trying to get me to 
agree with illusion, I know what ISSS Real.” 

An entry from my DreamJournal,  
September 11, 2015.  

I’ve learned a lot this life, but there IS always SO much 
more and so much more to be humble and grateful for as there 
is a lot more I du not know…here is an example of what I was 
coming through before I came to this— The Real Presentation 
of The ISSS by Duane The Great Writer.  

When I walked the hallways of my parent’s house, in the 
physical I saw what was very possible to take place based on 
my choices and decisions.  It was moreso than a physical 
action, it was my reactions that I was able choose in the now 
moment of a future situation that was to take place.  For 
example, I had a close guy friend and I often saw the 
individuals he was next to involve himself with, and I was 
given the opportunity to choose how I was going to Seee this and 
how I was to react or not react for myself in my personal life. 
I’ve had the privilege to recognize my own FreeWill for MySelf. 





With The NU~U Sessions it is easier to observe every 
choice, idea, agreement, attachment and decision we make.  Test 
what Duane The Great Writer, RebISar and The Real 
UNUversal Guides are Presenting, The NU~U NUSound 
with LifeITSelf and you will find out, but you must take the 
Risk or YU will never know. 

I was becoming very aware in my daily life and 
eventually it showed up in my RealSide Experiences when I 
was Testing The NU~U.  I had a family member in this life 
that was very emotionally attached to her ideas and attitudes, 
which is fine and her choice.  What I am explaining here is the 
benevolent front, or the surface of people like the poop, yes the 
poop, who looks so sweet when realistically himself and the 
Queen are eating babies, it all sounds like science fiction but it 
is all so Real.  

In my RealSide Experiences I began to Seee this 
individual Kontrolling me and having robotized other beings to 
do the same and this was all happening in my backyard, which 
I saw as my subconscious, in this experience there were snakes 
all over the grass, and these were Emotional TapLines (E.T.) of 
Kontrol between this family consciousness we had created.  I 



often had more real experiences with this, and still do with other 
things in my own way until I was able to recognize what was 
really taking place and decided to side-step the entire situation, 
as it was not real, but a simulation I went through of what was 
not real. 

Jump ahead some more I began to see my parents on The 
RealSide and there were almost endless experiences, until I had 
an experience with my mother and father chasing me with 
knives, having the intent to murder me.  They were being used 
against me by the dark side.  This was the  RealSide 
Experience demonstrated to me as I paid attention.  

Later that week in the physical sense my father had been 
drinking too much and physically attacked me.  I then called 
the police, which for anyone considering calling the police I 
suggest to find a YouTube Video with the name something like 
‘This is what happens when you call the police…” And basically 
everyone gets beat up or killed.  Well, I didn’t get beat up or 
killed, but I did get arrested.  I made the ‘most’ out of the 
situation you might say and I even began telling the police 
officer on the way ‘downtown’ about the Boys, RebISar and 
The RealGuides that often they come to me in my ‘Dreams’ as 





Police Officers.  And they do, because the Boys are Real, and 
the police officers in the physical are nothing more than 
kontrolable pawns in the Reptilian TakeOver of Plan E.T. 
Earth.  Anyone can SEEE this on The RealSide for themselves. 

I can see with my experience this all had to take place, and 
was a set up, so I was able to leave the emotional attachments of 
the house, those situations and move on.  It was time to go and 
overdue.  It was very necessary and I’m totally fine with all of 
it.  

I eventually contacted a friend.  This friend had a very 
pure heart and was the most ready, and unattached to me in 
the area I lived, so he was given the Real Opportunity with me 
to free himself from Creation and Recognize the Real 
UNUverIS with the Real Guides this lifetime.  The both of us 
went to the same high school and had mutual friends.  We met 
up in the Summer of 2014 in the neighboring city of 
Chesapeake, Virginia while a mutual friend was having a type 
of get together party.  I was doing a lot of YouTube videos at 
that time with anything that triggered my induction or 
RealAwarenisss.  This friend and I discussed many things of a 



more real reference, about the nature of my videos, realities, 
aliens, what is taking place with the governments, time travel, 
and other phenomena.  Since the event of us meeting in 
Summer 2014 took place I hadn’t seen this friend until he 
contacted me in the beginning of 2015 through FaceBook. 

The friend who I’ll now call Marley came over on his 
skateboard the same night he contacted me via facebook as he 
told me he wanted to ‘meet up’ and in my mind the only way I 
was meeting up with anyone was ‘right now,’ and here he came.  
As he approached my driveway on his longboard he had a 
beard with dark skin and dark hair.  He looked of RebISar.  I 
saw this as another step to take the risk and get out of myself.  I  
brewed us both hot tea with all the spices I had in my cabinet, 
cayenne pepper, turmeric, ginger, and loads of oregano, and 
anything else I had!  His first sniff and sip of the tea he 
sneezed!  It was quite comical.  

We talked for over four hours on my small front porch 
about Duane The Great Writer, RebISar, The Boys, also 
known as The Real UNUversal Guides, The NUPresentation, 
NUFriends, LifeLevels, Gods of Man, Reptilians, Supreme 
Deceptor, Influence, and so much more from the RealSide.  





This individual was a risk taker in many ways, and he decided 
a Real Risk Taker Position that very night as he went home 
and Tested The NU~U Session and had RealExperiences for 
himself.  He knew it was Real.  Since that time, Marley came 
over almost every day to tell me about his RealSide 
Experiences.  He was having all kinds of Experiences with the 
Real UNUversal Guides, so much that cannot be explained to 
the literal mind, but is so far out, real, and beyond imaginable.  
He often saw the time tracks like I do of the consciousness of this 
planet’s free will decisions which often was leading to nuclear 
war.  He was taken on spaceship rides and was even shown the 
IS at that time, he was taken through the painless process of 
what we call death on the RealSide, shown what the Deceptors 
were doing on the Moon with CERN, how they were 
hypnotizing soldiers and capturing humans in chains in the 
astral and causal realms and so much more.  

Hearing his RealSide Experiences was some of the most 
fun I had ever had, listening, learning, and sharing.  What a 
blast.  I deciding I did not want many influences in my life 
and wanted to narrow things down to myself and become more 
real so Marley became my only RealFriend in the Physical as 
I decided, other than my Wonderful NUFriends from all over 



the world on The Skypes.  I gained many views from Marley 
through the RealSide Experiences, choices and decisions he 
made over the year and a half of spending constant time with 
him as he still dabbled in the outside world and emotional 
attachments and ideas I had no real interest in.  Marley was 
20 years young at the time as I was 21 and to be 22 in a few 
months.  

Once Marley and I were together, the day after the police 
incident, I had stayed at a friend in Portsmouth’s house, you 
and I will call him John.  Marley came to John’s to meet me as 
we then went to my parents house.  Well, I was around the 
corner because a fictitious court entity placed a ‘no contact 
order’ in ‘action’ law, policy, these things are all Draconian 
Reptilian like Queen Lizzy of England, to keep people diseased, 
stressed, confused, restricted, and confined but for the sake of the 
story, Marley then was at the front door of my parents house 
getting my suitcases full of clothes and other miscellaneous 
items.  I had already packed suitcases weeks before as I had 
dreams of coming to California to do the Children’s Benefit 
Concerts, so it was pretty easy for him to grab and go my 
things.  



My room had already basically been cleared out as when 
I started Singing NU~U very intently before bed, riding my 
bike, many times a day and listening to Misss Eva Singing 
NU~U I really wanted no ideas and no restrictions, so as I say 
NU~U I became more aware of what ISSS Real, and that is 
PurSincerity like the Sun Shining.  I began to take out all the 
clutter that was in my room, clothes, arts, posters, crystals, 
books, oracle cards, decorations, dressers, even parts of my bed 
until it was totally cleared.  It’s like looking up at the blue sky 
and the sun and Seeeing that it is endlisss and then looking at 
the earth and Seeing all this worthless junk, buildings, 
pollution, roads, junk.

We then went to Marley’s grandparents house, and to save 
you the hustle and bustle of this story Marley and I stayed 
upstairs in his grandparents house for about 2 weeks, if that, 
and the Reality of Being NU, ITTT does touch everybody 
once YOU Recognize ITTT, it’s The RealLight, You’re the 
RealLight and it really causes an agitation with individuals, 
that’s part of the reason what took place with the parents did.

  While I was at Marley’s grandparent’s house I mostly 
stayed upstairs in the bedroom room.  I did not want to be in 



anyone’s way there and only saw that it was going to take some 
time to figure things out, as to my next step, but really there is 
and was no figuring anything out, and really never has been in 
a way, because what it is, is you decide, and that’s what I 
needed to do, was decide, sometimes it takes us quite a bit of 
promoting to make a new choice for ourselves, go into the 
unknown, leave the comfort zone and emotional attachments 
that are mainly subtle and unseen, and not only to 
individuals, but ideas, buildings, events, anything because 
everything is vibration and you decide where it is you want to 
beee and what YU want to Recognize.
  

The Reality IS Life wants everyone to WakeUP, and Your 
RealAwarenisss does not ‘enjoy’ being BORING even though 
the little you loves to stay stuck with yourself mostly in your 
comforts and misery and deciding to not Seee More because it 
is too scary, that you think you will lose everything that you 
never had, but actually you have everything, in a Pure, Clean 
position and everything is in its place.  Life doesn’t care, the 
sun is fine, and it still shines, but the sun is only a reference, 
the sun is not the TruReality, you may never know ITTT, but 
YU can decide to Beee ITT every moment.



  I often listened to Misss Eva SharIS Singing NU~U on 
repeat via my cell phone.  Marley’s brother is 8 years old at 
this time and he is often upstairs playing MineCraft on the 
tele.  Marley’s younger brother began to tell me about his 
dreams and in his own innocent language, that his dreams 
weren’t ‘right,’ and he ‘didn’t dream like he is supposed to,’ and 
some of what he Seees is in his own words, ‘NightMares’. 

For example, he was having the doll, Chucky, vampires, 
and other monster beings coming into his experiences.  He went 
on to ask what was the sound he was hearing subtly from my 
cell phone.  I told him it was The NU~U NUSound and that 
it assists me in going to sleep when I’m alone in the dark.  He 
looked intrigued and said “Wow, that’s awesome, Can I try 
that?”  I told him that he can put it on his cell phone and listen 
or sing and then he will not have ‘bad dreams.’  He was very 
sincere and really excited!  He immediately added the song to 
his cell phone that night, listened and sang the NU~U within 
himself.  

He came to me the next afternoon as I was in the front 
yard and told me his dreams were better!  



He was so excited in the wonderful pure way children are 
and said, “Kelsey!” as he told Marley and I he went to another 
galaxy and met The WonderFul Beings RebISar, DUVA, and 
other RealGuides, as they stood on top of many planets and 
were flown around.  Marley’s younger brother let us in on some 
of the secret things they taught him in a very Real way.  It was 
such a Pure scene.  Later that day a family member was angry 
to hear he had these WonderFul DreamExperiences with The 
RealGuides and flew off into a fit of rage. 

That was the last day Marley and I stayed at that house. 

As I heard his family member scream while I listened to 
the NUSkype Group that was taking place at the same time, I 
calmly and silently packed my bags, as I was focused on what 
IS Real, then I started walking down the stairs.  As I walked I 
was confronted by another family member and instead of 
involving myself in what did not make sense I kept walking out 
the door.  I walked until I arrived downtown to the Elizabeth 
River and sat calmly.  It was nice being away, with the cool 
breeze of the river, it was if life was just still and all ok for me.





It was a NUAdventure I was embarking on, being away, 
not knowing where I was going, but knowing no matter what 
Life and the Real Guides is, and is with me always.  

Soon after, Marley caught a ride from a former friend of 
his down to the river with me.  I had court just down the street 
in two days so we both slept outside in front of the water.  It 
was rather cold and rainy that night.  It was our first night 
outside and we had no blankets.  And yet, a woman from the 
above balcony apartments threw us down two blankets for that 
cold night which we would use later in our adventure as well.

 We also went to a dominos pizzeria down that wasn’t too 
far, but a nice walk from where we were sleeping.  We went to 
get some dinner as we were so hungry from all the adventure 
up until that point.  To our surprise, after we ordered our two 
pizzas the managers gave us two extra pizzas, and even extra 
sauce cups, which anyone that orders carry out pizza knows it’s 
going to be at least 67 cents for those extra sauce cups.  The was 
for sure a confirmation of the choice and I had made to leave, 
as life was taking care of us because we decided to take the risk 
into the unknown.  It’s really that simple.  There were these 
little instances taking place and I knew it was the Real Guides 



showing us they were there for US and LifeISSS always there 
for those who Take the Risk to Seee More than what they have 
always seen.  In another book I’ll talk more about domino’s 
pizza and how it shows up on the RealSide as funding - for 
fun, to be like kids and do something wonderful. 
 

Two days of sleeping in downtown Portsmouth had past 
and so we got on the ferry and rode across the Elizabeth River 
to Norfolk, Virginia, where we would then catch the first bus to 
Virginia Beach, where we would eventually spend our entire 
summer, with a little time in a couple hotels in Chesapeake, 
Virginia.  We were on our adventure here and on the 
ALLLISSSRealSide. 

I will Share more RealSide Experience with you now, but 
first I will give you a few sentences on why.  There are so many 
subliminals on the tele today and I really see no benefit in 
having one to watch the standard television programming.  I 
eventually came to a point of having no television myself.  The 
television I kept in my room was only to have a larger screen 
when hooking up my HDMI cable from my computer to the 
television and later, I sold my television for some extra money 
to travel with.  Then I came to the point where I didn’t even 



have a room for roughly 3 months.  There was one show that the 
sister and I used watch and that was OpDah WinFry Your 
Brain’s Super Soul Eating Sunday.  I watched a few of her 
LifeCrack Episodes, but at the time, I really liked the Super 
Soul Sunday.  I saw myself being interviewed on Miss OpDah’s 
Show, as the sister saw herself as the interviewer.  We often 
cracked up about this scenario but we were very serious.  
Everything in creation has its place.  I was to look behind the 
scenes and SEEE what IS Really going on with Miss OpDah 
and everything she promotes as she is really popular these days 
with marketing the Law of Attraction.  Remember the Movie 
The Men In Black?  You know, The Real Thing, The 
Documentary, well don’t they mention OpDah ‘landing’ on this 
PLAN E.T. in Chicago from her perspective alien domain to 
kontrol the population of HUman Farming…? Remember 
something about that?  Were you paying attention?  At that 
point I did not watch OpDah anymore, or much television at 
all, but this is the RealSide Experience I was shown as a 
confirmation of what is really foolishness and boring to put 
your focus on.  



	 Monday April 20, 2015  

What I was shown next was a young girl that had been raped 
& multiple children poisoned.  OpDah was preparing herself to 
enter the courtroom makeup & pretty clothes to ‘look good’ on 
television, like a high priestess.  OpDah’s focus was on making 
sure she ‘looked good,’ she did not care at all about the girl and 
trauma she had been through as is marketed on all her 
television shows and affiliate shows.  OpDah stayed towards the 
side most of the time near a side door where she was able to slip 
out right underneath an attic because she was witchy and 
nefarious intentions.  Her whole intent of being there was for 
the marketing exposure & money, and that’s fine, but there was 
no real benefit involved with her intent.  It was set up as a ploy 
that she wanted to ‘help,’ as this is her decided reality with 
everything she does and has done including with the others she 
kontrols and props up through her network and has promoted 
on ‘other’ networks that are really all connected for the 
programming, submission and human farming of this planet’s 
population. 



Here are some more archives of the RealSide Experience I 
had while Becoming MoreAware with Life and Singing 
NU~U. 

	 January 28, 2015 

There were planes in the sky and skull clouds were coming 
out of them, I was able to read on the planes ‘U.S. Navy’ which 
made it clear they were a type of military craft.  My friend 
and I then rushed home from the school we were at and came 
back to my bedroom.  The crafts were so close and loud flying 
overhead, it was like preparing to get bombed on this warring 
planet.  I had a box in the top right corner of my closet, the 
right is the future, it was for alternative growing, a type of real 
seeds for real food and more.  Most people were growing some 
type of toxic poison related to chemtrails and the makers were 
asking anyone willing to grow these alternative seeds to save our 
lives.  The ‘United States,’ the corporate entity and the land had 
already started to look like normal FEMA camps everywhere.  
There was nowhere to go, other than traveling ditches.  

I was able to recognize the Navy craft knew me and had 
been using Face and DNA Recognition, and all of those past 





lives I had been involved with them, but finally built my 
strength in becoming more aware to get away and make better, 
more clever choices.  I knew they wanted to kidnap me, but at 
the same time I knew they couldn’t, I still kept close eye on the 
outside as more craft went by, then I noticed out my window 
there was a security camera facing towards the street that a 
government agency placed there to keep an eye on me, but the 
front was it was up for the construction farming my father was 
doing.  I looked out the window and asked my friend what it 
was, even though I already knew, I was looking for some sort of 
outside confirmation, but she was bleeding from the inside out 
and on her head area and other parts of her body.

  She was bleeding so badly from the harsh environment 
conditions and rushed to the bathroom.  It was quiet, it looked 
like the 2010 Movie ‘The Crazies.’  Then, I came back to my 
body here in the physical one-dimensional world where no one 
pays attention what is happening and be destroyed and 
devastated all around them. 

I went on google, typed in ‘Navy Aircraft’ and one of the 
first images to pop up was an aircraft carrier with writing on 
the side reading, ‘USS Nice Dreams,’ so someone was 



communicating with me after all their spying, which is fine 
because life Seees all of us and there are no secrets in Life.

Upon my research I found the aircraft,  EP-3A/B Orion 
EP-3E ARIES / ARIES II.  There it is in plain sight the 
reptilians and Orions who are kontrolling and destroying your 
planet, but who can Seee that?  The Orions have been here from 
the start with this planet using it as a breeding ground for 
their human farming.  I was born with the Sun in Aries for the 
twelve signs, the sun in Pieces for the thirteen signs astrology 
which was also given to the humans on the earth as influence to 
kontrol them.  Astrology itself and the total focus and reliance 
on it keeps those that agree to it and systems like it in the five 
levels of Creation, unable to recognize the RealUNUverIS The 
Real UNUversal Guides and Duane The Great Writer ISSS 
presenting because all they are able to Seee is their agreed upon 
restrictions.  The reptilians created all this as a way to 
manipulate the astral realm and place an type of hypnotic spell 
on the masses, which is their choice to continually 
unconsciously agree to or not.  All governments and well known 
politicians are members of the occult, freemasonry and use 
psychics in their daily life.  The public has been beyond 
dumbed down to look to nothing but their jobs and careers to 



chase everything that equals nothings but more lifetimes of the 
same thing for them.

What is this particular aircraft used for you may ask?  
Electronic Warfare.  Look it up.  There is an electronic fence 
placed upon this earth to kontrol the masses and zap their heads 
with all kinds of non-sense through microwaves.  Do some 
research into the GWEN Towers and the Dolce Base.  

I lived in the state of Maine for a while where there was a 
HAARP installation nearby.  When they turned on the 
HAARP frequencies my heart began to palpitate and I soon 
realized that all the vertigo and dizziness I often experienced in 
Virginia was a result of the earth kontrollers using their big 
toys to destroy this planet like they have so many others.  There 
were beautiful planets like Lyra in our solar systems with 
wonderful trees, waterfalls, oceans, animals and beings that 
communicated with each other and lived in a natural pristine 
way supporting their natural environment, but at some point 
the Orion and Sirian Reptilians destroyed the beautiful planet 
with their high technology and bombs.  This is what the 
reptilians do and so many think this is so cool.  There was a 
video on Facebook yesterday that was recorded in Yemen.  



There were American soldiers inside of a military vehicle 
recording their mission.  The camera panned over the high 
apartment building they were about to bomb.  This apartment 
building showed women and children inside with satellite 
television dishes on the outside.  The soldiers began to laugh 
and bombed the apartment of these people killing many.  What 
people do not Seee especially in the United States and other nice 
areas is that this can happen to you, in your community, in 
your home.  You are not protected by anything.  And 
eventually it will all be at your front door.  Whatever is 
happening on your planet, whether it is at your home, or 
twenty hours away, it is still happening on your planet.  The 
air, the land, and the water is all connected.  

  After the kontrollers turn on these HAARP frequencies, 
spray their chemtrails, and other virus nanotech concoctions 
they already have it set up to where they have all the hospital 
records for those affected areas sent to their offices and 
computers to see how it is affecting the human population.  We 
are their lab rats, because we agree to be and are mostly 
unconscious of it.  You do not have to unconsciously agree.  You 
can become more aware.  When someone says ‘They don’t 
believe this or that’ what they are really doing is agreeing to the 



demise because they refuse to confront it.  Simply by denying it 
in their own mind does not mean it is not happening, everyone 
is still being affected.

	 Thursday, March 26, 2015  

PresiDah Abombonthenation came to visit and give a 
pretty speech to the students of the world, a variety of ages, from 
8 into their late twenties, parents, ages 60-80, and KEK 
MemberShrimps from Joanny’s Korporation. PresiDah 
Abombonthenation began speaking and stood upfront in the 
middle of the stage so he was able to see me well.  I then went 
over to sit on the ground and watch the demonstration.  

PresiDah Abombonthenation came over to me with a 
microphone and said “Kelsey, you don’t look too happy to see 
me.”  I thought it would become obvious to the others watching 
what this stupidian was demonstrating and how he just so 
‘happened’ to be aware of ‘my name’.  

I didn’t say much, I was playing it cool...even though my 
RealAwarenisss saw a reptilian dressed as human with a 
‘Suit&Tie.’ 





I was able to Seee there was something very unhuman 
about his legs as they laid on the floor.  His legs appeared very 
strange from his feet to his waist.  When we look at different 
body parts they can represent the different levels.  The feet 
represent the physical, going up to the legs is astral and the 
waist representing the causal body.  I did not want his legs to 
touch me as I sensed the reptilian in him.  I told Duane The 
Great Writer this Real Experience in the physical and he was 
surprised to learn the Abomb had become so infected 
throughout the different levels.  Abomb has approached Duane 
many times on the RealSide along with the Black Pope and 
others.  Abomb and others have been trying to stop the 
Wonderful ALLSolar Research Vessel and other 
ALLHumanitarian Projects for ALL on the RealSide.  And I 
have seen it!  The World Kontrollers only want Kontrol and 
not for individuals to wake up and become more aware so they 
can be self-sufficient.  

In the Real Experience we then were all sitting on the floor 
as Abomb spoke and he used a subliminal code word on all of 
us.  The Word was ‘Apes.’  I quickly sat up recognizing what he 
was saying and said ‘Oh No This Has Got To Stop.’  I was able 



to Seee some recognized what I was Saying & began to look 
worried about what was taking place.  With this code word & 
others they began to hypnotize humans & use them robotically 
as they told them to get up & move to theatre chairs away from 
where we sitting, their chairs were diagonal as ours were 
straight.  THEY then instructed the MemberShrimps to run 
around in a fit of rage.  They had totally taken over the bodies 
and robotized millions use them at their will when they want to 
cause chaos or get rid of someone like myself or Duane as we 
present something Wonderful.  They are afraid when they 
really do not have to be.  

A particular family was ‘reunited’ by the ‘programs’ & the 
family ‘thought’ this was great, but it was artificial only to 
implode in on itself and be used as marketing ploy with the ‘love 
idea’ to the masses.  I watched many have their names called to 
go up & it was an even less amount who decided to not agree as 
I sat there showing the teens how to simply ‘Beee OK.’  

 Next, the Kontrollers began To Play TV Kon-mercials 
on a grand projector, the Kon-mercials were focused around  
fake food food where they add human aborted fetal cells.  The 



particular fast food restaurants that were played on the 
RealSide screen were KFC, Taco Bell, and MKUltradonald’s.  

The kon-mercials were actually showing the audience the 
fake food was harmful to them as it panned the screen with 
chickens and plastic being molded together.  At the very same 
instance subliminal light rods were being transferred from the 
crystalized screen through their eyes to the humans backs.  The 
subliminals that are not seen by the naked eye were robotizing 
the humans to eat this carcinogenic gmo fake food with pretty 
graphic branding.  There were many more kon-mercials 
running faster than you can say word to program the earth 
humans as the kontrollers have and do this on many planets as 
a way to kontrol their cattle, or food. 

The entire show I sat closest to PresiDah 
Abombonthenation & his ‘Chief of Staff,’ only 3 feet away to be 
exact.  As I watched, PresiDah Abombonthenation became very 
entranced himself.  Abomb appeared as Gumpy from those child 
television shows, modly & stretchable like playDAH. 

That whole day PresiDah Abombonthenation & his spies 
were watching me very closely as I went about outside & in 





stores, and in the cafeteria of an airport to get food & water.  
These trickers have set up many devices to track and watch me 
as I had been apart of their military lab programs in the other 
dimensions, but it doesn’t matter really because life can Seee 
everything & ITTT already knows - with what I’m duing 
LifeISSS with me, so anything THEY du, doesn’t matter, even 
destroying the physical body, as I will have another position to 
work from and possible be able to do more unencumbered by the 
restrictions of the bottom of life - the physical. 

 Mr. Abomb and HilBilly Clinton have come to me many 
times on the RealSide LifeISSS as we put into motion the idea 
of Miss Kelsey Brown running for President.  I found myself 
at a picnic table sitting across from HillBilly as she did her 
best to Kon-vince me on the RealSide of her benevolent front, 
but until she ISSS Ready to WakeUp & du Organic 
Gardening like Duane The Great Writer has suggested for all 
the individuals that have participated in the huge demise and 
destruction of this world she is with The Kalaum God and The 
Deceptive Dark Brats and will have to deal with herself and all 
of her karma ten fold - per her choice. 





Abomb showed up again in 2015 as he seems to really 
have a liking for me.  I was cooking at the stove in the parent’s 
house as I was living there and enjoyed eating beans and all 
kinds of vegetables.  Abomb sat to the left of me in a 
kindergartener’s chair and looked at me with attitude. 

Mr. Abomb did not like what I was cooking & I was 
about to school him!  I LUV the birds, bees, butterflies, and 
everything NaturIS, for me, it does not make sense to destroy 
what Supports ALL of US!  Or else, how do we really exist, but 
as computer animations and machines with no RealAwarenisss 
of the Endlisssnisss ITTT ISSS?  I also had a RealSide 
Experience with these particular political reptilians as we were 
all ‘campaigning’ for the Presidency on the RealSide.  THEY, 
Abomb, Hillbilly & their cohorts had given me a very small 
space to sleep in the size of an outhouse as they each had huge 
RV’s all for themselves.  The outhouse was fine, because what it 
really shows is that I was marking my spot.



	 Monday April 13, 2015 'Martial Law’ 

On The RealSide the emergency has been taking place for 
eons, but very few have been paying attention.  I BecameAware 
that soon to be declared in the following weeks was Martial Law 
and at the same time the Cabal was going to start NASA’s 
Project Blue Beam.  I could Seee the scene so clearly.  The 
United States Corporation has been throwing individuals into 
FEMA camps for quite some time now, directly in the public’s 
neighborhood, no different than the hundreds of thousands of 
children the cabal’s agents have kidnapped in this country and 
around the world to do their mad scientist experiments, ‘super 
solider’ protocols, and eat for dinner to keep themselves 
sustained on the agony of those small children and their fear of 
being ripped apart and taken alive, No different than the 
hundreds of chemtrails that blatantly fly on Your Planet 
Earth’s atmosphere daily with lethal concoctions to terraform 
Your Planet for the Underground reptilians, greys, and other 
species that most of the public is pretending do not exist and 
pretending do not run their religions, spiritual paths, teachings 
and Kontrolling Governments, but they are. 



My entire RealSide day consisted of myself speaking with 
different clusters of unaware HUmans to give them Hints 
about what is taking place as a takeover on their planet earth.  
I warned about Agenda twenty-one, now updated to Agenda 
thirty, also know as the ‘Depopulation Agenda.’ 

I told the unaware HUmans to google these agendas when 
they came back to their physical bodies & WakeUP to what is 
destroying, decaying, and happening all around them..

I went to many different positions to warn the HUmans, 
skating rinks, concession stands, movie theaters, waterfalls, and 
any of place where many were gathered together.

 I was very focused on Waking Individuals Up as others 
were trying to pull my attention away.  This is always the case 
until your FocISSS ISSS so.

I was Learning from RebISar more about martial law, 
Jade Helm Exercises & where the Cabal would have their 
militaries strike first.  I was shown they would first come on 
foot from the streets, then begin to arrive from the hills, then 
start to flood in from cars as this was all happening I was 





Seeeing a FuturVU and what was already taking place in 
Texas particularly with Operation ‘Jade Helm.’  

RebISar then showed me a map. The map gave locations 
on the earth almost no one had the Awarenisss to Seee. The map 
was directions and locations I would be able to retreat to when 
the ASSTral Reptilian Body Types & Greys come to the 
surface of earth to eat the HUmans.  It is a lot to pay attention 
to the RealGuidance LifeISSS always Showing YU & then 
Decide to Seee ITTT.  It’s a huge Journey, & it’s Endlisss.

I Really DU LUV assisting others in Becoming 
MoreAware and WakingUp and this Becomes the 
RealAdventure as I Risk My Life to DU what others will Not 
and do not have the RealCourage or RealHeart to DU. 

If Duane The Great Writer or DU with The Real 
UNUverISSS had not stepped up to Present this to the world 
then I would not be here! & That is Very Real.  Because of 
what DU & ALLLife Decided I have been able to Recognize 
something so much more than anything in the Creative Realms.  



Because of RebISar & The Real UNUversal Guides, the 
TruSilent ones, ALLL known & unknown, the EndlissnISSS& 
ALLLife that ISSS alive, I’m here to DU what I DU & for 
YU.  I will never stop, as ITTT ISSS what I’m here for, I will 
continue to go with the RealAdventure that LifeISSS & ISSS 
being brought out here and with ALLLife always, ITTT ISSS 
my Beeeing & RealNature as I have recognized something 
Here.  

IT Really does make sense to Pay Attention to the 
RealSide LifeISSS & Seee Your own RealExperiences so YU & 
YOU are better equipped for what ISSS taking place here and 
prepare yourself as your pretending that what is happening is 
not will only last so long & it will be too late, as it already is.…

Start with ‘Your DreamVisions,’  NUBook Six in The 
AdvenurIS Series.  I suggest to go from there with your 
intuition, check out my ‘ASK DR KELSEY’ YouTube Videos 
& if YU would like a private session with me contact one of my 
assistants.  Read ALL the NUBooks in the ‘AdventurIS Series’  
and pay attention to what ISSS continually published from the 
RealSide & Here as well.  There are a total of 9 NUBooks 
Currently in the ‘AdventurIS Series.’  There are more 



NUBooks by Duane The Great Writer on The RealSide 
LifeISSS Endlisss.  

Wednesday April 15, 2015  

It was 3 am as the Dark Brats were riding around the 
ASSStral realm.  I looked over at my friend Marley with the 
eyes that we were both ready for an Adventure.  I’ve always 
been the Adventure Gal in the Real TruSense, with my 
RealAwarenisss.  The Real UNUversal Guides allowed us to be 
picked up around this time as Marley and I flew through the 
walls of my bedroom.  We were then picked up in a flying One 
World Order, FBI Van.  Marley & I were on a secret mission, 
as I’m always the investigator and enjoy how easy it is for me 
to find things out & Seee without too much effort.  The One 
World Order wasn’t able to Seee us as we were cloaked from the 
Protection RebISar put around us.  Our RealAwarenisss would 
be sufficient in duing the job as well.  I grabbed the tablet in the 
van and quickly hacked it.  I was able to Seee inside their 
program and Seee the viruses they had created to spread 
around the world for infection of the HUman population’s 
etheric body, mental body, causal body, astral body, and the 
most obvious - physical body.  



This scene reminded me of a relatable movie I watched as 
a child, Zenon Girl of The 21st Century.  I had many previous 
lifetimes to this one living on different plants in black space 
and on spaceships as respected feminine council leader as I was 
able to keep my body type at what looks like no older than 
thirty here on earth.  I served much time having discussion 
quite like the Native Americans had with their tribes on earth, 
but with my position there was different technologies involved 
we had to be aware of, both detrimental and beneficial.  

We used a communication much different than those of the 
earth.  We did use language and words, but we were also able to 
Seee each other, almost like physically Seeeing projects of what 
the individual Seees with their RealVU and different bodies 
while having physical bodies.  Our body types were many times 
more light and able to fly in space from planet to planet as we 
really didn’t have the encumbrances of the physical bodies on 
earth, but we were more in an Ethereal Sense.  The 
communication of emotions was much more clear and really 
made sense as those of us that were on the council and leaders of 
other energy devices used for stationing bodies and travel were 
able to Seee and did not have the silly attitudes of most 





HUmans, but at the same time there were those that were much 
more aware than others just like on the earth, and those just 
going through their beginning stages of learning.  

On Zenon Girl of The 21st Century Zenon finds a ‘Bug,’ 
and you might say that’s what we found, but not just one, 
many they had scattered through this Matrixxx and 
CyberSpace.

As we found this ‘Bug’ I clicked in to view more of what it 
was about.  It was a diagram shaped like a Christmas tree, 
christ - massacre.  The diagram had four tiers, which is 
foundation and money here in the physical.  There was a top 
and bottom of the tree diagram.  The diagram showed many of 
the individuals with The NUPresentation on it.  I had found 
the Dark Side’s Hit List.  There was an individual on the top of 
the tree, and towards the right was a large hippo that was 
masked for only those of us involved to know the meaning.  
Underneath the hippo was DuanEva and as the tiers went 
down I saw others and at the time there were those I did not 
recognize at the bottom left side, and on the bottom of the tree 
was myself, Chris Courage and two others at that time.  They 
were trying and planning everyday they were able to take us 



out and stop us from sharing and what we are duing.  I 
attempted to take pictures with my cell phone or my mind to 
recall later.  It was then the moment that it was, and it was for 
me to take over the mission.

As I mentioned above This ISSSS the RealRiskTaker 
Position to Be Real and make sense in a world The Does Not! 
Keep Paying Attention! 

To give some background on this Next RealExperience 
with the Krone Korporation I will give YU & YOU an excerpt 
from what Duane The Great Writer has written… 

“The word ‘spiritual’ implies Restrictions. Those who have 
even the small bit of awareness can See this with any World 
Religion. Every religion that has been created on this planet is 
from the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). Those who 
continue to follow and mimic what the RATS have created will 
become as they have! Paul Twitchell started off with the 
‘spiritual’ idea and babysat people to a certain point. 

Darwin Gross and HarOld Klemp were given the 
opportunity to Recognize THE ALLLISSS, beyond the 



‘spiritual idea’ and the Gods of Man, but they both have 
become self-absorbed as little kings, to where they see themselves 
bigger than Life ITSelf. Paul & RebISar ‘hinted’ about ‘THE 
ISNIS’ and Paul wrote this from what Rebazar had related to 
him. Paul wrote ‘The Far Country’ and I was there with him 
and Rebazar, as I then wrote ‘The Real Far Country’ by 
Duane The Great Writer. I can SEE THE ALLLISSS 
NOW... I am THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. 

‘Spiritual’ anything is a TapLining Trap! Rebazar & 
Paul gave me The Rod of Power, August 3, 2001, as I was ‘The 
Child’ Paul spoke about that was to bring forth The 
TruReality, THE IS. ‘The Rod of Power idea’ has had its day 
and those who use it are part of The World Deceptors 
destroying this planet. Paul started the beginning Disciplines 
and Restrictions, just like a person going thru Boot Camp as a 
soldier. Darwin and HarOld were to ‘expand’ upon what Paul 
presented, but they are babybrain masters, as they were ‘given’ 
the keys to the membership and misused their positions. Darwin 
was taken out with what I refer to as ‘The Influence’ and 
HarOld was taken out by SHE, Reptilian Joanny from the 
Kalaum God, the Three Headed TapLining Lizard God of 
World Religions, also known as the ‘Devil’ to many. 



TapLining Reptilian Joanny has aligned HERSELF 
with the KEK System (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 
ideas of Worshiping and PrayPaying with the Dumbed Down 
MemberShrimps to where they are basically one- dimensional 
and can only Emotionally Function with HarOld and Joanny 
from the Lower Astral Realm.  I am not laying out any sort of 
‘belief’ here, but merely ‘Reporting The RealNews’ for those who 
have The RealCourage to SEE what is really taking place from 
The RealSide LifeIS. The HU word is with Reptilian Joanny 
and HER Witches who TapLine the membershrimps in their 
Astral Bodies in their dreams. Everyone has the right to do 
whatever they want, and I am on My RealAdventure with 
THE ALLLISSS and ‘What IS Real Now! 

WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE provide 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation for YU to Become 
MoreAware, so that YU can Learn to Free YourSelf from this 
Matrixxx Dimension, and eventually Creation all together. 
There are Real UNUversis of Endless Magnificence that are 
yours at any time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you ‘Think’ LifeIS. 
RebISar & The Real UNUversal Guides will assist YU on 



Your Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must Be The Real 
RiskTaker, and have the courage to do and go where YU never 
have before. If you decide to stay the same as you have always 
been, then you will only grow old once again and forget you 
were here. YU can WakeUp Now, or Stay Lost like most people 
who are here.” 

Duane ISSS always updating what he has written & YU 
must Pay Attention & Keep UP.  YOU & YU can always pay 
attention Your RealAwarnisss, The Whole of Life & The 
RealSide to RecognISe all your own answers.  Learn to 
Recognize What ISSS Always NUNowww.

'February 20, 2015’  

I arrived in a scene I was quite familiar with.  The Dark 
Brats and their cohorts were holding another outdoor 
ritualistic ceremony celebrating their hunt of humans as 
trophies the way humans become exalted when shooting dead 
deer and hanging the deer’s head in the human’s homes. 

I was very obvious yet, the Deceptors could not Seee me, 
the same way James Bond blends in with his environment.  A 





seen, without being Seeeen, the creativenisss that no one can 
quite pick up or detect because of their literal mechanisms.

It was early in the morning, the sun had risen, as all was 
being exposed and I was right there to expose it and give those 
that were paying attention a head’s up before their time passed 
to WakeUp in this NUNowwwnisss.

The Sun was Shining, and the grass was green as there 
were seats placed in rows on a hill, with a tent cover over the 
seats, demonstrating the idea they are all sitting under, which 
shades them from the Sun, or the TruReality LifeISSS always 
beeeing demonstrated to ALL.

As I looked around I became aware of over 100 
individuals sitting in the chairs underneath of the tent.  I saw 
a table in front of the chairs which had finely placed many 
trophies, prizes the cabal and Orion Cohort Reptilians were to 
be awarding themselves.  Just like in the ‘Academy Awards’ 
and the ‘Oscars’ where the cabal is so bored they create 
marketing ploy to deceive others keeping the humans in 
submission and subliminal unawareness.  



These award shows and ritualistic ceremonies are held as a 
mass subliminal on the public, not only that, these shows are 
created by the cabal, and so are the awards, where they award 
themselves and the public watches on as if they have something 
to do with it, and they do - that is that the public is being 
sucked of their emotional and mental energies also known as 
loosh, or food for the Reptilians.  

It is no different than the individuals around the world 
going to a box to ‘cast a vote’ and imagining that marking a 
box on a piece of paper contributed to the pre-chosen kontroller 
they will soon watch create more deception on the television and 
for more unaware lifetimes until they are in body forms like 
ogres because of their agreed upon consciousness to be so.  
Everything equals itself. 

This event was a sports award banquet, as the head 
Reptilian Queen on Your PlanE.T. Earth and others in her 
presence were ready to TapLine, Mind Kontrol and award 
themselves for the boredom and cruelty they had created for 
eons.  Some of them were new to this, but for the most part this 
as been their lifestyle and intent for millennia - to destroy as 
their boredom has led them just where they are.  The Real 



UNUversal Guides have many times tried to get through to 
them, but they love their agreed upon arrogance, just like the 
Queen of Orion who was most recently placed into the Phantom 
Zone after all the cause and effect she had incurred. 

 At some point, everything shows up, and not only shows 
up, but catches up.  Duane and Galactic Girl, mentioned in 
NUBook 9, ‘The Real Story,’ along with RebISar and The 
Real UNUversal Guides, with thousands of the TruSilent Ones 
Stood Real and gave the Arrogant Queen of Orion the chance 
to stop the ChemTrails on the Earth, HAARP, Wifi and many 
other dastardly occurrences that SHE has put into motion with 
her reptilian subordinates, but she chose her arrogance and she 
has been taken out - and put into the Phantom Zone for the 
Orions to figure out whatever they will, and RebISar, DU, 
Galactic Girl and the thousands of TruSilent Ones, and even 
moreso are on an even greater adventure with this galaxy and 
all of creation to provide a RealBenefit that is not seen by 
many now, and I am one of the privileged few to know what is 
going on as it transpires and eventually is brought to the 
physical.     





As I looked the black skull and bones banquet table in 
front of the queen I noticed many trophies across the table.  The 
trophies had monarch butterflies in pattern across them, and 
the butterflies were black and white, instead of color.

I walked in front of the table in front of over 100 
individuals and said “Monarch Mind Kontrol, look it up, go to 
google and research,” as I pointed to the trophies so that 
possibly when these individuals were back in their physical 
bodies the subtle of the day may start to appear for them to 
look up what I told them.  It was possible that some of these 
individuals were rather aware and could look on the VU on the 
RealSide that is talked about in Duane’s NUBooks to Seee the 
TapLining Matrixxx by the Time Trappers they are in.

As I looked around, I saw men in black suits surrounding 
the entire area, to the right and left, I felt like a Real Spy, as I 
had placed myself there to give these individuals an 
opportunity for that moment and gain my own 
RealExperience sharing with the public to Seee if anyone might 
WakeUP now, or later. 



I recognized poli-rulers of the earth and other planets and 
was given the impression by Life and RebISar The Skull and 
Bones Secret Society members were present among the crowd 
along with United States Corporation 3 letter agencies as in 
past lives I had been a secret spy of other star systems and 
planets so I knew what to look for, the different reptilian factors 
had also run many tests on me and put me through a mass 
amounts of torture in the other dimensions to Seee what would 
be able to destroy those that are interested in anything Real.  

The reptilians and one world kontrollers are always 
mocking up smoke screens for those that have any Awarenisss 
on The RealSide, so that an individual will leave what IS real 
and go back to an ordinary mediocre TapLined and HUman 
Farmed life for lifetimes to come.  It takes a Real Persistence 
and Intent to Perseeeve what IS Real as I have learned from 
Duane.  

Through this process with the reptilians I became super 
intelligent, clever, creative, and street smart as they wanted me 
on their side to fight something unknown to them which can be 
referred to as the supreme deceptor, but my intent was to 
RecognISe what IS Real so any interaction I had with them 





would be used in the FutrNow to aid those on this planet and 
others that do want to WakeUp, especially the Children that 
came here to have their Experience and RecognISe the 
RealUNUverISSS.  

The Reptilians used me while I still had a physical body 
on earth and as I lived in many other countries on earth and 
planets with royal bloodlines as in other lifetimes I was a 
beggar, a princess, and commander.  I sailed many ships 
through the Milky Way Galaxy searching for Children who 
were interested in the RealLight, the rare few and the many 
would hop on board to eventually meet the Real Guides on 
planets that were only available to who the Real Guides took in 
as their own.  These planets or areas in life are beautiful, full of 
luscious tall grasses not known to those on earth, purple, pink, 
yellow, green and mixtures of colored grass like paints, 
waterfalls and pure running water, there is nature everywhere 
and the few structures that are made for a place to eat are 
made of cob and a golden material like hemp on the earth.  

Many of these children lived in slums in this dark realm, 
with ripped clothes and dirty faces where they had to be very 
careful to not get caught stealing oats or fruits from the street 



markets or else the consequences were to be put into a new body 
and start their process over again on a sister planet of a 
reptilian species.  I sailed this ship for what seemed like lifetimes 
but was light years a million so I could one day introduce these 
children to Duane and they have the opportunity for 
RealFreedom and the Real Gifts of RecognISing there is 
something more through the purity and humility they acquired.  

Many reptilians are very sick and will put anyone 
through whatever to get what they want, which is the kontrol of 
others, because of what they have kept deciding for eons, this is 
where their body types have de-evolved into the point they can 
no longer reproduce.  HUmans especially on planet earth which 
is beginning to effect the rest of the galaxy and other galaxies 
because of their unawareness and unconscious agreements to 
demise and destruction are going through the same process.  The 
planet earth is now a microwave oven with electromagnetic pulse 
radiation being bounced between the surface and the ionosphere.  

All of the vaccines, microwave mind kontrol radiation we 
are using from radio, cell towers, GWEN towers, WiFi, and 
more are creating bodies that are unable to reproduce and are 
being born deformed and mutated.  Duane has created The 





ALLSolar Research Vessels Projects, Self-Sufficient 
Communities, Nations United UNUversal UNUversity, Real 
NUSchool Homeschool all as a focIS for the Adults and 
Children of this planet to get involved and agree to what does 
make sense and that is Life ITSelf as Life Itself & The Real 
UNUversal Guides with ALL Life back Duane, anyone can 
take the time to Seee this on The RealSide when Singing 
NU~U~U~U, and I suggest YU du to get your own Real 
Experience and Share to WakeUP this World, but I suggest to 
get going, focused and started with something as we are way 
past the due date of self-demise on this planet.  Share!  Share!  
Share!

 It takes RealCourage to StepUP and learn to Recognize 
Your RealAwarenisss, but to me it is so simple and only makes 
sense to decide to do this as it will take my whole life and then 
some since I’m very interested in Seeeing the Children 
RecognISe RealFreedom through what Duane, RebISar, Pall 
and The Real Guides provide as a RealBenefit for ALL.  

I’m very lucky and fortunate to have linked up with the 
Real UNUversal Guides and to have known them for lifetimes 
as I went through so much experience to become humble and 



have a Real understanding of what IS Real, Natural and 
possible. 

These men began to walk from behind a curtain, 
everywhere appeared men in black suits, as I looked to my right 
and then my left I recognized Harry of the Kroney Joanny 
TakeOver Korporation and eight of their Korporation Board 
Kohorts.  These were members of the Illumanti and the Cabal, 
none of them had full human DNA, and 97% of them was 
reptilian or decedents of creates like Gollum from Lord of The 
Rings.  Each had hoods peering over their faces with long 
drapes exactly like you see when you investigate the sacrificial 
rituals taking place at Bohemian Grove.  I begin to tell the 
crowd louder, yet in a vibration frequency that was moreso 
unseen that this was all apart of mind kontrol and the 
enslavement of the HUman race and other species they were 
unconsciously agreeing to and becoming involved with, not to 
mention being HUman farmed themselves. 
  

As one of the men in black suits began to walk towards me 
Harry approaches front and center on the stage with his 
slithering cunning tongue of persuasion, “Join the Membership 
as You will be Well Taken Care of and Your Families will be 



Kings and Queens to Thrones for Years to Come.”  I then 
appear behind those individuals in the back row as they were 
the furtherest away demonstrating them having a 2% chance of 
not agreeing unconsciously to their own demise, children and of 
this planet.  As I walked behind these individuals in the back 
row I told them to ‘listen to their gut.’  

As I listened to them cackle to each other they began to 
wake up a bit from what I said.  I listened to two older women 
talk of pas ailments they had over being in the Krone 
Korporation for so many years and she could feel her 
TapLines, even though she was not aware of what those were at 
the time.  As they began to talk with each other there were parts 
of them that began to wake up and eventually in the physical 
as they grow tired of all the ignorance and what is happening 
to the children and this planet they will make contact with US, 
UNUversal SuperBeeings to have a chance at RealFreedom 
and that of assisting others.

In the next moment I needed a FuturVU for this book to 
wake up the HUmans to what they are unconsciously agreeing 
to, so Ursha LU the Mermaid took me to a scene where I drove 
with my father to a pharmacy (Harm-acy.)  As I walked down 





the isles a vaccine gun was pointed at me, like the coupon 
machines used to be in the store isles, now it was inoculation 
guns every two meters.  As I saw the gun pointed at me with a 
robot kontroller behind it in the upper part of the store to 
exactly pin point me the same way the United States 
Corporation entities use heart attack guns from remote locations 
or use brain wave technology to suggest an individual kill his 
or herself, I went the other way.  

As I began to leave the store the the robot cashier pointed a 
radar scanner at me which again was actually a vaccine gun.  
This was the standard procedure as an individual left the store 
in the future and what has happened on other planets as 
human life has been terminated slowly or through nuclear 
bombing destruction.  I did not take the vaccine of course and 
simply walked out of the store, dropping what I had.  The idea 
was, as you check out, you get your vaccines and with the 5G 
network, ’smart’ appliances, and GWEN towers it will be very 
easy to subliminally suggest everyone to take vaccines as they 
already do with strong marketing ploy on television, billboards, 
magazines, colleges, universities and more.     



As I went outside my father’s van crashed into the 
pharmacy and his physical and astral bodies appeared dead.  
He was a bruised all over the left sides of his whole body and 
the right sides of his face.  Because I have the Awarenisss that 
people do not ‘die’ I told him, “Ok, just lay over there.”  It was 
quite humorous to have a body with no awarenisss in it laying 
around, but I had to get back to this banquet of the earthly 
kontrollers, so I drove the van there through a type of 
interstellar gateway.  

In this now moment I begin to go through unseen doors 
and hallways not seen to the naked eye as scenes flashed and 
changed like flipping through movie channels.

I Seee Joanny walking down the halls of this run down 
elementary school that looked like a haunted house with black 
drapes coming from the ceiling.  

Joanny walked down the hall with eight women and a few 
teenagers.  Joanny was yelling, screaming showing her anger 
and frustration, even with tears bursting from her eyes.  She 
appeared in instances like the Queen of Hearts in Alice in 
Wonderland.  The girls and women were following Joanny in 



utter fear and oblivion.  Joanny went on about all the people 
she made cripple.  Because of her kontrol and loss of it as she 
walked she destroyed whatever was in her path.  It was like 
following Maleficent and watching her green fiery spit fly 
everywhere as she slammed her staff into the ground and the 
crow lay on her shoulder as her companion.  

Joanny stampeded along and stabbed a young girl were 
her leg, then kicking her and eventually breaking the girl down 
to a crippled position.  One of the younger girls that had been 
following her mother and Joanny in fear stayed back with the 
girl Joanny had just crippled, but her mother yelled at her, 
‘Come!!!!!  Or Joanny will kill you and me as well,” as two 
mothers began to reference all the girls Joanny had killed they 
rushed to follow Reptilian Witch Joanny.  All the women 
walked rapidly to keep up with the Reptilian Witch, even 
dragging another young lady on the floor behind them. 

As they dragged the young lady’s body each woman knew 
not to speak her name…and just as they all came into this 
recgonition the astral body of this girl that had been killed 
appeared as a witch, dark and screeching, zooming through the 
hall and above everyone.  All the women began running 





towards a huge astral light portal as the now witch flew over, 
between, around and through them.

While we are in Creation, including this physical and 
astral level where most of the dastardly happenings and events 
of this planet are taking place, of course we will be Seeeing what 
is really taking place on the RealSide as basically this whole 
life and others we have been self-convinced about whatever it is 
we are doing, including agreeing to the deceptors and 
kontrollers, ie politicians, mad scientists, medical doctors, 
religious and spiritual speakers, professors, and any other 
authoritarian or brutalitarian rulers of the earth.  It is not 
these positions are good or bad, but there is a better, more real 
and beneficial position than can be recognized.  Many want the 
La La Land Life here to keep ‘thinking’ they are fine and they 
are separate from the systems on the earth that totally rule this 
planet.  I have taken the time to type out some of my RealSide 
Experiences in this book and all over the internet on my 
websites, Facebook groups and more to share what is really 
taking place on this planet for those that do want to recognize a 
better position for themselves, a position of being totally aware 
and self-sufficient, that everything is possible, everything can 
really make sense, and nothing must be negated or gotten rid 



of, but rather more sense being made of it, until you either no 
longer need it, or you learn to ‘work it’ to where it does make 
sense.  

The Real Adventure of LifeIS Becoming More Aware and 
not about all of our LA LA Land experiences unless the 
individual can create a Real Benefit for those still in creation 
with those experiences.  However most people end up using 
passed around pretty words that only make the PersonalSelf 
feel good, self-convinced, and self-satisfied.  To WakeUP all the 
way it only makes sense to be aware of What IS Taking place 
on all LifeLevels so that you may have the Real Adventure of 
doing something wonderful and educating others with their 
RealAwarenisss.  There is a real reason you are having the 
Real Experiences you are and it is not to simply stay dumbed 
down and unaware like everyone else.  If you know about the 
NU~U and can recognize what Duane is presenting in some 
way, which is always NUNOWWW, so YU must pay attention 
to Your RealAwarenisss, you are one of the fortunate that can 
make a Real Difference for this earth, and possibly other 
planets, star systems, galaxies and other realms because you 
are learning from the best, and paying attention to All there is, 



Life ITSelf & The RealGuidance LifeIS with The REBISAR 
and The Real UNUversal Guides.  

Those that are unaware and in denial or ignorance or 
whatever of what Duane is presenting with the backing of 
LifeITSelf do not recognize their RealAwarenisss and so how is 
it that anything can be realistically resolved, cured, or taken 
care of?  This world is full of mostly band-aids that make you 
feel good and end up destroying you like chemotherapy, 
radiation, surgeries, pharmaceuticals and psychotropic drugs 
and then there are those that open up their auras to entities 
through LSD, cannabis, DMT, ayahuasca and others like it.  
You can have your experiences but to continually take these 
substances and rely on them as a reality is a misdefinition.  The 
only RealCure there is, is your RealAwarenisss.  Your 
RealAwarenisss IS beyond Creation and can see through 
Creation, while still being in it.   
  

Because of what I have decided to do here with Duane The 
Great Writer before I came into this physical body and many 
lifetimes ago I have many experiences with the DarkBrats as a 
reminder and preparation for what is to come and to be more 
aware every moment.  It is not always just, and very rarely 



that we hear something one time, see something, or experience 
something one time and get it.  Sometimes we do, but it is like 
learning the alphabet, you do know it after hearing it one time, 
and even if you do, you do not recognize what those letters are 
and that eventually those letters can be put into sentences.  
Every time you have a RealSide Experience you have the 
opportunity for another objective view, to see more, and see 
things differently.  

I became aware of myself in a parking garage attempting 
to expose the One World Order Brats.  I began to turn the 
lights on so that they may Seee themselves and others may Seee 
them as they hid in a closet, all alien looking with one eye like 
on Monsters Inc.  They of course did not want the lights on 
because they do not want to be exposed for what they are doing, 
but eventually everyone must face themselves as did the Orion 
Queen was given the chance to Provide a Real Benefit for the 
people on Orion and this planet Earth, but the Queen of Orion 
chose her arrogance and her darkness to be alone with herself 
and so she has now been put in the phantom zone for all her 
destruction and demise of people and planets.  





With what Duane ISSS presenting ITTT ISSS always 
NUNOWW and so it is an Endlisss Recognition of this 
Endlisss TruReality. 

Neo, in the movie ‘The Matrix’ did not fully WakeUP to 
his RealAwarenisss, but only to the Astral Realm, as he saw 
through the physical simulator he became aware of parts of the 
Astral Simulator, but he did not make it through Creation, nor 
come close to Recognizing the TruReality LifeIS.  Like Neo, I 
continually must go through a boot camp situation according 
to what I decide to present, share, and do for and with this 
world.  What we learn with the Real UNUversal Guides is 
what Neo learned and far, far, far, far, moreso.  As references 
in some of my Real Experiences I saw myself as Katniss 
Everdeen from ‘The Hunger Games,’ as Cat Woman in a young 
or more mature body, or Wonder Woman, as a few particular 
examples.  I see the RealSide of the Earth and the Survival that 
must take place through creation and possibly others will assist 
in assisting others to survive as well, realistically through all the 
life levels, not just the physical earth.  You are living in the 
Hunger Games Society, You are living in the Matrix, and it is 
many levels, and multiple realms.  With no Real Focus on the 
ALLHumanitarian Projects Duane Lee Heppner has created 



or no Real Heart of Real Courage and Real Intent, there is no 
guarantee you will make it out of this HUman Farmed Prison 
Planet.  

It is possible you can go to a nice heaven for a while, but 
eventually you will venture back to the earth or another rock 
world in black space because you do not know where you are at 
and have no Real Center in the TruReality LifeIS.  Coming 
back to the earth may sound fine, as many people want to 
experience more thrills here, hold onto emotional attachments 
and ideas that keep them limited, restricted and kontrolled, but 
what is not seen is the deformed bodies that most will be coming 
back into, including a destroyed environment based on the 
choices, agreement and consciousness of this planet.  Look at 
where it is all heading, look at where it is, and that is demise.  
People can pretend whatever they want, but it will take 
thousands of years to clean up this planet if everyone does not 
get involved to do so now. 

 More babies are being born deformed than ever, the life 
expectancy is dropping of the physical human body and more 
vaccine injuring are occurring everyday.  The planet have 
become a literal microwave oven from the radio towers, cell 



towers, 5G, GWEN towers, HAARP, and more that bounce off 
the surface of the earth into the ionosphere and have no way of 
escaping.  We are on the track to de-volving as human bodies 
the same way the reptilians did, to where they can no longer 
reproduce, which is exactly what happens with excessive 
microwave radiation along with creating mutations.

One of my RealSide Trainings included a simulation in 
creation which was a very real scene I have experienced in 
multiple lifetimes.  Often I became a test subject and prisoner of 
the Sirian and Orion factions because of my escapades to free 
others from their sleep, simply by walking and flying through 
walls to tell others what is really going on.  My placement 
became a physical body on earth for multiple lifetimes.  
Basically no one on this planet is aware of what takes place 
with their physical bodies as they put them to sleep and awake 
in the astral realm and are being harvested for loosh, 
TapLined, cloned, and abused.  The earth humans are 
especially unaware of all the programming taking place with 
some like me on the different levels of creation as we are kept 
mainly underground in the dark.  The war games on the earth 
are nothing more than reptilians claim for power and kontrol 
that provides no Real Benefit but destruction and unawareness. 



Scarlett Johansson with the reference of  the movie ‘Lucy’ 
appeared on a spaceship.  It was me.  I recognized myself as 
becoming aware of creation multiple times and the deep dark 
border but having such an experience to RecognISe 
RealUNUverisss because of my adventurous appetite to show 
others how to become more aware.  

I saw myself running with another being in a human 
body, he called himself HENU.  HENU was from another 
star system in this time-space frame.  We met in different time-
space frames to accomplish multiple missions of intense 
adventure that involved risking our physical bodies.  These 
risks and adventures became very easy for us and second 
nature because of our knowledge and experience while being 
apart of the different royal astral, mental, and even elven 
etheric courts.  While many times we were treated as secret 
agents like you seen on the earth with James Bond, there was 
also a time-space frame where HENU and myself, KENU, 
were wonderful Elven beeeings for lifetimes.  We lived in the 
most beautiful untouched environments.  



Rivers and mountains abound.  There were many 
different beeeings on this realm and HENU and I were treated 
as Prince and Princess.  This place in life was magical and 
magnificent so far away from what we experience today on 
earth.  The waterfalls played beautiful musics of Violins and 
this is where HENU and I first met RebISar to tell us of the 
NUSound.  All the animals on this realm were more 
compassionate and aware than any HUman you can ever 
meet.  

The white and purple tigers were the most prevalent on this 
realm as every sunrise beyond the alive musical forest the tigers 
shared a story with the orange blossom flowers about the 
amazing children they had freed from kontrolling restricting 
religions and spiritual paths on the mental and causal realms.  
Here in the etheric realm in this wonderful place a few of us 
elven tribes lived the flowers not only spoke, but they walked!  
The flowers swam in the rivers and embraced the waterfalls, 
orange and apple trees made their way to the animals to be 
simply appreciated as there was no need for eating on this level, 
everything here was self-sufficient.  One day the white tigers 
arrived alone, as the purple tigers were no where in sight.  The 
tigers telepathically told us all there was an important message 





and we should all come to the banana farm where the dancing 
goats read stories to small elven children.  As we did we the 
white tigers transformed into RebISar, Pall, DuanEva, Kata, 
Fubbi, Lai Tsi, Shams, Gopal, and Yauble.  

The amount of pure light emanating from these beeeings 
was nothing ever Seeen or experience in any of the physical, 
astral, causal, mental or even etheric realms.  They told us of a 
shadowy figure as mentioned in Duane’s NUBooks, The 
Supreme Deceptor that not even the gods in the astral and 
mental realms were aware of, not even the influence.  As they 
explained the Supreme Deceptor which was lurking in our 
realm they told us of the Future with Duane The Great Writer 
and The NUWAVISSS The NUUU’IS’MAN, the Supreme 
Deceptor had always been, but not recognized and would hold a 
grasp on so many of the earth people and other peoples 
throughout creation as Duane presented the NU~U NUSound 
after Pall.  

This was the first time myself and the elven prince had be 
introduced to the wonderful NUSound and as we decided to 
share the NU~U NUSound throughout our realm the 
Supreme Deceptor more than showed its grueling monster self.  



The elven prince and I were forced to overcome the supreme 
deceptor and thus were eventually knocked down to the astral, 
causal and mental realms where we began to receive hints from 
LifeITSelf of our NU Names..HENU and KENU.   

In this RealSide Experience I had here on earth in this 
physical body known as Kelsey, HENU and I had just stolen 
back after thousands of lifetimes the yellow-green vile that kept 
the Orion Reptilians connected to all other five foot loosh 
barrels on seven planets that were connected by TapLines to 
HUmans in their Astral and Causal Bodies.  These HUmans 
mainly had TapLines because of all their emotional and 
mental attachments to what does not make sense, and the huge 
literal world of academia which is really a huge dumbing down 
system called ‘education,’ but has nothing at all to do with Real 
Education, Real Guidance, or Real Survival in any form.  

The TapLines were also to those in body forms that agreed 
to the politicians, religious, and spiritual factions of the world, 
as all these factions were either taken over or totally created by 
the Orion Reptilians so long ago, yet the earth people  were too 
self-satisfied and comfortable in their illusions provided by 
television, billboards, including reality television, newspapers, 



sports, and anything self-destructive, especially smoking 
cigarettes and alcohol.  The HUmans had totally forgot of their 
experiences on other planets because of the massive amount of 
times they left their physical bodies and could not get past the 
unaware soul-matrix of the moon.  They continually recycled 
back to the earth from the moon with almost a blank slate coma 
like amnesia that has been so hard if not impossible for most to 
wake up from to their multi-dimensional being.

The guards and reptilian nitwits chased us as HENU 
then said ‘Come on Lets Go!’ and jumped down a white light 
hole of the spaceship as I pressed a button to open another 
portal the walls then closed and the nitwits were not able to 
harm or touch us.  We both disappeared to the astral realm 
where we would take a break for some surf, fresh pure water 
and beautiful mango trees.

Not for long were we to rest and surf, but next it was time 
for another training session.  In this experience I appeared only 
with myself and a man dressed in a black and white suit.  I felt 
like I was at some sort of dark twisted clown carnival like I 
have watched on television.  The man threw me onto what 
appeared to be ‘The Wheel of Fortune.’  Wow, I thought, “Can I 



win who wants to be a millionaire next?’  All joking aside the 
carnival man was very serious throwing objects at me to no 
avail.  It started with knives, and became a little softer, like 
chairs and then boxes.  As the man threw these objects at me he 
would say, “Are you ready for this?”  I’m thinking with my 
mental body, “This guy is no joke.”  I then looked to my 
RealAwarenisss and the objects would disappear before they 
were even near me.  It was a RealSurvival experience like 
nothing in the physical realm.

The movies are wonderful and they really are 
documentaries and insights as to what is taking place, once you 
can consciously see through all the programming of “It’s just 
entertainment.”  

‘The Dark Knight Trilogy’ has been one of my favorites, 
like all movies what IS Really Taking Place on This Place in 
Space is all lined out right in front of each of us, but who will 
take the time to SEEE like Duane The Great Writer references?  

I often SEEE myself as BatMan in my RealExperiences, 
in the ‘Save the World’ Scenario, and the Joker is most certainly 
into the murder scene.  The idea with BatMan is ‘The World’s 



Greatest Detective,’ we realistically must ‘save ourselves’ or the 
more real way to Seee it is, Become MoreAware and learn to 
recognize what makes sense as no one can do that for us, but 
only demonstrate, share, and give us the hints.  

ALLL LifeIS with US ALL the time, IT IS Simply a 
Recognition of this in any moment.  Do you hear the wind? 
The birds?  The bees?  We are fortunate we still do because the 
One World Order with its United Nation TakeOver Agendas is 
not stopping, they are destroying the PLAN E.T. everyday, so 
you decide to do something wonderful with The ALLSolar 
Research Vessel Projects, Self-Sufficient Communities, Real 
NUSchool HomeSchool and Nations United UNUversal 
UNUversity or stay asleep and the effect of everything that is 
created here and for more unaware lifetimes, as for me, sharing 
what I do with Life and The RealUNUversal Guides backing 
me is my life and there is no comparison with a 9-5 boring job, 
watching TV, marriage, happiness, traveling, thrills, and 
eating potato chips.  I will rather earn my way recognizing a 
RealLife.  

To give a brief idea of where I was in my Awarenisss 
before I met Duane The Great Writer and demonstrate why I 



have so much gratitude I will leave here something I wrote from 
my heart to share with NUFriends during the Summer of 
2015 and for those of you who have friends speaking Farsi the 
translation is below: 

“I have been through many funny things this lifetime all 
leading me to the view of being very alone... most things I 
dreamed, experienced, and perceived were only recognizable by 
me, I did my best to fit in with others while exploring different 
metaphysical things, ‘conspiracy theories’, aliens, and spiritual 
teachings and other ‘stuff’..., but there was always something 
missing...there was never the RealVU or the RealConnection.. I 
could relate to hardly no one and spent most of my time on the 
RealSide... when I first heard Duane speak on The BlogTalk 
Radio Show I said to myself..” Oh my Gosh he sounds like me.” 
There IS only RealFreedom here...there IS only REAL here..I 
IS SO privileged to stand with these Wonderful Beings of Real 
Light. My heart IS Shining and Crying and so Grateful for 
Duane..Eva..and this NUWay with the RealGuides.. 
ALLLISSS REALLY ALL there IS..my heart is so Real and 
Pur for meeting all of YU..and I IS always spinning in 
RealLuv with The IS and This NUWay..thank YU and I is so 



honored for being able to SO SIMPLY Share on this 
RealJourney here and now......... 

FARSI: اکیرما زا “ک“ مناخ : یرایسب راد هدنخ لحارم ،یگدنز زا 
 هرود نیا رد نم مشچ هب ار نم یگمه هک ما هتشاذگ رس تشپ ار بلغا ...
 دندش نومنهر یقیمع ییاهنت زا یزادنا لباق مدوخ طسوت اهنت متاکاردا و
 تایبرجت ،اهایؤر نیع رد ات مدرک ار مش ت نیرتهب نم .دندوب صیخشت
 یاهیروئت“ ،کیزیفاتم ۀنیمز رد مددعتم تافاشتکا رگید و یونعم یاه هزومآ ،اه
 هناگیب ،“هئطوت رارق یبسانتم هاگیاج رد نارگید رانک رد ،تاعوضوم نآ
 هاگچیه ... دوب مک یزیچ هشیمه اما ... مریگب ای و زادنا مشچ یم یتخس
 هب ... تشادن دوجو یقیقح الصتا نآ رارقرب طابترا یسک اب متسناوت یم رس
 هب “یقیقح یوس“ رد ار منامز رتشیب و منک یارب هک ینامز ... مدرب تبحص
 کاتگ ب یوش رد نییود هک مدینش راب نیلوا هوا”: متفگ مدوخ اب ،دنک یم
 اجنیا رد ”!هنوم یم نم لثم منوا !نیبب ور اجنیا اجنیا ... تسه یقیقح یدازآ طقف
 هک متخبشوخ رایسب نم ... تسه یقیقح زیچ همه دنمهوکش یاهدوجو رانک رد
 و دیرگیم و دشخرد یم مبلق .ما هداتسیا یقیقح رون و اویا ،نییود نادردق
 رایسب “ تسه ..تسا یقیقح نایامنهار رانک رد وین هار نیا نآ ۀمه یتسار هب
 ۀمه تاق م یارب نم بلق ...“تسه“ هک تسا یزیچ تسا یقیقح و صالخ P “قلطم
 امش “ ... نیا و “تسه اب یقیقح قشع رادم رب هراومه و ار نیا راختفا هک
 مرازگساپس ... ددرگ یم وین هار رتمامت هچ ره یگداس هب مناوتب هک



 متشاد، رد امش اب “نونکا و اجنیا ،یقیقح رفس نیا صوصخ موش
 ………میهس

I really have so much gratitude because I have been so 
humbled by Life.  The Summer I lived outside I spent a night 
in a Chesapeake, Virginia hotel.  It was a rather dark and a bit 
dingy place, as I slept I had a very long RealSide Experience 
to share with you how lucky you are to know such beeeings as 
The Real UNUversal Guides, especially Duane as he is here 
going through everything for you to WakeUp.

It was before we all met Duane this lifetime, the name 
of this RealSide Real Life Movie was called, ‘Lucia’s Charm,’ 
meaning ‘Light Song,’ began to roll.  Duane Lee Heppner was 
the RealDoctor, not the type of doctor on earth that injects 
vaccines with nano-tech robots and HUman Farming tracking 
technology devices, harmful and toxic pills, or ChemoRadiation 
on the earth, but a RealDoctor that can Seee through All of 
Creation and into The RealUNUverISSS which very few can 
do; Duane ‘IS’ the RealDoctor who along with The Real 
UNUversal Guides, RebISar, Kata, Fubbi, Shams, Gopal, 
Yauble and others can Seee TapLines, remove them, and assist 



YU in Seeeing More to eventually stop agreeing to the 
TapLines you have so you are no long encumbered by what is 
holding you down like an anchor.

In a view of many hospitals housed on different realms I 
saw thousands of individuals that had met Duane first here 
and would later come to meet him in the physical realm; many 
of these individuals I have met on Earth and attended Skype 
calls with DuanEva.  Each individual had their own situation 
before meeting Duane, that no doctor on Earth was able to 
assist with or Seee; many had psychological or so called 
metaphysical apparitions effecting all five bodies including the 
physical body in the physical realm.  

There were two girls in my VU as my RealAwarnisss was 
looking down from above.  I saw these girls as two of my other 
bodies.  One of my bodies had her tongue cut out and her eyes 
were crying and bleeding.  This was representative of all the 
authoritarians trying to keep my mouth shut and trying to 
infect me with Black Goo and TapLining.  

Lucia had a bracelet that was representative of her 
connection with Duane and The Whole of Life.  This bracelet 





was ‘Lucia’s Charm.’  I was Lucia and Duane was Lucia too.  
On the earth I had surgeries at the age of seven which resulted 
in trauma to my other bodies and of course to my physical 
body.  During the time of anesthesia I was taken on spaceships 
to experience what I did and so I had this experience.  As Lucia 
had been through all this trauma I saw myself as Lucia and a 
young seven year old girl, while being under the anesthesia in 
the other realms going through the trauma the doctors put her 
through she made a wish and said, 

“Maybe one day I can do everything like everybody else.”  
And from that wish, I as Lucia appeared in the Ocean, in a 
beautiful long night gown, with the waves coming towards me, 
as I stood there in this ISSSNISSS I appeared in a book 
library.  The book shelves so tall from the floor to the ceiling all 
around.  On the middle shelf appeared a big thick book with a 
four word title alluding to ‘death or murder,’ like the ‘killing’ of 
attitudes we all have to WakUp and Beee Real without needing 
our Personal Created Self eventually. To the left there was a 
Series of Books Lucia had written, up to at least six different 
books.  I recognise now, that it is not for me to be like everybody 
else as I IS a Pure Beeeing with Life, and nothing can compare 
to Beeing with Life.  I began to read the books Lucia had 



written, one at a time as I then woke up in the hotel I was 
staying in Chesapeake, Virginia.  

There are so many on this earth and others going through 
unnecessary pain in all of their bodies, but for some it Wakes 
them up to where they can Seee and RecognISe it some sense 
what ITTT ‘ISSS’ WWWE as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators are sharing.  I also Seee the idea of ‘death’ or 
‘murder’ meaning ‘Facing your death,’ which there really is no 
such thing as death, but letting go of all your attachments, if 
you can, as some hold on and even stay in the body in a coffin, 
hang around the house they died in, or come back to the same 
family in a different role as examples.  It ‘IS’ really going 
beyond and exploring what else there ‘IS’ because the reality 
‘IS’ we are dying every day, or each night we go to sleep, or 
even an ‘ego’ death is a word others may use, to where we are 
free and eventually can RecognISe ourselves totally as the 
Unique Free NUBeings of RealLight WE ALLLISSS.

ITTT ‘IS’ very Real what I ‘IS’ experiencing and from 
what I have learned, this is not for everybody and I have 
learned that many will come and go as I have watched this for 
myself.  There are some that come to my FaceBook profile as an 



example proclaiming this or that, but when I ask the question 
“Do you Want RealFreedom?” They are ghosts with no 
answers.  Most are interested in upholding everything they 
have agreed to, and are looking for some confirmation of their 
own personal life.  Everything in Creation has its place, but 
there ‘IS’ always more to Life than Creation. Anyone can 
decide to StepUp and BE Real for themselves, this IS the Real 
RiskTaker position and I ‘IS’ learning everyday and will 
continually do so with the RealGuidance of Duane, RebISar 
and The Real UNUversal Guides. 

Here is one of many of my RealSide experiences that 
demonstrates the RiskTaker Position for myself,

 I was wearing a hooded coat made of snow, and there were 
unique individuals towards a hilly landscape. 

I was standing towards the right on the snow, and towards 
the left was green grass, tress, and a lake.

 I was standing on top of the hill which was positioned in 
the middle of this scene.  I began yelling towards this gal I 
knew, “What are you doing? Come over here to this side!”  She 





was playing kick ball with a guy and then as I looked towards 
up towards the middle there were people lined up in orange soffe 
shorts and orange t-shirts, the same outfit as the girl I was 
yelling to. 

I realized they were all robotized.  Often in a RealSide 
experience the left is representing the past, the middle the 
present, and the right, being the future. 

I Suggest to Read Duane The Great Writer’s NUBook 6, 
Your DreamVisions Now, to learn more about dreams and 
Your Censor, which is something YOU have created that blocks 
some of your RealSide Experience from coming through. 

With that, the left portrayed itself to be green grass 
wonderful, but the reality was, these people I had known in the 
past and the social consciousness I had gone through were 
really in a robotized state, they were not living REAL, even 
though it ‘looked’ like a nice place, but that’s all the earth is, a 
place in space. 

I was in the experience standing on top of a hill because I 
had the objective view of what was taking place, as I was also 



covered in snow, which Represents Purity of The ALLLISSS, 
LifeIS. 

With this, the snow was also covered over my head. The 
body itself is something to pay attention to in an experience 
because it is demonstrating things. And with this, there IS so 
much to learn. The top of the head in an experience usually 
represents the RealAwarenisss, and as you go down the body it 
becomes other things representing the 5 bodies. 

For example, the feet is the physical, the knees the astral, 
the waist the causal, and so on. Again I recommend paying 
attention to the RealGuidance in Your Daily Life and Reading 
one of Duane’s NUBooks to learn more. I’ve also experienced 
jumping off building tops, as a risk, with The Boys in the back 
of me, and all below me was ambulances and the drama of the 
world, and the thought of this being my ‘suicide,’ but on the 
RealSide it is the Risk, or flying through the Clouds as I 
jumped from a high bean stalk with one of The RealGuides who 
was like the Real Peter Pan. 

The color orange can many times be a real benefit as it 
can represent healing within creation, so there’s many ways to 



look at this experience. The gal I was yelling to is a friend I’ve 
had for many lifetimes including us being mermaids together.  

This lifetime she came through a Pacific Islander body 
type and was very interested in the boy meets girl game 
starting in elementary school.  It was obvious she enjoyed the 
chase, thrill and attraction of getting the boys to be interested.  
In the fifth grade at Olive Branch Elementary school we played 
kick ball almost every day, which was honestly not my favorite 
sport at that time.  I enjoyed getting together with the 
neighborhood kids and playing wiffle ball and using ‘ghost 
runners’ when we didn’t have enough kids.  So I see this 
experience showing that parts of myself have healed and I have 
grown up to where these people I have known are still playing 
the games with each other in one way or another.  

I also see that the color orange is often used in jails or 
prisons which is exactly what schools are modeled after.  Ever 
wonder why children only get thirty minutes for lunch? An 
hour of recess etc?  I remember not being able to leave the 
classroom with out a hall monitor, or getting locked out of class, 
a hall pass and often there was a teacher or security guard 
checking passes the further down the hall you went.  What 



people really do not understand is they will take their children 
out of public school and homeschool them just to push or 
‘prepare’ them for college and university which is part of the 
same controlling and destructive systems, jobs, and ‘careers’ on 
earth.  Most people do not realise the jobs they have, considered 
big or small, great or lame by society are contributing to the 
demise of the planet.

I’ve done many things this lifetime and will do a whole lot 
more as things progress with the ALLHumanitarian Projects.  
I worked a corporate job which was really easy.  I drove around 
most of the time and did some cleaning.  I was able to be alone 
and make tips at the same time while still earning a slave wage.  
As I became more aware of what is taking place on the earth 
and with our ALLNatural Environment including what 
people refer to as Nature on earth I quickly realised I could no 
longer contribute to a business that of course in its own 
practices was destroying the environment, and driving a 
polluting car, but actually what occurred to me that I was not 
able to stay with the corporation is the food I was serving and 
that was being served.  I knew this was only contributing to a 
ruined environment, but what was right in front of me was the 



people’s health and well being that was being ruined by the food 
the company I worked for produced.  

When I look back at what I did with the money I earned 
it was really not contributing to a real benefit, but many times 
spending it on things that were meaningless and fleeting.  It’s 
amazing what you learn and see is necessary once you become 
humbled by life or live outside for a while.  A vast majority of 
people I have seen have a hard time recognising what I isss 
sharing and referencing with Duane and the Real UNUversal 
Guides because of the TapLining and entities surrounding them 
from drinking excessive amounts of alcohol, spending excessive 
time at bars, listening to heavy metal and other low vibrational 
music which is beyond popular, loved and mainstream today no 
matter how ‘original’ it sounds.

Once The RealU begins to become more aware YU 
RecognISe everything is OK, but YU no longer need all the 
sensations and thrills you once did while here.  It is not that 
you stop doing or get rid of anything, but that YU become 
more aware, indifferent and have the intent to make better 
choices and clean yourself up.  So much of the music today is 
TapLining and Distortion.  I go inside shops and here all the 



agony, pain, and depression they are putting onto the masses 
and this heavily effects those in young body types.  It quickens 
them in the process of growing old and forgetting they were ever 
here.

When looking and listening to most music of today it is 
only in the destructive nature. Discordant rhythms are 
especially harmful to children and growing youths. Their 
sensitive natures are more easily ‘jangled out of tune’ than 
those whose bodies have reached maturity. The harm suffered 
by the young in their formative years reacts disastrously within 
the five bodies of the individual. The disharmonious discordant 
lines of force bring about abusive attitudes as the individual 
matures. 

The importance of this can be scarcely over emphasized as 
most ‘music’ which is actually discordant noise of today serves 
no constructive purpose, but overdevelops attitudes leading 
individuals into their unconscious and sometimes conscious 
demise and destruction, this can then effect the planet as a 
whole as the consciousness of the planet agrees to it. Examples 
of these abusive attitudes as mentioned in The Real Far 
Country, NUBook Three, Excerpt, The DisinterestedVU ~



🌱  Lust, may include drugs, alcoholic drinks, tobacco, sex, 
working just for the sake of money only, or even foods which are 
eaten for their taste and not their nutritional content.

🌱 Anger; slander, evil gossip, backbiting, profanity, fault-
finding, jealousy, malice, impatience, worthless distortion, 
destructive criticism, resentment, mockery, and ill will.

🌱 Greed, The function of greed, is to be bound to material 
things, and cloud the mind to all higher values, where the 
individual is locked into themselves and what they want, and 
not always seeing life from a UNUversal Prospective.

🌱 Attachment, meaning undue attachment, and over 
infatuation. This is the most insidious, and deceitful of them 
all. This is the mostly unseen part of The Three Headed God, 
that few recognize as, The Influence. It creeps upon its victims, 
like the other perversions of the emotions and mind or it comes 
with flares of trumpets like the Tamash who goes before and 
approaches the king. But, it generally comes with the 
appearance of well dressed respectability, of noble bearing of 



birth and good credentials. It can announce itself as your ally 
and friend and its ideals are plausible.

🌱 Vanity, There is a dual position for this attitude, so to 
speak. First, it is the faculty of the mind which gives the power 
of awareness in the lower bodies to The Utun, which is self-
differentiation, The RealU. But then, there is the abnormal 
exaggeration of this faculty where it becomes a self-admiration.

“These five attributes of The Authoritarians, are the 
lifestyle of the unaware. It is not so much that people are locked 
into these ideas, but that they are only choosing an end result 
for themselves, just like all the other lifetimes they have been 
here, where they will soon realize they have no place to go accept 
to the authorities that control them. When The RealGuides are 
allowed to step into a person’s life, they begin to unravel all the 
encumbrances and TapLines from The Worshiped Gods, as The 
Real Connection is gently made. The Attributes of The Kalaum 
God, lie in the dualistic areas of time and space, good and bad, 
right and wrong. These ideas, have little or absolutely no value 
whatsoever with The Whole of Life.”





The NU~U NUSound can offset the TapLines that hold 
a person to a destructive nature and connect each individual as 
they decide to the RealUNUverISSS and The Real UNuversal 
Guides. Other music like Richard Wagner especially can offset 
the destructive vibrations of today. The NU~U NUSound 
assist YU, The RealU in Becoming MoreAware.

Join The Children’s Real NUSchool Home School & Play, 
Sing, Dance with Wonderful Fun Music Today! Sing 
NU~U~U~U Before Sleeping & Write Down What You Are 
Shown in The Morning!

Facebook Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/
2194428647459646/

Most music worldwide has been tuned to 440 hertz since 
the International Standards Organization (ISO) endorsed it in 
1953. The vibratory or oscillatory nature of what people have 
recognized in creation indicates that this contemporary 
international concert pitch standard purposely generates an 
unhealthy effect or anti-social behavior in the consciousness of 
human beings.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2194428647459646/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2194428647459646/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2194428647459646/


A=432 Hz, known as Verdi’s ‘A’ is an alternative tuning 
that is mathematically consistent with what is known as 
nature. Music based on 432 Hz transmits beneficial healing 
energy, because it is a pure tone of math fundamental to 
nature in creation.

The change from 432 Hz to 440 Hz was dictated by Nazi 
propaganda minister, Joseph Goebbels. He used it to make 
people think and feel a certain manner, and to make them a 
prisoner of a certain consciousness. Then around 1940 the 
United States introduced 440 Hz worldwide, and finally in 
1953 it became the ISO 16-standard.

440 Hz is the unnatural standard tuning frequency, 
removed from the symmetry of vibrations and overtones that 
has declared war on the subconscious mind of Western Man. In 
a paper entitled ‘Musical Cult Control’, Dr. Leonard Horowitz 
writes: “The music industry features this imposed frequency 
that is ‘herding’ populations into greater aggression, psycho 
social agitation, and emotional distress predisposing people to 
physical illness.”



You just have to go out in the street and take a look 
around. What do you see? School kids, young adults on their 
way to work, a woman pushing her baby in a pram, a man 
walking his dog – and what do they all have in common? iPods 
or MP3 Players! Ingenious, isn’t it? 

“If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in 
terms of energy, frequency and vibration.” -Nikola Tesla 

The Reptilian Alien TapLiners are successfully keeping 
the vibrations at a discordant and distorted frequency of not 
only the young generation but the rest of us as well. These 
destructive frequencies entrain the thoughts towards disruption, 
disharmony and disunity. 
Additionally, they also 
stimulate the controlling organ 
of the body - the brain - into 
disharmonious resonance, 
which ultimately creates disease 
and war.  You must 
understand frequency and 
vibration effects all of our five 
bodies, not only what is seen 





from the physical eyes.  

The brain is only a receiver from the mental body which is 
operated from Your RealAwarenisss.  Pay Attention to 
Recognise more than just what is referred to here from science 
with all of the chemical reactions and so forth concerning the 
physical body which includes what so many strangely worship, 
a gooey blob we call the 
brain.  Sure it makes sense 
to not cause purposeful 
damage to the brain, but 
it is your RealAwarenisss 
that is the RealU and 
supersedes the brain in the 
physical and the mental 
body which triggers it into 
actions for your physical 
motions.

Frequency and 
vibration hold a critically 
important yet often 
unseen power to affect our 



lives, our health, our society and our world. The science of 
Cymatics (meaning the study of visible sound and vibration) 
proves that frequency and vibration are the keys and 
organizational foundation for the creation of all matter and 
animated life on this planet. You must remember we are in a 
simulation, and creation, or the physical, astral, causal, mental, 
etheric is not Life ITSelf, but more like a video game operated 
by your RealAwarenisss for YU to become more aware.  

When sound waves move through a physical medium 
(sand, air, water, etc.) the frequency of the waves has a direct 
effect upon the structures which are created by the sound waves 
as they pass through that particular medium.

Music, as with the RealUNUverisss IS RealSoundLight, 
affects our five bodies which in turn effects the earth and other 
parts of creation. When that music is based upon a tuning 
standard purposely removed from the natural harmonics found 
in nature, the end is the psychic poisoning of the mass created 
consciousness of humanity.  You must learn to RecognISe and 
have your own RealExperiences or stay lost in creation with 
what the know it alls and authorities professor that only limits 
you to unconscious karma and reincarnation.  



Words like HU, OM, AMEN, HARE KRISHNA, and 
others limit you to the physical, astral and causal realms only 
in creation where you eventually come back to earth because of 
your own agreements and awarenisss.  The NU~U~U~U 
NUSound IS the RealConnection to RealUNuverisss and 
RealGuidance beyond limiting creation and the restricting 
know it all authorities.

As Kymatica Documentary says, the rediscovered 
knowledge of the science of sound shows that sound is something 
more than mere vibratory signals, not only does sound interact 
with creation, but it sustains and develops it. It acts as a 
conduit of conscious intent between people, societies and entire 
civilizations.  It will benefit the RealU and the personal You, 
you have created to become more aware of your Intent.

Watch this video ~ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvJAgrUBF4w

Contributions on music section of this book include L. C. 
Vincent.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvJAgrUBF4w


I could write a whole book on music and the effects it has 
on people’s behavior and actions here, but for now I will keep it 
short and suggest you Read NUBook 3, The Real Far 
Country by Duane The Great Writer and listen to Richard 
Wagner on YouTube along with the NU~U~U~U to clean 
yourself.  You can also Sing NU~U~U~U to each of your five 
bodies before sleep and share your Experiences.

I have become aware that someone I knew physically, a 
young lady in her early thirties has passed over and left her 
physical body to continue her journey.  When you first drop 
your physical body you will find yourself in the Astral Realm, 
as you have five bodies within creation. Physical, Astral, 
Causal, Mental and Etheric before you reach the Deep Dark 
Border also known as Nirvana to then be able to enter the 
RealUNUveris of Endless PurSound and RealLight. It is a 
huge journey to recognise how to to BE in the RealUNUveris.  
Each of the bodies you occupy has its own appearance and even 
its own life in the other realms and dimensions.

The Astral, Causal, and Mental Realms are most known 
as the Heavens of Man, the Sun and Moon Worlds, Happy 
Hunting Grounds, and many other names and references, this 



is where RA, OM, HU, HARE KRISHNA, AUM, AMEN, 
Gods, God, Lords, Masters, Gurus, Spiritual Teachers and so 
many others can be found doing whatever, most likely 
TapLining YOU.  To learn more: Read Duane The Great 
Writer’s NUBooks 2, 4, & 6, you can also purchase the 
‘NULifeLevels pdf’ on 
www.WonderfulWorldWideEducators.com
along with all the NUBooks and TruCourses.

This morning on the RealSide after many adventures I 
had one closer to earth as I was getting ready to come back into 
my physical body to do what I IS here to do.  I went to the 
house, houses are personal ideas people create and house 
themselves in, unlike being outside in the Natural 
Environment.  Houses are also created, in creation, unlike the 
Sky or being above and with the Ocean, LifeIS.  On the 
RealSide being under the ocean and swimming can be like 
going through or representing the psychic / psych / creation 
realms.

I was in the house the individual that recently passed on 
grew up this particular body in.  I saw her there, along with her 
mother and a few other gals that were paying attention.  The 

http://www.WonderfulWorldWideEducators.com




individual that recently passed on appeared just as she did in 
the physical, beautiful and totally fine.  She went on the ask 
about what I du here on earth to my surprise.  I was open to 
share with her and so I did.  Her and her mother which is still 
on earth began to ask me questions and I explained some of the 
things I do on earth to survive and they were pleasantly 
surprised to learn how creative I have been to be supported here 
in creation by taking the risk and the support of the 
RealUNUversal Guides.  They both admitted that what it 
appeared as on earth was not at all the reality because most 
people do not take the time to look further at what It is I’m 
doing or sharing here, which is really so simple, and in a way 
what everyone else is doing, but I’m paying close attention with 
a RealFocus as most are not really interested and unconscious 
of how they are deciding and making their way through this 
passing dream.

The other gals there were grateful for what I shared and 
also open as on the RealSide they are paying attention while on 
earth it takes a lot longer to filter down.  The part about this 
experience that stands out the most is after I was talking with 
the mother which is still on earth and the daughter that 
recently passed - both of these two were totally fine for where 



they were, but then what I saw next was as if the invisiblenisss 
began to lift bodies out of this house through the front door.  
These bodies were not occupied, what one on earth would term 
‘dead’.  I knew one of the bodies and it was a person still on 
earth related to this young woman.  

The impression I received as I was now only a VU in the 
sky was that these bodies were more ‘dead’ than the young lady 
that had just physically passed over, as the individuals that 
occupy these bodies on earth were not currently interested in 
becoming MoreAware or Seeeing more as the individual that 
had passed is.  The impression I received is that they were 
frozen and stuck as they were unable to accept the reality of the 
young gal passing over and being fine and on her own journey 
- so these bodies brought out were ‘stuck’ on the earth with their 
misconceptions and clouded, yet more than understandable 
grief of the individual that played the role as their family 
member this lifetime.  As the saying goes, “Many people die at 
twenty five and aren’t buried until they are seventy five.”  I 
would add, and most are unaware of their many times so called 
‘dying’ which is a huge misconception created by the Reptilians 
to control YOU.  



You also do this every night when you put your body 
down to sleep and many people during the day leave their 
physical bodies.  Anyone can decide differently and start NU 
at any moment.  Simply begin Singing NU~U~U~U before 
bed with a PurIntent to SeeeMore.  By the way, when it comes 
to taking care of the physical body it is best to do cremation like 
the indigenous peoples as it rids the person of traumas and 
attachments to the physical life here.  It also can allow the 
‘family’ and friends to let the person go.  While burials came 
into place from the Christian and God way which keeps a 
person coming back and laying in the earth as many have a 
hard time leaving their physical bodies even after it ceases to 
function because they did not learn to SeeeMore while they were 
here, but were seduced 
by marketing ploy and 
deception of there being 
nothing more than 
what the HUman can 
see, touch, taste, hear, 
and smell.  You can 
assist anyone you 
know with moving on 
after their departure of 



the physical body, you can see where they are, talk with them, 
go on adventures, at the same time it will assist YU to 
recognISe each being IS on their own Journey until they decide 
to stand totally Real with ALLLifeIS. 

Something fun to do is look at your own unconscious 
agreements as these can often be seen in a person’s dreams when 
they are not seen here.  Dreams are when you are unaware and 
as YU become more aware this is the reference to the RealSide 
and Recognising what is taking place.  I will pull a title from 
one of Duane’s NUBooks for a better explanation of this, but 
don’t expect something literal, this is a VU from Life…I 
suggest to read as many as Duane’s NUBooks as YU can as 
they are like survival kits while on this planet and then decide 
to be a RealRiskTaker and DU what others will not. 

This your adventure and it’s up to YU to decide and 
figure it out.  You must DU something instead of being passive 
and watching others, or that is all YU will Seee and 
Recognise….it is your choice and there IS so many endlisss 
ways to become more aware & DU.  Everything YU DU IS 
for YU.



”Everything YU, The RealU, will ever need is IN 
PLAIN SIGHT, and so much moreso than just what Your 
Eyes can see. When YU Learn to See Beyond what you are 
seeing here, then YU will know what I am referring to. You 
must do your own research or stay unaware and Kontrolled by 
the KEK Systems. You are almost totally Kontrolled on a 
subconscious level! YU are being Kontrolled to Agree to what 
you are unconsciously taking in all the time. By the very fact 
that you do not know this and what you are experiencing, you 
are unconsciously Agreeing to all of it, and at the same time 
being manipulated as a slave to this world and the KEK 
Systems.”

The way many people’s lives are lived include a lot of 
unnecessary complexity.  The shopping malls, every store with 
every product, the detrimental music played over the loud 
speakers, the apartments, schools, universities, roadways, 
medical systems, banking systems, bars, tech stuff and so much 
more demonstrate all the things created by the mind and then 
implemented by the physical labor demonstrate what it is the 
HUmans can create- and for the most part it is all a demise to 
nowhere but implosion.  Compare this social set up to the 



beaches, oceans, skies, forests, mountains, rivers, waterfalls, and 
lakes, everything natural that is left that make sense here.

Growing this physical body in the social fabricated world I 
took on a lot of aberrations, attitudes, and misunderstanding 
from having no RealEducation or being able to fully 
RecognISe RealGuidance as this was never talked about by the 
adults around me.  It’s like the plants of today having toxic 
chemicals sprayed on them from all angles, radiation, and oil 
spills or like a baby growing in the womb being fed McDonald’s 
GMOs and the mother taking in vaccines, just as a start.

  Fortunately I was able to relate to one friend.  This 
friend and I grew up being aware that all ‘things’ were alive.  
We often treated what people call objects with respect and could 
sense when they wanted to be moved, talked to, or touched.  
While most would consider this wild and unearthly, they may 
be right as what we were experiencing was more of an extension 
of ourselves and the reality of all things having their place and 
to be transformed or dealt with, whoever may want to take on 
that challenge, but I have recognised it is best to focus on the 
ISSSNISSS beyond creation, LifeIS. 



By the time I was eighteen I had been to the bars that 
people in their 20s-60s frequent.  I drank more than enough for 
multiple lifetimes up to the point of age 20.  At that age is when 
I began to watch a particular Doctor of Psychology or a 
psychologist, and YouTuber who spoke of what is referred to as 
‘Twin Flames’.  She mentioned that you will never find your 
‘Twin Flame’, the idea being moreso than a soulmate if you 
continue to do drugs or consume alcohol as an example.  
Immediately I quit drinking.  That was it for me.  Over the 
years I’ve had a glass of wine or two, but nowhere near the 
point of how I formerly drank.  I also began to understand the 
entities that attach to the auras of those consuming any 
influences, especially when consuming without any 
RealProtection the RealUNUversal Guides can and do provide 
for those Sincerely Singing NU~U~U~U.  

I see the bar scenes on the RealSide as the lower astral in 
creation that is agreed to with very little awareness.  Because of 
my physical experiences this lifetime the Real UNUversal 
Guides and my RealAwarenisss often did mock ups for me to 
Seee more than scenes I had previously experienced, but not 
recognised for what they were at the time.





There is so much hidden and left in the unconscious of 
man.  Many times people will see cabinets dusty of spider webs 
that is their unconscious TapLines that has not been looked at 
or cleaned out.  As myself I’ve seen the snakes of those around 
me as this world terms ‘family’ show up in my backyard as my 
subconscious with stares of attitudes and indoctrination of their 
children to be distorted.  I’ve seen a garage which I also see as 
the subconscious with all sorts of gnomes, fairies, witches and 
nature type creatures from all the realms around us and past 
lives I have lived.  My friend saw the RealUNUversal Guides 
fly into his garage onto 
spaceships and appear as 
alien, because to him 
they were ‘alien’ at the 
time, until he was able to 
really Seee more clearly. 

In this RealSide 
Experience I will share I 
was shown the bar scene 
of the downtown area, 
Portsmouth Virginia, 
also referred to as ‘Olde 



Town’.  The hints and signs are so obvious with many of our 
lives here that we do not recognise them.  This earth is a prison 
palnet, it is plagued with the old ways and HUman farming 
by the reptilians.  

The downtown is like the lower astral realm nightlight with 
all its demonic type entities, fallen angels, and lost souls that 
hang around the drugs, alcohol, unawareness of The 
ALLNatural Environment and flashing lights. 

On the RealSide I was outside of pub and restaurant 
named, ‘Baron’s’. A Baron is the lowest form of reptilian 
royalty.  Someone owning and controlling the masses just like 
in the AMC series, ‘Into the Badlands’, while AMC also created 
the documentary series ‘The Walking Dead’ which so many 
people seem to be in love which watching and agreeing to 
HUmanity’s demise of unawareness and ruin.

On the RealSide I appeared on the top floor, a greater VU 
than the lower ground.  I had this experience happen 
differently years prior in the physical, but I was now Seeeing 
the RealSide and my unconscious agreements, attitudes, and 



attachments that I held onto from absorbing the energy of 
others as my physical body grew up this lifetime. 

The basketball court showed it was a game and when it 
was over in its own way it would not matter at all, but for my 
experience it served as a reference to what does not make sense 
and how to Seee things more clearly, and an example for those 
with a physical body still growing up.

On the RealSide a lady I knew, which represented the 
unconscious of what I had agreed to in that little town, and a 
reflection of the hostility of creation began to spout nasty words 
towards me as if casting spells, throwing her fists towards me, 
and clawing me.  A former boyfriend which represented one of 
the most sensible I had recognised at that time held her away 
from me.  As he held onto her, she infected him with her 
poisonous aura as he began to shame me in all ways the 
Influence could fathom.  The control of the Kalaum God came 
through him with all the unconscious agreements he held, and 
began to say I was cheating on him because I was beginning to 
SeeeMore and through all the fog that he was holding up.  I 
was beginning to Seee his Lizard face, while all those on earth 
worship, beg, and pray to this creature.  Even those with the 



spiritual, starseed, lightwkrker and other communities refer to a 
god, not realising they are referring to control, limited creation, 
and reptilians. 

A representation of those still young, curious, genuine, and 
pure at heart like myself appeared and began to ask me 
questions to possibly SeeeMore.  I was able to speak with her for 
a brief couple of moments, but not before I could tell her about 
the IS did the person attacking me pull this young gal into her 
influence.  I was distraught, but still focused.  

I said aloud in this 
RealSide Experience, as if 
talking to myself and anyone 
who might listen or be able to 
have a RealVU and 
Perception beyond all their 
ideas and attitudes later, 
“This is the idea of 
Portsmouth for you”, to the 
young lady that was pulled 
into the influence of loving 
distortion and deception.  I 



was not receiving any agreement, as I was not there to force a 
person’s free will like the kontrollers on earth and other realms 
do.  

I said aloud again to make it more clear, “This is almost 
everyone in Portsmouth, and a representation of so many, not 
limited to this little area.  These people pretend to be your friend 
as they have been taught to be fake their whole lives.  These 
people will be your ‘friend’ for a little while and then swiftly 
turn their back on you so to speak with no qualms about it.  
With these people and people like them within HUmanity it is 
always short lived, a dead end.”

I recognised what this was showing me about the past and 
emotional attachments I had been through, including what is 
referred to as ‘family’ here by those of a one-dimensional and 
usually underlying religious or scientific controlling intellect. I 
knew what it meant when I woke up.  

In Portsmouth I lived on a dead end street.  Both sides of 
the street were dead ends.  I would often look out the window 
and See the Dead End Sign and that’s just what it was, a sign, 
always. Moreso than just something there accidentally. It was 



Very Real for me in the RealSide and Very Eye Opening, I 
recognised none of these people truly care, and there is such a 
superficiality about them.  

The influence works through those that are open and uses 
a cunning ability to attempt to deceive those pure at heart as it 
is easier to go along with the social norms and what is expected 
as business today, while not realizing the monstrosities and fear 
that is held within them from lifetimes in their other bodies and 
unconscious making the world the demise and destruction it is 
today.  

These people were a friend while it suited them, and as 
much as they could see.  People start drama because they are 
bored and have no RealFocus or RealPurpose.  So many are 
actually really cowardly, it is like they have no heart, no 
compassion, no real, and definitely no purity…which is really 
the world today because of all the torture, indoctrination, and 
brainwashing from lifetimes of abuse by authorities. 

WakeUp Call. We’ve all been there and YU can decide to 
be NU, Real and Wonderful for YourSelf Now no matter the 
choices YU have made in the past.  Do you see what Duane IS 



presenting anywhere on this earth? You will not. This is a 
golden opportunity.  IT IS all fine as now I have the 
RealAwarenisss to Recognise what IS really taking place, 
everything we experience IS necessary, but it is not the 
ultimate.  There IS always more.

On the RealSide, I began to explain to my former 
boyfriend that the Influence, the third head of the Kalaum God 
in the Mental Realm, which many ‘think’ in their minds is the 
ultimate, the third head, the influence is all throughout this 
world and kontrols even the Kal God himself was brainwashing 
him to decide what did not make sense with his life.  

Of course, he was not interested in listening because like 
most people, especially in the United States are full and breed 
with superiority and arrogance.  I ask you, “Do YOU Seee 
YourSelf?”

As I began to recognise the futility of this experience and 
sharing with those that were not interested, a guy friend of 
mine appeared.  And then, more guy friends of mine appeared 
as a ATV began to drive up carrying equipment to assist me.  



The boys always compared prepared to make sense and show 
anyone that will listen their own heart and what IS. 

I was so grateful to see those of I was familiar with.  These 
young men were actually the Boys, known as The 
RealUNUversal Guides coming to back me, and assist me to 
get through what I needed to to SeeeMore. I’m totally amazed 
they would spend the time on me in this dark place in space 
known as creation.  

I looked at one of the boys and with obvious recognition he 
showed his agreement with me of SeeeingMore that these 
individuals could not Seee.  RebISar and Yauble started to 
make jokes only those with Awarenisss could Seee, like telepathy.  
Yauble confronted my former boyfriend and said “Yes, SHE, 
the Influence is brainwashing you, and everyone YOU know.”  

The RealUNUversal Guides are like dads and protect 
their children as they are growing up.  The RealUNUversal 
Guides and LifeIS always with YU, but it is up to YU to 
recognise it, and Life with not decide your life for YOU.  The 
former boyfriend replied that SHE, was only brainwashing his 
opinion, which would lead him no further than his nose.  As a 





confirmation he wanted to stay stuck, lost, confused, and 
distorted with those he had known and reincarnate for more 
unconscious lifetimes of stupidity and demise. 

This experience and so many others provided by The 
RealUNUversal Guides and life become invaluable to 
SeeeMore than these physical, astral, causal, mental, and 
etheric realms.  RealEducation and RealGuidance makes 
ALLL the difference, so each individual can begin to Pay 
Attention to the RealSide to get all their own answers and 
figure out their life.  IT IS an endlisss Journey that you will 
never figure out with your thinking and your mental 
body….and until next week… 

I’ve had many wonderful experiences on The 
RealSide..many which were written in DreamJournals of mine 
that were stolen. 

This past summer Mr. Marley and I took off for the 
Beach, as I shared in earlier in the writing. We spent about 3 
months there. We lived outside, under trees, on grass, and on the 
sand of Virginia Beach, Virginia with Chemtrails and 



HAARP microwaves painted on the Sky because this is the 
earth today. 

That was a Risk, to get away from what we had known 
and I remember as I left Marley’s grandparents house 
seemingly alone with Life with me, from the roaring screams I 
walked into the unknown.  Unknown of where I was going in 
the TruSense and where I would end up, but it has been a 
humbling experience of mine.  It is an experience I cannot give 
to anyone, or what I was able to Seee from it, as the rest of 
society went on about its daily fast forward 9-5 life.

 Many of the individuals we related to were homeless. We 
met many different beings, stories I will some time tell.  We first 
arrived at the beach and stayed on the sands around the 50th 
and 60th streets, as we later moved on to 67th street, the same 
street Edgar Cayce’s Center for Research and Enlightenment is 
located, this is where we walked every morning to use WiFry to 
be with our wonderful friends on the NUSkype calls and share 
on social media platforms. We also went there for water, and a 
few times for shelter from the rain. Eventually we were told to 
not come back or THEY would call the police. This was a result 
of us sleeping outside and having a few bags we always carried. 



That’s the earth today.  As I was there I began to view this 
place in a whole new way than when I had attended courses, 
explored, and purchased from there in the past- it was a 
reptilian take over building where people loved their TapLining 
God.

 There was a police station directly across the LightHouse 
Center which we sometimes slept outside of. This was a place 
where ‘homeless’ could take showers, wash their clothes, have a 
mailing address, use a telephone. We often left our bags in 
particular places. Many times we hid our bags, and other times 
we were getting rid of the baggage realistically. The first time, 
out of three, our belongings were stolen. The bags were left on 
40th street, at The Cavalier Hotel’s property. I had two 
DreamJournals almost completely full, along with RealSide 
Experiences, Project & Meeting Ideas, and Drawings. As I 
also had a notebook with writings of my daily personal life. 
These were all kept in a book bag along with clothes I would be 
wearing. We came back from our adventure and they were gone. 

An experience that I did have in one of my Journals I 
remember when I started singing The NU~U NUSound is 
this;





 There were so many Golden RealLight Beings, 
RealGuides from the RealUNUversis approaching me with 
RealGifts. As another Real Experience a RealGuide told me 
“All the Best Secrets are with The Ocean.” The Ocean of life, 
and I see the gifts presented of Pure Radiating RealLight IS 
Purity, Sincerity, Humility, Honorable, Gratitude, and so 
much more of The TruReality the ISSSNISSS that IS endlisss. 

That summer was spent with so many cops, as everywhere 
we slept we found ourselves being told to leave, or move. We even 
acquired ourselves a ‘Sleeping on The Beach’ ticket from the 
local authoritarians and their buddy Brutalitarians. The ticket 
was over $100 and this is a ticket almost every homeless person 
will receive more than once. The way they dealt with people 
outside was blatantly stupid.  

I even met a guy that received a ticket for waiting out the 
pouring geroengineered acid rain in one of the porter potty 
bathrooms. 

Many of the benches had added bars in the middle so the 
homeless could not sleep, but had to find another place.  I 



remember one night a woman came to me as we were near the 
Virginia Beach Convention Center and The LightHouse Center 
and told to leave.  She said to me, “Where are we supposed to 
go?” It is that real in that this is a floating rock in space and it 
is totally kontrolled and owned by the Reptilian Aliens that are 
HUman Farming Everyone.  Just today I watched a video 
from Miss Kerry Cassidy with Project Camelot expressing the 
over 200,000 Syrian Refugees would be all there were to come 
because the rest were taken to other planets as slaves and others 
as food for The Reptoids. 

This is very real and this is something anyone can see on 
the RealSide.  I hear so many people say they are having 
snakes in their dreams and this is a representation of the 
TapLines with the Reptilian Aliens for the most part.  Not 
always is this was a snake represents, but it depends on the 
context and the person.  It is really time to WakeUp or stay 
Lost in Cause and Effect Creation, You Decide!  There IS so 
much more than this place with all its good sounding ideas, 
peace on earth, love and light, happiness, sadness, whatever.  
With my experience I see anything IS possible, I have met and 
swam with Real MerMaids and Dolphins, spoke with the wind 
and the trees and again, my Journey is only beginning.  



Fear is the biggest unconscious agreement those in creation 
have, throughout the different LifeLevels.  People will use 
reason, logic, excuses, limitations, rules, regulations, laws, and 
restrictions to enforce the fear that has been implanted upon 
them for lifetimes.  You must recognISe as one example there 
were lifetimes where you were burned at the stake for not 
‘believing’ or agreeing in the god or gods that have been forced 
down so many peoples throats.  

You were stoned, beheaded, excommunicated for being 
aware of natural remedies, cures, how to get rid of other entity 
attachments, being more aware, what would be called a shaman 
as an example today.  There has been so much fear and 
intimidation placed onto you, threats to kill your family, 
friends, pets, steal your land, farms, livelihood, way of life, 
enslaved, beaten, bashed, being jailed, experimented on, 
kidnapped, abducted by galactic civilizations, raped, murdered, 
and so much more for simply not agreeing with the status quo.  
The subliminal from Saturn, the moon, and other planets 
including the WIFI, GWEN towers, HAARP, and so much 
more, programmed black goo in vaccines, pharmaceuticals, food, 
and water have all contributed to your fear as a way to kontrol 



you throughout the 
many LifeLevels.  

On the RealSide I 
saw my many lifetimes 
of being the Risk Taker 
when it came to the 
kontrolling systems on 
earth.  Take a look at 
the NBC Series, 
‘Blacklist’, and you 
may understand what 
I mean by being a 
Risk Taker that does 
not agree or conform 
with the system.  I was 
an individual that had 
certain files and samples from so called ‘science’ experiments 
and knowledge plus awarenisss from The RealUNUversal 
Files, which are beyond creation and beyond the Akashic 
Records which are located in the Causal Realm.  



I favored Trinity from the Matrix Movie.  As I was in a 
‘runaway’ van with another male being who had taken this 
Risk an adventure to get to the dumbed down unaware public 
what was really taking place.  The whole scene was like going 
through the 2002 film, ‘Minority Report’ with Tom Cruise.  

Artificial Intelligence has become more and more the 
reality on earth today and already with the governments using 
remote viewing through the astral realm and all their 
experiments some including - MK Ultra, Project Monarch, 
Montauk Project, Phoenix Project, Philadelphia Experiment, 
Operation Paperclip, Area 51 & Groom Lake, Dulce Base, 
Operation High Jump, Operation Deep Freeze, Operation Fish 
Bowl, Operation Dominic, Project Blue Beam, Hybridization 
Programs, Trauma Based Mind-Control, Alpha through 
Omega of the Greek Alphabet programming, and so much 
more…we are living a real life sci-fi movie.

I was on the RealSide in this getaway van with Henry 
and we drove off as the military police and artificial intelligence 
especially were after us as they did not want those on earth to 
know their TruHistory or Real Origins from The ALLLISSS I 



wen through various scenarios as parts of my fear held on to 
me.

While hiding out we visited many we had known.  First, 
we visited the individuals that played the role of my parents 
this lifetime.  I stayed with them with an eerie sensation that 
them housing us was very hard for them as their own fear to 
the system almost consumed them.  I knew we could stay 
shortly, but it would not be for long, as they did the best they 
could for the situation and in this experience it was 
understandable for me to face my own fear that so many of us 
hold on to and do not even imagine to realistically see past.

As I knew I had to leave we journeyed through the nearby 
wooded tree area as snow covered the ground, showing the 
Purity and Sincerity of my Journey and Intent through all the 
created restrictions to assist myself to Seee my RealAwarenisss 
and share with others- ‘Pure as the Driven Snow’.

The next stop throughout the retinal scanning city with 
programmed robots and HUman bodies led us to a former close 
physical friend of mine’s house.  We arrived to see him with his 
girlfriend and daughter.  We sat down to dinner as I noticed 





his life was complacent within the system, because he too lived 
in unconscious fear, and still does as he uses excuses to limit 
himself from Taking the Risk of a lifetime which a RealHeart 
desires.  His girlfriend was pregnant and so he used this excuse 
to stay where he was.  He gave us a place to stay for a couple 
hours and a meal to eat.  Enough to fill the comforts on an 
inevitable journey to facing myself and all of creation which 
lays in the subconscious before Level Six, the Deep Dark 
Border.

We ate our food and saw where these individuals were at, 
but knew we must go further and we had an adventure and 
risk to go on.  

We got into the white van and finally drove to an area 
that of the likes of Ireland off a tall cliff with thousands of feet 
below.  I said, ‘Forget it’ and we drop off.  I was exhausted of 
running and meeting all the individuals that were not willing 
to take the risk to SeeeMore or BeeeReal, but wanted to fit in 
with the social norm.  

As we drove off this cliff everything including US (UNUversal 
SuperBeeeings) turned into sparkles of white light. There was 



no more creation.  I then appeared being sucked through a 
black tube like Augustus Gloop getting sucked through the tube 
in Willy Wonka, only the idea of this tube was that I was 
getting shot up to my death where the A.I. would kill me in its 
efforts to diminish all I had come to know and share with 
others so that they would not have the references, but would 
have to start from scratch to SeeeMore.

As I approached the main A.I. controlling this city I 
found myself locked into its hovering chair to answer for my 
supposed ‘crimes’.  I was no longer afraid of this A.I. killing me, 
or what it would do, and so I allowed it to make its decision 
with what it wanted with me fine with whatever the outcome 
would be. 

As I decided this, I realised it was my own fear of lifetimes 
I had been running from the systems with what I knew and 
discovered, just as The Real UNUversal Guides have been 
chased and killed in other lifetimes, even Paul Twitchell 
poisoned this lifetime, but drank the drink with poison anyway 
as it was his time to go, reaching all he was able, and I found 
myself more than fine with what the outcome was to be.



As ALLNatural Henry, or Henry Draper and I were 
having RealSide Experiences with each other before we made 
contact over the internet and discovered each other’s reality this 
lifetime I will share a RealSide Experience I had with Henry 
in December 2015, before knowing Henry’s name in August of 
2017.

Myself and two other girls went on an adventure to a tall 
wooded forest land with trees thousands of meters tall, living 
creatures we would not see on earth like that of mushroom 
fungi and fairy lands, beyond what would be seen on 
Avatar+Ferngully, a resemblance of the beauty that thrived on 
earth ages ago all the way into the Causal Realm of Creation.

Eventually we stumbled upon a body of water crystal 
clear with fish and dolphins swimming and jumping with 
jubilance at our arrival.

 This body of water, the widest river mouth connected to 
the endlisss IS that could be seen had laid across it a tree log 
laid just for our crossing as the trees had faces the responded to 
our every movement with pure Luv and gratitude.  I stood on 
the log and then! 



A gorilla shot up appearing from the water as if it were 
made of rainbows and the yellow golden real light of the 
TruReality.  

This gorilla could also turn human to my amazement and 
bliss I jumped into the water and turned into a gorilla too!  As 
both of us were now gorillas we were very, very magnificent for 
our hearts were bigger than our bodies.  We traveled the water 
until we arrived at a wonderful beach of white sparkling sands 
with many beings dancing.  There was a tall type of tree fort for 
meetings and fun dinners with the beach lit of tiki torches and 
those dressed in native indigenous attires protecting the luvly 
bamboo fort.  As we arrived at this NUPlace we were now 
transformed into a human body form and we climbed up the 
tree fort to have a wonderful dinner and laughs with these 
beings. Elephants, birds, mermaids, frogs, monekys, koalas and 
humans were here for the festivities to Seee a RealVU of the 
Purity with The ALLNatural Environment that IS. 

I was having so much fun dancing as everyone was free of 
so many encumbrances and restrictions experienced in the 
physical and astral worlds.  In the middle of my dance with 



what had been my gorilla friend now human too, I looked over 
and saw in the middle of the ocean a line of palm trees and huts 
along the river to the ocean and lights shining just to make the 
scene bright, I thought I will come back here to explore with this 
NUFriend another night.  The gorillas in this RealSide 
Experience represent a RealSuccess we can have and 
demonstrate with RecognISing the ALLLISSS which has 
nothing to do with the systems of the earth and the success 
people chase here lifetime after lifetime with nothing Real to 
back them.

In one moment I looked behind me and what I saw was 
something like a boring earth party and everyone looked so 
bored and strange laying around in front of the house with 
their attitudes and funny games they play, drinking alcohol, 
taking psychedelics, so lost as to the Purity LifeIS.  It was a 
huge comparison as to what I have recognized IS possible 
compared to where all those one-dimensional with their ideas, 
jobs, careers, and whatever have found themselves.  I was more 
than grateful to be where I was and having fun.  Gratitude is 
demonstrated and not just said, but it is in everything YU du.  
A Real Gratitude goes beyond the earth and the astral ideas 
people have about it, but a RealSincerity for sharing what has 





been shared with YU and the RealExperiences and Real 
Knowledge that has been shared by The Real UNUversal 
Guides.

Henry and I are always transforming into something 
Fun to get a NUVU like children.  A couple months ago we 
were on the RealSide and went into a wizard’s house who still 
had controls of the Artificial Intelligence on earth.  We were in 
his castle and kingdom somewhere within Creation.  The place 
was as clean, tidy, 
and modern as could 
be with the slightest 
of subtle kontrol held 
in this area.  His 
beard was long and 
white as Henry and 
I were a VU from 
the upper ceiling of 
his castle.  Outside 
was hilly full of 
grass and trees 
scattered around the 
area.  It was a 



beautiful clean place with animals abound.  We viewed him 
pressing buttons upon his large keypad that would ignite 
situations on the earth.  

He was a small player on the game board as the game 
maker and those working in the rooms of the Hunger Game 
movies to insert obstacles in the way of the little HUmans 
wanting to become more aware and simply live out their daily 
live of survival on earth.  Henry and I quickly jumped through 
the slanted glass windows he had on the above floors and rode 
off to share with Duane on earth what we had seen.  Two white 
horses were awaiting us for our journey back down to the 
physical bodies.  As it was light and bright outside and I was 
in such surprise we made it out of this kontroller’s castle 
without him having a clue we were there I laughed and jumped 
on the back of one of the horses as I appeared to be dressed as 
princess.  Henry wanted to do something a little more fun than 
simply ride our horse friends back so he turned into a squirrel 
and I transformed into a cat as the cats are very aware and we 
went into the forest to have the fun we do with each other.

Because the Adventures with Henry are always so Real 
and Sincere I will share another, as we IS always together as 



One Beeeing on the RealSide.  As we share what WWWE du on 
earth the reptilian Kontrollers throughout this galaxy and 
others have huge resistance to what WWWE IS presenting 
because by the very fact of individuals becoming more aware 
they are exposed and they do not want their HUman farming 
not only on this earth, but other stars and galaxies to be known 
as many of the E.T.’s that give messages to the HUmans have 
been purposely feeding them baloney like that we have heard in 
the bible to mislead the HUmans into an astral light with all 
the love, higher self, consciousness and such teachings from 
them.  They have made deals with so many factors for slave 
ships throughout the galaxy, yet channel through HUmans 
and send signals through the moon, sun and stars all sorts of 
hypnotic suggestions to stay within creation and go no further.

Henry and I appeared as twins, him the boy, myself the 
girl.  Those that supported Charles Manson in his efforts are 
still alive and well as Charles Manson appeared with his wives 
to capture me in a siege to take over my own heart.  A man 
with a shotgun pointed directly into my stomach told me he 
was there for my benefit as I questioned how this would make 
sense as he pointed a firearm into my body?  He soon handed 
me over to Charles (the dark and light side’s agents) and I 



asked for Henry to be able to come along with me as it would be 
easier to survive with my twin, and so he agreed.  Henry and I 
were taken down into the low areas of the astral realms 
bordering the physical realm where those of low vibrations 
continue to stay lost at bars and festivals.  

The earth people had no RealAwarenisss to Seee what was 
taking place from the RealSide, but with my Awarenisss I 
suggested to the wife that was going to be driving us to the lower 
astral hells to let me go as I played a music from the 
RealUNUverisss to her with my voice.  Immediately her ‘tune’ 
transformed as all those in that car’s did and we were released 
to continue on and escape the restrictions that those considering 
themselves the illumanti, the enlightened, and the brightest 
masterminds attempt and so many more times do than not trap 
the little unaware souls in their fallacies of intellect meaning 
more than the Purity LifeIS.

As Henry spent his time in New Zealand we saw each 
other on the RealSide daily and nightly.  I have an excerpt 
from Henry’s book which will include my RealSide Experience 
as what took place is Henry brought back the beginning of the 
RealSide Experience to share with me on Skype in the physical 



and I brought back the second part to share with him.  We were 
both like little children together and had very phenomenal and 
profound experiences that you may read about in Henry’s first 
published book.  One of my favorites is the time Henry met me 
on the RealSide in a Candy shop, going off the saying, “Like a 
kid in a Candy Store,” an experience of utter fascination. 

Henry writes,
 

Back on the Realside around that time I found myself in 
a food court, nothing there looked too interesting, as I was 
looking around from the middle of the room. Then I noticed 
Kelsey standing right by me, it was so cool to see her on the 
RealSide after only talking over skype on Earth, it was sooo 
Real. We laughed and smiled at each other and Kelsey said,

“You should wear more colorful clothes with pretty 
flowers.”

“Flowers are wonderful, thanks for the tip, I do have some 
cool flower shirts, I just usually wear comfortable stuff now,” I 
replied.





Realising now, Kelsey was sharing with me to get out of 
my ‘dull comfort zone’ as on the RealSide things are not always 
literal like we have been indoctrinated and brainwashed with 
here. 

Still looking at each other we telepathically saw we both 
wanted to go outside and have some real fun exploring. Quickly, 
we were outside on bicycles going down grassy road, it appeared 
as though we had moved our position to another world where 
there was so sign of modern civilization as if we had just been 
by the shopping mall which was no longer in sight. 

We approached a hut under some palm trees, where a few 
of the Real Guides were. There were some cozy hammocks so I 
got in one to see how it felt, quickly sinking into it and falling 
asleep.

The next day Kelsey told me she’d seen me on the 
RealSide, and I said I’d seen her too. I was a little surprised 
when we spoke about our experiences over Skype hearing they 
were the same. Kelsey saw I was sleeping and stood next to me 
and said, “Have Fun”.  In other words, have fun, I IS going off 
on my adventure.  As soon as she said this to me, I awoke and 



quickly went to put on my clothes to join her in the adventure 
into the wonderful unknown of what we were deciding together. 
We laughed both recognizing the experience demonstrated I had 
started a NU Adventure with Kelsey and the Real Guides but 
I had a ways to go yet. 

This is the Great Adventure LifeIS and there IS so much 
more to explore with IT…an endlisss Journey I will say and 
there is the past I look back to in my experience of the dull and 
boringness of deep dark black space and the limitations and 
considerations of what those on earth have been brought up and 
indoctrinated with. You Decide Your Life and every moment I 
decide mine! YU can become MoreAware and transform even 
more wonderful than a butterfly right now!  WWWE have the 
most fun!

REALCOURAGE AND THE RESCUER 2016 / 2017 

Over the past 3 years I have learned so much from Duane 
The Great Writer and The RealUNUversal Guides. I’m so 
grateful to have met these Great BEEEings. These individuals 
have showed me how save my own life in the TruSense- which is 
the RealAwarenisss moreso than the 5 bodies we occupy in 



creation, and the other known and mostly unknown and unseen 
parts of ourselves. The RealUNUversal Guides, RebISar, 
GoPall, Yauble, ShamsIS and others have taken the Risk into 
the Wonderful Endlisss Unknown so now I can stand in a 
position and share something that can possibly assist others for 
themselves.

After living outside on the oceanfront of Virginia Beach I 
moved into a townhouse in the Kempsville area of Virginia 
Beach. I had gone through a lot in the years prior to recognize 
most did not really have the motivation to realistically take the 
risk to create a benefit for everyone. Most things 
understandably were about their social life and drugs only. 
Some individuals I knew looked at their dreams and even saw 
them as more real than this passing dream we live in the 
physical. As an example there was a young lady that many 
times visited her boyfriend that left his physical body here due 
to a car accident. For her, her Dream Experiences, or RealSide 
Experiences were real, but her position is whatever she has 
chosen now. Many others I was around saw my RealSide 
Experiences like some kind of dream and they saw it as 
somewhat interesting, as I saw my friends all the time on the 
RealSide, but for whatever reason the surface world and 



playing fake like high school was much more important to 
them. So, I started to take my own risks, which most knew 
nothing about, mostly because many never approached me to 
learn anything that I was experiencing or becoming aware of. 
Sometimes I did relay my RealSide Experiences to those I 
considered friends, but as I talked I saw myself drowning these 
individuals out, and in the same instance nothing ever became 
resolved, I talked to certain individuals and things always 
came around in a never ending circle, just like cause and effect 
creation, with no recognition, but it was easy for me to Seee 
there was and IS something more, so outside of situations I 
tried to Seee if other individuals were Seeeing more, but what I 
saw is their self created fences and gates to where they never 
left, they were like wandering zombies in a graveyard not 
recognizing the iron gates can open. How they looked at things 
on the surface was that their situations they had been living for 
untold lifetimes were romantic, like trying to make graveyards 
and the grime reaper romantic. It’s like wanting to go back to 
the Roman Times where there was slavery and hard life of all 
sorts because the wine tasted nice.

In the Kempsville area I lived in a townhouse with others. 
Living in the townhouse there were 4 individuals at a time and 



other times there were 6 total. While living in this townhouse I 
recognized head on I had write, because of the experiences I was 
going through. I found that for those around me, it’s easy to do 
what everyone else does, being a cog in the machine, a robot. It’s 
so simple and who wants to take the risk and time to face 
themselves and everything they don’t know? I quickly 
recognized it takes RealCourage to step out into the unknown 
and not only that, but to continually do so, looking from my 
RealAwarenisss now, what else is there? Besides the Unknown 
and the risk....well there is always more. Duane tells about 
endlisss ISSISSS and what an adventure it is. There is always 
so much we don’t know, and that becomes the best part, and 
meeting those individuals that are interested in a PurSeeeing 
and PurBeeeing, and to do something realistically, wow, that 
takes RealCourage. Listening to Duane and The 
RealUNUversal Guides, and observing those ‘out there’ as I 
have been presenting The NU~U and whatever makes sense 
from The RealUNUversal Guides and Life ITSelf for some 3 
years now, I can Seee what Duane means “Very few will 
discover, and most of all recognize THE ALLLISSS, because 
IT IS far too Real.”





”From the PsycRealms with its defined Literal Senses of 
existence, The RealUNUverses are especially unique for their 
PurQuality of Clear and Clean Realness. This is why it is hard 
for anyone to imagine Reality, because IT IS far too Real and 
Wonderful.” From NUBook Six, Your DreamVisions. What I 
discover for myself is that it is, really real, realer than real, it’s 
so real real real. Many, if not most individuals are afraid to 
present what IS Real and Makes sense, while they are thinking 
that they are the true individual, but realistically they are 
following the crowd, like everyone else, because look at this 
world, mostly everyone is agreeing to their own demise and the 
demise of the planet that supports them. As for the crowd, the 
crowd basically goes nowhere but the mall, and if that’s where 
you want to be only- fine, but to be Unique and YourSelf is 
much more Real and Wonderful for ALL Life, and then You 
are backed by Life, that sounds fun and with no bounds or 
restriction, free to Seee and Recognize whatever YU want. This 
is what I have come to Seee and Recognize through Duane, 
RebISar, Pall and the other RealGuides’ demonstrations.

Many Individuals are ‘Having Fun’ Living Their LA LA 
Land Life of Brushing Their Teeth with Rat Poison Chemical 
HYDROFLUOROSILICIC ACID and feeding this lethal 



drug to their precious children, injecting them with lethal 
vaccines and so on. As this chemical is in every Soda Pop 
Drink and most Foods Today, along with things like aborted 
fetal cells, aspartame, and genetically modified corn syrups. 
We’re also cooking and bathing in this poison. Look at the sky, 
it is filled with poisonous and toxic ChemTrails. Does anyone 
have time to do anything about this? Or is your one-
dimensional desk job more important? Whatever. Most People 
are Not Paying Attention to the 3 main ingredients for 
Survival which are RealFood, RealAir, and RealWater. Does 
this make sense? Well for me, as long as I am here I want to 
know what I am eating, drinking, and breathing, so that I can 
do something about it, make a better choice, become more aware 
with my RealAwareniss or be the conscious effect of what is 
taking place, instead of unconscious and unaware which leads 
to more lifetimes of the same old non-sense, drudgery and 
struggle to wake up.

If you have Children or know children I suggest to talk to 
them about their dreams. They can begin to show you a lot of 
things, as they are not conditioned like the dumbed down 
unaware adults driving their petroleum vehicle to their 9-5 
boring jobs destroying the world every day. Many Children 





meet with Fairies and Fly in their dreams. As well as here in 
the physical, if YU are open they will share many wonderful 
things. The Children can and will wake this world up through 
their RealSide Experiences and by sharing. So will you open 
that door? You can, it is all a real adventure that you can 
decide. We have created in the past year The NUSchool 
HomeSchool as a start for Children, and this can and will be 
expanded upon as Children share their RealSide Experiences 
and teach the adults.

It also makes sense to have your Children involved in 
what is Taking Place. Educating them accordingly. There are 
so many wonderful simple things like Planting a Garden, 
Having a BeeHive, Raising Chickens or Composting to 
StandReal with The ALLNatural Environment. Show the 
Children what WWWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
are doing with the UNUversal UNUversities and The 
ALLSolar Research Vessels, as these will be more than even 
RealCareers, but a RealPurpose, and huge one. There is so 
much to be done, and your children can be at the forefront and 
involved in something so real, wonderful and beneficial for all, 
that shows individuals to become self-sufficient in the TruSense.



It also makes sense to educate your children about the 
ChemTrails, Lethal Vaccines and Microwaves as this is their 
World and right now what most children are living in. Not to 
focus too heavily on these subjects, as that is not the idea, but it 
gives a comparison for what does make sense from what does 
not. The Children are The Future Now. Really. This is their 
world, and yours. How do you want it to be? If you just 
pretend or ‘think’ in your mind it is ALL OK then your 
children will be living with the effects of your unawareness and 
what you have decided, a ruined planet just like mars.

Doing a simple google search of HAARP, PROJECT 
BLUE BEAM, LETHAL WIFI, LETHAL VACCINES, 
LETHAL MICROWAVES, is so easy. The Children can do 
this on their own and get involved with educating the adults, 
friends and family. The RealEducation comes from the 
RealSide and what they can Seee to bring in beyond this world. 
Because we know these things are taking place, but what can we 
do about it? The ALLSolar Research Vessels and Self-Sufficient 
Communities is a huge undertaking and there will be more that 
comes of this as the Children become involved. They really are 
the Future here and It makes sense they are Aware of what Is 
taking place so They can Realistically DU something instead 



of simply agreeing with Destroying everything because it will 
not be good here for them if things continue on as they do, 
which really becomes worse.

I have looked at so many insidious video games of today 
that basically demonstrate killing and murdering everything. I 
lived in a house with a 21 year old and a 10 year old that 
played video games exactly of this nature, along with their 
young friends. Does this make sense? Did the Native 
Americans or Indigenous peoples with any sense do this? The 
Natural Environment is being totally destroyed and children 
are being programmed to destroy it, just like YOU. It is the 
same programming that puts individuals into the ‘patriot’ idea, 
which is an idea and illusion, that gets individuals to agree to 
destroy others, devastate their land, and steal their resources for 
the reptilians and their games because they are bored and this 
is simply what they do.

There is an Interesting Video Game with The Name 
‘FallOut’ which basically takes place in a post apocalyptic 
environment with Radical Radiation everywhere after an 
Atom Bomb exploding. They’re probably on the 6th 
programming of this video game by now. All this stuff is totally 



subliminal, the 
movies, everything. 
They use different 
mind control 
techniques in 
movies, like Alpha, 
Beta and otherwise. 
They are all 
different programs 
that are ran 
through the movies 
through words, 
language, body 
language, color, object, sound and more. Just like anything 
heard on the radio today and popular music is put on a specific 
frequency of mind control. One of the movie greek alphabet 
programs is to make the individual inflict self-harm. Look at 
the world, it is self-destructing. There are so many taking their 
physical bodies out today, of all ages, there are so many slitting 
their wrists and other not so obvious self-harm unconscious 
choices and habits, like cigarette smoking, or driving a 
petroleum vehicle. These are only examples as there are so 
many, and I suggest to read Duane The Great Writer’s 



NUBook Three, ‘The Real Far Country’ to learn more about 
this.

Just like the movies and the video games of disasters and 
‘end of the world’ scenarios. This is what is happening today. 
The Oceans are dying, they are basically dead, the fish, birds, 
whales, coral reefs and dolphins are washing up on beaches 
everywhere today. Fukushima is still taking Place along with 
other Methane Releases in Places like California and The BP 
Oil Spill, as the Popes, Presidents, Masters, Gurus, and New 
Age Be Positive Philosophers ‘Nothing affects me anyway’ Are 
not doing or saying anything but ‘that it will all get better and 
we’re in the 5th dimension,’ which is nothing more than these 
individuals being in dementia. But it is all still taking place 
and as long as YU have a physical body here YOU are effected. 
This IS Your Planet too. And it is OK to not agree with 
Deception and The Distortion of the ALLNatural 
Environment That Supports ALL of US Equally. I’ve been 
through all the ideas you have, and they don’t work.

Most Children LUV Animals and LUV Nature, but if 
you don’t take them outside and They Don’t see what IS 
Really Taking Place with The Trees Dying of Toxic 





ChemTrail Rain then how can they do anything? LifeIS ALL 
About Waking Up and Becoming MoreAware so it makes sense 
to be with Life and The Natural Environment that we call 
Nature on this level. There Really are Better Ways of Doing 
Things. Everyone can always make better choices and becoming 
MoreAware is the first step.

Most People Look to The Outer Front, The Religious and 
Political Scene of things, ‘Thinking’ in their minds they will do 
something, and yes, maybe they’ll do something here and there 
but it is only to schmooze you over for HUman Kattle 
Farming. YU are the Herded Kattle lifetime after lifetime until 
YU WakeUP and Can Eventually Face YourSelf and 
Recognize the ALLLISSS.

Look at everyone all ‘Popped’ Out on Music and 
Meaningless things, Ask YourSelf Is this what you want your 
Life to BE only? Talking about the newest car or how pretty 
YOU can be? Well, with the NU~U NUSound YU can have 
Everything, and negate nothing, just make sense of things. This 
IS The RealLUV Everyone IS looking for, but very few will 
have The RealCourage to Recognize it this lifetime and next 
lifetime there is no guarantee YOU will Have The awarenisss to 



SEEE. This Is a Very Privileged Position to BE in and for 
myself, I do not take It for granted, as every moment IS 
Real...I du my best. DU is Duane’s name with the ISSS, 
because he always does and shares something for ALL, in the 
TruSense, which is beyond the physical and the psych realms 
in creation, negating nothing.

My RealIntent for sharing my RealExperiences is so YU 
can WakeUP, Become MoreAware and SEEE what IS possible 
and that there IS so much more for YourSelf past this physical 
realm and psych realms of cause and effect, and The Gods of 
Man, that there are RealUNUversIS that DU Exist.

Here is a RealSide Experience I had demonstrating what 
I have been Learning from RebISar, Pall, Duane The Great 
Writer, and The Real UNUversal Guides on the RealSide 
LifeISSS. Listen to the SoundCloud link below to hear Duane’s 
VU of the Experience.

The Rescuer, January 4, 2016 

There was a large navy ship on the ocean and there was a 
large opening about ¾ of the way up on the ship to just about 



the top, high and wide so fighter jets could fly in as this was 
their purpose. These jets were the RealUNUversal Guides and 
those in training. As I saw the scene I asked, “What happens if 
someone didn’t have a purpose like flying in the jets?”

RebISar said, “That doesn’t happen.” And I looked at 
myself, ‘“What a relief.”

Then a man went under the water of the ship in the ocean 
and it looked like this 
man was going to ‘die,’ 
or drown in the psych 
realms of creation 
because he couldn’t go 
forward to swim up 
and out, and the ship 
was going to crush him 
or he didn’t have 
enough air and for 
him what he was 
viewing, there was no 
way out.



Then that’s when I noticed my Awarenisss come in the 
experience of this man’s body and I then saw I could just swim 
out to the side and come up and have enough air. As I 
recognized who this individual was, and I had more experience 
to recognize how to get out of this situation and be ok, so that’s 
what I did, because he allowed it.

So then the man popped up in the Elizabeth River and 
there was a boy carrying a girl in front of him. They were 
headed to the ocean having fun as a demonstration everything 
was ok. The girl and the boy were like our personal selves.

The man who popped up was a little scared that he didn’t 
know where to go. I appeared in my female body and waved 
him over that he could just go over to the docks, to the ports 
mouth and easily get on land, he would not have to swim so 
long.

At the same time a friend of mine who has told me he is 
interested in NU~U and what WWWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators are duing showed up.



In the physical I told him to read one of the NUBooks 
and watch his RealSide Experiences, well, looks like he was, and 
still is, this friend wanted to ask me questions in the experience, 
so then I went over to the docks in the water and talked with 
him answering questions and the experience finished. This 
Experience was a demonstration to both him, I and others, as 
there are so many viewpoints and parts to it.

I came here to DU my RealPurpose with The 
RealUNUversal Guides, and so did so many others, YU The 
RealU IS here to WakeUP, but in the meantime you have been 
distracted by whatever...this IS everyone’s RealPurpose to 
WakeUp and Endlisssly Recognize The ALLISSS, Have Fun 
Deciding!

ARE INDIVIDUALS READY TO SEEE?  
HERE IT COMES.  

SEEEING FROM THE REALSIDE FIRST 

On Monday, January 4, 2016 I published my first book 
on Lulu.com. After spending nights writing my story for the 
world up until that point. I wrote my book on a 2010 MacBook 
Pro in the upstairs of my bedroom in Virginia Beach, VA. Two 



years later I’m going over my first book and adding more of 
my RealExperiences and RealAdventures that will be available 
on or before January 2018. After I wrote my first book, I began 
to write a second, The Real RiskTaker.

This is a RealSide Experience I wrote about in my second 
book, a little over a week after publishing my first on January 
4, 2016.

January 13, 2016, Are Individuals Ready?  
Here it is.  Seeeing from The RealSide First. 

The book I had written was turned into a movie, but not 
just played on any movie screen. This was on The VU from The 
RealSide like Duane talks about in his books. This screen was 
not your average size screen like you see on the earth. The 
screen my movie was playing on was so tall and large that is 
was the width and length of at least one entire football field. The 
theatre seating was totally filled with individuals from all over 
the earth and other dimensions. There were so many seats, even 
balconies were needed for all the individuals. I recognized some 
of the individuals in the seats from my hometown, Portsmouth, 
Virginia, but there were all so many that I did and do not yet 



know in the physical, but that will be stepping up as we start 
the ALLHumanitarian Projects, The Benefit Concerts, Vessels 
and whatever else wonderful and beneficial Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators will do. There were so many different 
things taking place in the theatre. Many of the individuals 
there were involved with the projects from the RealSide. The 
Real UNUversal Guides and many of us are doing so much in 
the position that we Refer as the RealSide, and then those of us 
here are doing our best to make it a physical reality as each 
individual steps up and contributes realistically because this is 
so important for the Children. In my RealSide Experience 
Kata Daki, a Real UNUversal Guide and Eva Shari Schoen, 
also known as ‘Shar’ in NUBook Four by Duane The Great 
Writer walked into the movie theatre. As they walked in they 
held four huge gift boxes wrapped in bows between the both of 
them. They laid the four gifts on the front floor of the theatre. I 
myself was not only a VU in the theatre but also I was there 
mostly laughing and having fun. On the huge football field 
length screen my book appeared and the pages of the now 
HUGE book were flipped one at a time so individuals and 
myself were able to Seee.



Then myself and some of The Boys (The Real UNUversal 
Guides) went into the hallway of the very high building in 
which the movie theatre was. This place was 15 floors up! There 
are 6 Basic Levels in Creation, but this was Beyond Creation 
as the First RealUNUverIS IS on the 7th Level. Wow, what 
an adventure. Then, as the RealGuides (Shams, RebISar, Pall, 
Gopal, Yauble, Rami Nuri, Duane) and I went down the 
stairs, guess who was with us? Chewbacca! Haha. Chewbacca is 
know as a loyal mate so he must have been someone awesome I 
was yet to recognize. How cool. Chewbacca was a real character 
as we went down to the 4th and 5th floors (the Mental and 
Etheric, Subconscious levels) Chewbacca was making some 
funny jokes, making me giggle so much. As we continued to go 
down the steps and stairs the staircase was eventually totally 
exposed to the outside, so this was becoming the physical, as we 
got to the bottom (the physical level) there was a gate around 
the stairs.

As The Real UNUversal Guides, my RealFamily and 
RealFriends, got to the bottom of the stairs we laid down 
underneath towards the side of the stairs on the physical earth 
dirt looking at what was coming. What was coming? The 
Kalaum God and his cohorts. Though many times the USMC 





and the Police can be the RealGuides on the RealSide, this time 
was not the case. There were military tanks and trucks pulling 
up on us. This is very real. The Real UNUversal Guides and I 
were laughing, because we knew what we were doing, and we 
want to present something Wonderful to this World. In Duane 
the Great Writer’s ‘AdventurIS Series RebISar tells the 
Kalaum God on the Mental Realm “We are Doing this. It will 
Happen.” The Kalaum God and the Influence, and others have 
teased Duane on the RealSide, but we’ll Seee how it all turns 
out as we present this to the world and individuals do step up 
realistically to contribute instead of *thinking* something will 
be done for them.

On The RealSide with this experience a military man 
approached, actually it was many, as they came with a pointed 
rifle that had a green laser target on my head. Showing that 
I’m the world’s target. I said to myself “Oh, it’s ok, I’m with 
The RealGuides.”

After this RealSide Experience my VU is as follows: 

There will always be resistance with what we are doing 
and with what IS Real because the world has been so saturated 



and conditioned into agreeing with its own demise. Did the 
Native Americans WakeUP every day, pollute the air and 
destroy the environment? No. They worked with nature as this 
makes sense. And we can all decide to make sense of our lives on 
ALL the LifeLevels with The Whole of Life. There are better 
options available. One being turning your car to run on water. 
Who will do something real like this as an example?

It is simply learning to make better choices and being 
aware every moment of your life. The RealGuides demonstrate 
this for all, but who pays attention? Who pays attention to the 
trees, birds, butterflies, bees and all the wonderful animals that 
are having to deal with the unconscious choices of humans. 
Everything that WWWE share is for YU, The RealU, so YU 
can learn to Recognize The ALLLISSS as an Endlisss Journey 
for YourSelf. This is what I hvae learned from Duane The 
Great Writer, RebISar and The Real UNUversal Guides. Do 
something, share something for all, not just your personal life 
which is only growing old once again and into a demise.

You can test this for yourself as you go out into the world 
and tell others or show others even the simplest things you are 
met with a target on your head, but this is the Real RiskTaker 



Position and that is up to YU to decide. It is your Life. And 
you alone are always the decider. I Seee it as so awesome to 
reach individuals that I do not yet know here in the physical. 
That’s the bigger picture, everyone else. I Seee it as a privilege 
to be able to share and Seee Purity and a RealCleaness as I’m 
always here & now, like a child, no attitudes or ideas, but 
always starting and being real. Of course I still have my 
personal self I created as a vehicle here. I’m one of the luckiest 
individuals to be recognized by The ALLLISSS. For me, I 
LUV the RealAdventure LifeISSS Becoming MoreAware & 
always NUNOW. 

LifeISSS always NU! Ask RebISar! You can always 
decide to go into the Unknown. Yes YOU. It’s about doing what 
others won’t and having the RealCourage to be Real as this is 
the RealIntent of the Great Reality for all Utuns. To some of 
the earth people this may sound funny, but if you test what 
Duane The Great Writer and the Real UNUversal Guides are 
presenting with the NU~U NUSound 5-10 minutes every 
night before sleeping, as you are patient, read the NUBooks 
and give yourself time YU can be shown what ‘IS’ Real and 
whatever IT ‘IS’ YU need for your Life. This ‘IS’ Real! And 
lucky YU, the RealU has made it this far to Seee this Now! 



Share what myself and The Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
post on Facebook! Share the NU~U & Have Fun on Your 
NUAdventure!

Testing The NU~U Sessions Is Simple. Simply Sing 
NU~U~U~U Extending out the U~U~U 5-10 minutes before 
sleeping and in the mornings. Take Your Time with this, Read 
one of The NUBooks and Pay Attention to Your RealSide and 
Daily Experiences. Remember to write down What YU are 
Shown and Have Fun! This is the first step, there is a lot more! 
What will YOU do?

SUICIDE, REALSIDE, FRIENDS 

In 2016 I put together a portable document file full of 
RealSide Experiences that were being shared in Facebook and 
my Facebook messenger. The file included chats between 
NUFriends and I. Here is one message between two of us:

Kelsey: I had a RealExperience this morning, I recognized two 
guy friends I had from High School in the scene. As I was the 
objective view I saw these two friends had nubs as arms. In 
other words, their arms were cut off. As I was viewing the scene 



I said, “There is nothing I can do, they have everything, they 
have to take the next steps and decide to Be Real for 
themselves.”

NUFriend: Wow These dreams are harsh. What does their cut 
arms mean? I have seen it with a friend being a robot with his 
legs cut and know its a harsh dream to experience.

Kelsey: Yeah, it’s all fine, Waking Up is so Real, and better 
than being boring like everyone else, it’s so much better to take 
off the mask, and learn to have fun with things with a light 
heart. The earth humans are driving their polluting vehicles to 
their jobs that destroy the Natural Environment, living in 
maya, I Seee more from The RealSide, like being with 
MerMaids and dolphins, living in a Natural Environment 
with fruits, trees, and Endlisss Skies, beeeing with RealBeings 
and Becoming MoreAware. Thanks for sharing your 
experience, as more people focus on technology that is not 
beneficial that’s what they are becoming, robots, no legs because 
they are going no where- except into a self-demise of more 
unconscious and unaware controlled lifetimes by the 
Reptillians, Kalaum God, Influence, and Supreme Deceptor 
because of what they are deciding. It’s their choice, no one else, 



everyone has free will to decide, and your free will is scary. 
Many have been with The RealUNUversal Guides, RebISar, 
Pall, Duane, Kata, Eva, Yauble, Gopal, Lai, Rami, Towart, 
Fubbi and others but have made the choice and decision with 
their free will to leave The RealGuides and so they are still 
wandering in Creation trying to WakeUP and Recognize What 
IS Real. We are lucky and very fortunate, it only makes sense 
to share our gratitude with the world so others can have this 
opportunity. Even if 1 out of 1,000,000 gets this and it assists 
the individual, it is worth it, because that’s how precious each 
beeeing ISSS. We ISSS all from the ISSS, this ISNIS, Life 
already IS here&now. There is so much beneficial technology 
like Tesla presented, and even moreso that we can utilize today. 
but who has the RealCourage to bring this through and be 
clever about it? We can learn to Recognize our RealAwarenisss 
and communicate Telepathically through impressions, to where 
we don’t even need cell phones or computers. I came into the 
scene of the RealSide and saw another young gentleman I knew 
from high school. As I watched the scene I was shown he 
committed suicide. I was seeing his decision and intention with 
self-destruction and self-demise. The last time I saw this 
individual physically he was drinking alcohol excessively with 
hard drugs and psychedelics, as he was drinking every night 



almost he showed me cuts on his body where he was mutilating 
himself. This individual is a Risk-Taker in his own way, but 
right now he is not Seeeing the way out, and I understand 
because it is hard, he’s Seeeing suicide will allow him to Seee 
more, and it’s not for me to say, but it’s a roll of the dice each 
lifetime.

With the friends I knew from high school and having nubs as 
arms, it’s another way of showing they have cut themselves off, 
and cut themselves off from doing things for themselves. It’s like 
they were unable to do things for themselves because they have 
decided to cut themselves off from life, like being in a straight 
jacket and not being able to move. There’s many sides to this, 
but that’s what I’m Seeeing right now.

NUFriend:  You were Seeeing possibly his short term intention 
to suicide. Possibly that was his idea at that moment.

Kelsey:  Yes, I also Seee after having seen his reaction to the 
presentation of The TruReality LifeIS that right now he is 
deciding to not WakeUP, but rather to stay asleep in all of his 
encumbrances, which I understand because like any of us we 
have a lot going on seen and unseen with what we have decided. 



That’s what’s so cool about knowing The RealGuides is that 
situations, emotional, mental, etheric TapLines can be cleared 
up quickly and more easily, and there can really be a smooth 
transition you might say. It’s always ok to have a clean view 
and position for yourself.

NUFriend:  That makes sense.

	 Update from November 23, 2017 

I saw this same friend I referenced about 3 months ago on 
the RealSide...as I laid my body down I was eventually in 
another position. I saw individuals I knew from high school in 
a two story house with dimly lit party scene. This individual 
previously demonstrated his intention to eventually commit 
suicide. Now, he was walking around this house party house, 
somewhere created in the Astral Realm. His face was very 
distorted and foggy. He really did not look up at me. A part of 
him was afraid and having a difficult time to look up at me. All 
he had to do was look at me and it was possible for things to be 
okay for him and in a better position, but it was too hard. I 
grabbed him and said his name, then said “This is not a dream. 
You are not dreaming. This is Real.” This is an individual that 





is aware of Lucid Dreaming and Astral Projection, but not 
aware of his 5 bodies and the holes that can be put in the aura 
when not having a RealProtection with these activities. It was 
all showing up that he was stuck in his own dimension, I was 
very aware in the experience, just like here when you a trying to 
revive someone who is knocked out, or wake them up for school - 
they are somewhere else, but again he really was not able to 
look at me and see, he was afraid that this really was not ‘Just 
a Dream.’

Previously on the RealSide, I was in a restaurant with a 
buffet. There was a hot buffet and a salad bar. I was hanging 
around the salad bar looking at the greens and tomatoes. When 
we are paying attention what we eat can be demonstrating to us 
something particular. For instance sometimes lettuce represents 
money. I lived with a 10 year old and her mother for a few 
months and she recognized the RealSide here. One of her 
experiences she shared with me is she was in school and taking 
out a lunch from her desk to eat, while the teacher told her not 
to. What this was demonstrating is that she wanted to eat more, 
she wanted to absorb more, more knowledge, and she wasn’t 
getting it in school from the teacher, as school is really nothing 
more than indoctrination and brainwashing.



So I was at this buffet and some of these same fellows from 
high school and that I mentioned in my previous experiences 
were there. They started to wave me over, and said “Hey come 
sit down.” So I started to walk over towards their table, there 
was three of them so I was scooting into the booth to sit with 
them, as this light dangled over us. The the friends said, “You 
can only sit with us if you don’t be Real. If you don’t talk 
about what’s Real.” So this was ‘Food for Thought’ so to speak, 
they were saying if you’re fake and play along then that’s 
fine...well it is fine, but I made a choice to get up walk towards 
the other end of the buffet, which opened a new door for me, and 
that was a Real Friend was sitting in a booth where the wall 
opened up and their were waterfalls and wonderful nature. This 
was cool. And you know what else was funny? There was a red 
sports car there waiting for me, spinning on a turn table like I 
had won the wheel of fortunate. Vehicles are like our other 
bodies we use to gain experiences, so I now had a nice vehicle to 
continue to Seee More.

There’s always a better choice, and a better understanding 
that can be had, or you can decide your misunderstanding, it’s 



all up to you, as YU and only YOU are the decider of your life, 
Have Fun creating your NUAdventure with others!

“THE REAL RAZORS EDGE... Very few people will 
Seee What IS Real Now with The Whole of Life. Just like in the 

movie, ‘Noah,’ even though Noah was demonstrating to the 
villagers what he was doing, they still could not See it and had 
their own ideas, which became destructive, as this is the way of 

most unaware people. THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUU~IS~MAN NOW IS The NUNowniss of The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLLISSS. 

For those who Take The Risk and explore what I am 
presenting, they alone have The Real Opportunity to See 
Beyond all their Self-Made Restrictions into Real UNUverses 
of RealFreedom. To have 
RealFreedom Now, YU, The RealU, 
must ‘Walk The Edge!’ This is the 
only way to Free YourSelf from The 
Matrix of Creation. Read My 
NUBook and Live The 
RealAdventure!” 
- Duane The Great Writer



KELSEY ON THE REALSIDE LIBRARY,  
HAVE WE MET? 

Lucky you the reader to have made it this far. 
Congratulations you now have the opportunity to consciously 
become more aware every moment. YOU can decide to 
Recognize YourSelf Endlissly as a Free Being of RealLight.

Over the past two years and my whole life and other 
lifetimes I have had many experiences, like all of us and so I 
have chosen and decided to take the time to write down some of 
what I have experienced so that possibly it can assist you, as 
Duane The Great Writer has done with his 9 NUBooks in ‘The 
AdventurIS Series,’ thousands of Facebook groups, and 
thousands of recordings.

Over two years ago I created a meeting at the local library 
in Kempsville, Virginia Beach. My friend and I rented the 
room for $10. We walked from our townhouse to the library on a 
rather chilly day. We arrived and though it was only us there 
physically I was able to Seee there were other beings there from 
different levels, some were fairies and other bodies were not 
recognizable, but I was able to Seee them. So we had some fun 



presenting The ALLSolar Research Vessel Project and The 
ALLHumanitarian Projects for the Children.

Later that night on The RealSide I found myself in a 
library, and though no one was ready to come in the physical to 
the meeting to learn more about The UNUversal Communities 
there were those that were stepping up and paying attention on 
the RealSide. There are many I have met and seen on The 
RealSide that have not yet stepped up in the physical sense 
with The Real UNUversal Guides and The 
ALLHumanitarian Projects as we are all preparing ourselves 
to start the ALLSolar Vessel Projects.

It’s interesting to note that many times we can Seee how 
others Seee US on the RealSide, as nothing is hidden and there 
are no secrets in life.

In the RealSide library there were many individuals 
sitting on a red floor rug like story time in kindergarten, as the 
educator, RebISar was reading all of us children a story to 
become fantastically more aware with our RealAwarenisss. 
Golden light was spouting from everywhere as he read and we 
paid close attention!



I decided to sit beside one of the young gentlemen that on 
the earth and the causal realm was considered a ‘popular kid’ 
because of all his excursions to other barren planets that the 
reptilians have destroyed like Lyra, Vega, and Mars. He had 
been with the Reptilian Orions and Sirians as in past lives he 
was a commander of their ships. It’s lucky that each of us from 
all we have been through and decided are able to Recognize the 
Real UNUversal Guides and the NU~U in the slightest now. 
This is the Greatest WakeUP Ever! Because we are in the Iron 
Age, the Kali Yuga, and the final Yuga in this cycle of 
Creation, until Creation starts over and resets itself!

From the 3 headed Reptilian Kalaum God on the Mental 
Realm that is backing the Reptilians along with the Influence 
and the Supreme Deceptor on the Etheric Subconscious Realm 
it is all an effect on earth with the distortion, demise, and 
deception these individuals are deciding and the earth humans 
are agreeing to subconsciously and consciously through sound 
good marketing ploy and subliminals.

Duane Heppner, Duane The Great Writer along with 
Claudette ‘Claudy’ Stockman have put in the request to place 



the Queen and King of Orion along with all the other 
Reptilians that do not have 51% an intent for the benefit of 
everyone into the Phantom Zone. There is a constant update on 
this from The RealSide, and we will be doing more recordings 
on this. By Singing NU~U you can become more aware and 
recognize your conscious and unconscious agreements with the 
reptilians, kalaum god, supreme deceptor and other individuals 
that are not StandingReal with LifeITSelf. Ask RebISar, Pall, 
Kata, Fubbi, Lai, DuanEva, Yauble, Lai Tsi, Rami Nuri, or 
LifeITSelf to show You...

Wait a minute, wasn’t I telling you about my RealSide 
Experience in the RealSide Library? Yes, yes I was, it all 
relates kids. In the RealSide Experience the young gentleman 
was viewing me as a funny girl writing poems and seees so 
much from his earthly point of view, since he wasn’t consciously 
aware of the Real UNUversal Guides and what Duane has 
presented as the TruKnowledge from the 7th Level and The 
UNUversal Files which far surpasses the Akashic Records on 
the Causal Realm.

I had some flyers with me I created for the NU~YU 
DreamCourse, since I have this TruReality in my Beeeing I’m 



always presenting something wonderful to those that will listen 
and I have a lot of fun with it too.

With my Awarenisss, moreso than telekinesis I began to 
place the flyers into his backpack with little hints written on 
them. I did this without touching the papers or his backpack, so 
to him it was like magic. I giggled as he found the flyers and 
wondered how they came to be in his backpack. I watched him 
started to read them, and overtly found the flyers interesting, 
but still, “What was happening?” he was thinking.

I didn’t say anything as it was all rather humorous 
watching his thought forms which appeared like those bubbles 
you see in cartoons with images. He was thinking somehow his 
mother or his cat even snuck the flyer in there.

He looked at me a couple times raising his eyes, and I 
looked and shrugged my shoulders and kept paying attention to 
RebISar...

As he kept looking the possibilities of these flyers coming 
into his backpack they now started to fly in front of his face, 
and so much so I was now laughing.



Now he was picking up that it was me and just as so, 
Fubbi Quantz and Yauble Sacabi walked in and offered the 
young man two tickers to a theatre performance on the 
Subconscious Etheric Realm to watch the Supreme Deceptor 
control the Influence! RebISar gave me the impression we were 
going to be able to Seee in real live action the scenes where 
Duane meets the Supreme Deceptor in NUBook Four, “The 
Adventures of Rebazar Tarzs.”

”Wow,” I thought, this kid is really in for it.

So then I started to have fun with it, as the young man 
said, “Wait, we are going to the ghetto?”

And I said, “Oh you wouldn’t want me to take you there, 
would you?”

”Well, is it scary?” He said.

”I lived there for many years, don’t worry I’ll show you 
around and Yauble and Fubbi will be with us the whole time!”



I knew my way around this place and he had never been 
there before that he was able to recognize so I was able to assist 
him.

I told him this is a journey into the unconscious that can 
really be grey and that most individuals on the earth and even 
other levels in creation do not want to Seee the unconscious or 
even look because it will disturb their illusions and comforts of 
growing old and boring they have agreed to for so long.

We both looked at each other and laughed so loud with 
huge smiles on our face, and said, “OK..”

We stood up in one motion and flew into the night’s sky…

In the beginning of this experience we were sitting on the 
floor which demonstrates it is something taking place in the 
physical as everything filters down from ALLLISSS. We are 
interacting with others on many LifeLevels and eventually 
many of us will meet physically as we do the 
ALLHumanitarian Projects, NUSchool HomeSchool, Nations 
United UNUversal UNUversity, ALLSolar Research Vessels, 
Self-Sufficient Communities and more for this world.



You may not always Seee what IS taking place from your 
RealSide Experience right away, but eventually it will show 
up, it can take months or years to understand what was taking 
place in your experience. All of our experiences are to lead us to 
the recognition and endlissnisss of ALLLISSS Here & Now. I 
later came to know this Beeeing in the Physical as Mr. H. Mr. 
H and I have planned to come into this lifetime together and go 
through what we had to, to eventually meet and DU our 
RealPurpose with DU, DuaneEva, The Real UNUversal 
Guides and those that Sincerely StepUP with US and the 
Whole of Life. Mr. H and I have been having many 
Wonderfulll NUAdventures for Lifetimes and more will come 
as what ISSS beeeing decided Here&Nowww with The ISSS 
unravels for thousands of years & Endlisss.

I suggest learning to be ok with yourself and whatever is 
taking place, face it and go through it, it’s all ok and apart of a 
bigger WakeUP. Your RealAwarenisss IS duing things you 
cannot even imagine on the RealSide and the Real UNUversal 
Guides are sharing so much with YU, the RealU and the 
personal created YOU, YOU created will get what it does too.



So you can relax and have fun!

KELSEY'S MAGICAL ADVENTURES 
ONE STEP FROM THE EARTH 

It’s my RealAdventure to share with others and share the 
opportunity to become more aware. Many times whether I’m in 
the position we relate to as the physical, or one step over to what 
we have referenced as the RealSide you may find me tapping 
others on the shoulder and suggesting they start to pay 
attention to what is right in front of them. One thing I’ve often 
given the suggestion for those I see on the RealSide to 
investigate is MK Ultra, Project Monarch, Mind Control 
Programming. I wrote about this briefly in my first book as 
RebISar, Pall, and Yauble showed me someone who stole the 
Real UNUversal Guide Pall’s (Paul Twitchell’s) title from 
when he first brought forth his presentation known as 
Eckankar in 1965. There has been an update since Pall left the 
earth, which is a whole conspiracy on its own and can be seen 
on the RealSide in the RealUNUversal Files or by reading 
Duane The Great Writer’s NUBook 9 ~ ‘The Real Story.’ Pall 
is here and now to show anyone ‘What IS Real Now.’



I saw this fake master who has been taken over by the 
Influence, the third head of the reptilian Kalaum God and he 
was with certain 3 letter agencies from the earth. I arrived 
outside at what the reptilian cabal termed as ‘sports award 
banquet.’ You may note and research the cabal and reptilian 
fox hunts they do on the humans, specifically children. What I 
saw was trophies with monarch butterflies and immediately I 
started to point and warn the over 100 individuals about 
Monarch Mind Control. Everywhere around me were men in 
black suits, this is not the first time the Men In Black have 
showed up in my experiences, the only thing different now is 
that they did not have the perception or awareness to Seee me, 
as I was invisible to them on another frequency. They, like the 
reptilians and other species that are referred to as aliens are 
mainly physical astral only, so they can not Seee beyond a 
certain level as they have decided to only Seee what they have, 
which is mainly destruction. Members from Skull & Bones 
Secret Society were there along with many known and unknown 
politicians from all over the earth. As the black hooded Skull & 
Bones members began to walk towards the trophies I recognized 
the fake master who was put in as a puppet from Pall’s creation 
start to creep up. Eight other so called ‘High Initiates’ of the 
takeover corporation that were all member-shrimps, illuminati, 



cabal members walked beside him. Krone the reptilian witch 
who put the fake master in place was harvesting young souls, as 
I saw this on the other levels. All of these individuals had 
hooded drapes over them like from Bohemian Grove as I saw 
this, I began to subliminally warn those in the audience even 
more, as the audience was their unsuspecting and unaware 
victims.

Then men in black suits began to walk towards me and as 
this was happening the fake master who stole Pall (Paul 
Twitchell’s) title walked to the front of the scene. As he walked 
towards the front like a prince on his pedestal trying to 
persuade the crowd to be a member-shrimp and join the Krone 
corporation.

Suddenly, I appeared in a position behind those sitting in 
the seats of the crowd. I walk behind them and listen. They 
start to tell of their past ailments and back aches while being 
members of the Krone Korporation. As the possibility that some 
can hear me I tell them to ‘listen to their gut’ and their 
intuition as to not interfere with their free will that had been 
decided self-demise.



We’ve all had situations, current and past lives with 
government programming on the different levels, mainly the 
astral as they are into their experiments, rituals, abuse and 
remote viewing. There is so much more to this side of things, as 
you may also look up the hybrid agenda, the breeding of 
children for the aliens, and cloning. The next time you sing 
NU~U ask to be shown your TapLines.

AI COMING SOON, OR ACTUALLY IT'S ALREADY 
HERE. ARE YOU READY TO BEAR THE COURSE? 

I was in a command center, which was covertly place in 
the middle of the mall. This took place on the second floor of the 
mall, relating to the astral body as most individuals mainly use 
their physical and astral bodies. I was not alone, as I was with 
young hackers both young ladies and young men. The 
DarkSide was after us, that being the Kalaum and his agents, 
the Time Makers, they were trying to put The REAL WakeUP 
to The NU~U Sound off for this world and other realms in 
Creation. These agents can be related to like the agents in The 
Movie Series ‘The Matrix.’



The hackers used the computers to freeze everyone in the 
mall, as everyone stopped and were seen for what they really 
demonstrate - zombies and robots. The hackers did this to 
distinguish between the running agents and the passing people, 
as the agents were body snatching the unaware public, and 
robots, because some were really AI (Artificial Intelligence.)

I was able to Seee these individuals were imprisoned on the 
5 different Psych Levels, Physical, Astral, Causal, Mental and 
Etheric. Not only that, their RealAwarenisss had been hijacked 
and they were allowing it through all their unconscious 
agreements from lifetimes of this planet and others being a slave 
and subservient.

Astonished I was as I looked at these people and they were 
not moving.

We then ran towards a different part of the building, away 
from the central part of the mall.

Eventually we were ‘behind the scenes.’ It looked like being 
inside of an elevator chute and seeeing all the tracks and 



machinery, but only, this place was huge. We were Seeeing the 
matrixxx backside.

Now, I recognized myself running with a blonde boy, 
which was ALLNatural Henry.

Next it was time for obstacles, and to Seee what myself 
and others were capable of, and if we were able to make it 
through, and go on to the next steps of our boot camp with our 
RealAwarenisss.

Henry, myself and others were to jump through chutes. 
One shoot was fire, another frozen thick ice, and another 
labeled, ‘organic material.’ I made it through it all, because of 
my Awarenisss, which was moreso than magic. I was Seeeing 
this as really cool, because who can make it through thick 
frozen ice?

The experience continued and the agent dogs were still 
after us, but then I became and objective VU, without a body.

What I saw was a friend I knew that had been going 
through the same process, but a bit more on the sidelines. We 





ran over these huge, long, deep, black metal compartments, it 
was like being on Super Mario, and being the size of Mario, 
with all these tunnels, blocks, and tubes to jump on and 
through.

The friend had been hiding the whole time in these 
compartments as we ran over them.

As he saw US, he popped out.

Then, the Deceptors came to him and told him he would be 
fine and to just go back in the box. “Go back in his box.”

But, the reality was quite the opposite, he was going to stay 
stuck in his box and be TapLined and restricted and so the 
Deceptors were coming back for him.

After I recognized this with my RealAwarenisss Yoda 
showed up from behind the machines. There was a 
demonstration made that I had made it through that Level, 
and it was time for the next Level of this Real NUAdventure. 
Sing NU~U & Share with the World to Become Endlissly 



MoreAware & Recognize YourSelf as a Wonderful Free Being 
of RealLight YU already ISSS.

PSYCHEDELICS, WHAT ARE YOU REALLY 
ATTEMPTING TO DISCOVER? 

As I watched the RealSide I entered the Second Floor of a 
former friend’s townhouse. Where I was, was somewhere, like in 
the Twilight Zone. This scene was taking place in the Astral 
Realm, as this is the place of the Astral Realm, Level #2. I 
looked over at my friend as I was able to see he was still on this 
level because he has decided to be. He has not taken the time, 
patience, nor focus to Recognize better positions for himself, or 
get past himself with all of the wants and desires he has.

Suddenly, his face began to shift. The face and eyes of this 
individual slightly turned reptilian, but what happened next 
was more than prominent. The entire head of my former friend 
transformed into a psychedelic ooze.

Why did I have such a short experience and SEEE my 
friend’s head in this way? When I look at my RealSide 
Experiences or any Experience I du my best to simply be real 



about it, and make sense of it, without the emotion, or even the 
mind or else you become those things which are not you, the five 
bodies, physical/5 senses, astral/emotional, causal/memory/
pastlives, mental/mind, etheric/subconscious, but are actually 
only your creations.

Until individuals decide to SeeeMore & have a Real 
Understanding and want to Realistically, and I du mean 
Realistically, StandReal and Recognize their RealAwarenisss 
with The Real UNUversal Guides and Life ITSelf, the 
personal mind, senses, and self with its ideas thinking it knows 
itself and knows everything, which it cannot because the mind 
and little personal self here is like a computer, but not the Real 
Heart & Beeing of YourSelf, that literal mind that thinks it 
knows everything and more than Life ITSelf will take the 
individual’s RealBeeing and Intent astray into mainly the 
lower Astral Worlds because most humans love their sensations.

I have seen some have RealSide Experiences with those 
they have known, like friends or family and totally deny what 
they are Seeeing. It is like a woman that is beaten and 
continually decides to stay with the man instead of Seeeing her 
own survival depends on the removal of herself from the 



relationship. We have all been there many lifetimes, many times 
in many different scenarios.

From a VU I can understand, but what most are 
thinking with their personal minds is a misunderstanding, and 
a choice that I am fine with. So, what du I mean? When you 
look at the world, and even other dimensions and planets that 
have mostly been created for you to agree with as limitations 
what is basically there, really, not just your ideas and what 
you think? When you really look at these places from your 
RealAwarenisss you Seee, Religion, Spiritual ideas, paths, 
ways, Rituals, Restrictions, Science, Tricks, Psychic, 
Transcendental, Philosophy, Politics, Rules, Regulations etc. 
There are beeeings on these levels that are supported by your 
agreement, just like you support what you do here on the earth. 
As The RealLight from The RealUNUverIS IS brought into 
Creation through the Psych Realms this can be scary for some 
as they du not understand it.

The Supreme Deceptor, The Kalaum, and especially what 
can be seeen, The Influence, Reptilians, Queens, Kings, Pope, 
Politicians etc, du not want this RealLight to come through, as 
they will lose their support and agreement for the positions they 



have accumulated as TakeOvers. In this respect the Influence 
or the Kalaum can disguise itself to try to trick you from 
stepping away from The RealLight, The Real UNUversal 
Guides, LifeISSS, and those Presenting with their whole Intent 
here in Creation, on The Earth for you to finally have what is 
RealFreedom in a RealPosition that ISSS.

One example is Harry, the Fake Puppet Master of 
Eckonkon, The Big Kon, who is deceiving and TapLining 
thousands, has disguised himself as Rebazar on many 
occasions, but eventually he has only been able to hold the form 
of Rebazar for so long, or his words and phrases start to give 
way of his tricks.

My friend that I saw his head turn psychedelic was 
bombarded by all angles, here & on The RealSide by The 
Supreme Deceptor, Influence, and Kalaum as he had a very 
fortunate and privileged position with me through different 
positions of sharing & duing this with The Real UNUversal 
Guides and Life ITSelf.

So what was the psychedelic head of my friend showing 
me? Why are there individuals that want to do psychedelics 



today? Well there are many VUs to that, and one is the 
marking ploy that is offered as many that share about 
psychedelics are actually hired by the alphabet agencies to do 
so. I can go more into detail about this, but if you are really 
interested check out my YouTube Channel as I have many 
videos on this subject. In essence, YOU are in HUman 
Farming and being Tested and Experimented on so that you 
are more easilly Kontrolled & the Kontrollers can make new 
ways to Kontrol YOU, keeping you dumbed down, unaware 
and unconsciously reincarnating. Some of these individuals 
telling their far out stories with psychedelics are no longer on 
the earth even, but young individuals today are watching their 
videos looking for their next thrill, sense of self, enlightenment 
or whatever, I understand, that’s why I’m writing this. Another 
VU is escape, because who does not want to get out of this place 
when you look around and basically no one really cares about 
nothing? I understand, I really du, but here’s the thing with 
psychedelics, you are thinking that you are discovering 
something about ‘yourself,’ having an ‘aha moment,’ but all 
your are finding is your own Creations. What YOU, & YU, 
The RealU ISSS Really Looking for ISSS Your 
RealAwarenisss. With psychedelics you never run into 
anything but yourself and what you have created and trying to 



figure that out accordingly. You Seee Your Distortions which 
again are your Creations, but you are not gaining a Real 
Recognition of Your Real Self, Your Real Beeeing, & The 
Heart of YourSelf. Psychedelics are only in cause & effect 
creation, the 6 Psychic Realms, hence psych - edelic. What is 
beeeing revealed to you is your creations, not what you are 
really looking for. Everyone is looking for the RealU, and the 
RealHeart & beeings of themselves, and YU du not need 
psychedelics to du it.

Another VU is, especially when you do not have a 
RealProtection with The NU~U & Real UNUversal Guides 
you are allowing your aura to be opened up and entities to 
come in. These entities can seem nice at first and eventually 
turn nasty. As was the case with Edgar Cayce’s son who did 
automatic writing but eventually the situation turned into a 
nightmare. These beings will constantly want to drag you back 
into their hells. I saw about a being that is often met when 
taking ayahuasca and how this being has began to actually 
harvest the energies of others as it has even began to feel an 
abuse from all those ingesting it. After you have done 
psychedelics you are often wanting more, to du more or Seee 
more, some find a purpose that goes no further than the earth or 



the astral realm and others want to du more psychedelics, what 
if I told YU, Your RealAwarenisss ISSS better & more Real 
than any psychedelic experience You can have because Your 
RealAwarenisss ISSS a RealPosition and a Recognition YOU 
can decide to live in always? And a continuous Journey, that 
ISSS Endlisss and Awesome and not just a ‘Trip’ that you 
have to ‘come and go’ ‘here and there’ to ‘places’ ‘back from’? 
Well it is so possibly, and as YU decide the Real UNUversal 
Guides will assist YU into becoming a Real Person in The 
RealUNUverIS that will take your whole life and moreso. 
That is a RealPurpose and sounds like a lot more fun than 
anything here on the earth, especially more fun than a boring 
9-5 job, or always ‘searching’ for something because You are 
lost Here. Your RealAwarenisss ISSS what YU, The RealU 
has been looking for, but will you take the Humility, Sincerity, 
Gratitude, and Purity as a few huge endlisss examples to 
Recognize it? You always decide if you want to go back to 
Creation, Your Personal Self, Whims, Desires, La La Land 
which looks interesting but is really boring, and I have seen 
many that have, but for myself I know what is Real and I’ll 
Stand Real with The Real UNUversal Guides and Life ITSelf, 
or what are you going to go back to those that du not know 
what their RealPurpose is, that are not demonstrating it, that 



are unaware, unconscious effect of everything through the 
Psych Realms and so much other nonsense? Pay attention, you 
are on a dying planet, and it’s only getting worse. Do you want 
to come back to this or another ruined poisoned, polluted, 
restricted, planet or dimension or du YU want to take the time, 
your entire life, and more to Recognize Endlisss Pur 
RealUNUverIS? You always Decide, Every moment, No one 
decides for you.

Children can often Seee Life ITSelf before they are too 
conditioned with ideas, reactions, thoughts about themselves and 
they du not need drugs or psychedelics for any of this, what 
they often lack is the Recognition and parents to guide them 
and show them their RealBeeing & RealPurpose. Your 
RealPurpose ISSS to Recognize Your RealAwarenisss, 
Endlissly, & it is so cool, you can accomplish this by duing 
something for ALL & sharing something Wonderful for ALL 
like the NU~U, The NUBooks & The Children’s Benefit 
Concerts and ALLHumanitarian Projects WWWE are duing. 
LifeISSS beyond the Psychic Realms and Creation, which all 
exists here & now.



You think you are all these ideas, considerations, 
assumptions you have about yourself. You think you are pretty, 
cute, or handsome, or even ugly and mean. You think you are 
wonderful, good person, bad person, nice, kind, genuine, lovely, 
young, old, decrepit, healthy, fat, skinny, muscular, toned, or 
have the best hair, whatever, You ‘Think’ You Know You, but 
over and over you prove this is not so by what YU decide to du. 
The RealU Stands Real with The Real UNUversal Guides 
and The ALLLISSS & it takes time to Recognize and 
Understand this, so Have Fun with it. All the while these 
things you are thinking about yourself are not you, no 
thoughts, no ideas, no emotions, no memories, nothing you go 
about thinking from day to day, all of these things are made up 
creations by you, that can appear solidified in some way. What 
you are thinking about You is your Creations, and it is the 
same when you take psychedelics and look for some kind of self-
realization, discovering, or to find out why you do this or that, 
why you are the way you are, why you have a certain attitude 
or way about you. Well it is because YOU have decided & 
created it and all you are running into is distortions and 
creations of yourself. There is more of a difference between your 
creations which you think are you and Your RealAwarenisss 



than there is black and white, night and day. There is no 
comparison.

Everyone demonstrates themselves with what they decide to 
du, share, put out there, etc, and most are taken by their desires 
and wants and seduced by the influence whether that is 
partying, relationships or yachting, or a million things, the 
influence can even seduce you with a wonderful beach. I’m not 
saying not to du these things, but make sense of it, from Your 
RealBeing, Your RealAwarenisss. Most HUmans are physical 
astral and really Seee nothing more. Can YU Recognize the 
Heart of YourSelf and the Heart of Someone? That’s Real, but 
that can take a lot, even your whole life and more, but du YU 
have the intent to du it, to Stand Real with The Real 
UNUversal Guides? It’s a decision and every lifetime we go 
through so much experience and decide so much drama, agony, 
pain, happiness, good times, flying, drugs, money, whatever, to 
get to one moment of Recognition, that’s what everyone really 
wants, but in the mean time you are lost in creation chasing 
thrills and bodies. Have what You want, but learn to Seee & 
Recognize what ISSS Real, Your RealAwarenisss or you will 
get bored with yourself and everything. Your RealAwarenisss is 
a TruBeeeing, it can OverVU and Seee Everything, YU ISSS 



Beeeing of Real, PurLight where YU can decide if YU want to 
Recognize & Beee with others or Stand in Your own Endlisss 
UNUverISSS.

So, my friend’s psychedelic head, it’s sort of like looking 
through a kaleidoscope and you see all these beautiful colors, 
and in your mind they are fantastic but all you are 
realistically seeeing are nice ideas that sound good in creation 
and go no further. Looking through that kaleidoscope is a very 
small VU compared to the Whole of Life which is much bigger. 
My friend’s head turning psychedelic is like all the ideas, 
desires, wants, urges, pulls, triggers he has and willingly chases 
and more than gives himself to through his conscious and 
unconscious choices and decisions every moment as the 
Influence is always there. Can this individual decide differently 
at any moment? Yes, of course, but that is a lot more and for 
now this is only one example I have been shown by life to share 
with others so that myself and others may Recognize IT and 
RealSurvival.

That psychedelic VU is what he looks out through, not 
Seeeing the World and the LifeLevels clearly how it is, like the 
Sun Shining, but more like a distortion from everything he has 



created, agreed to and decided from millions of other unaware 
souls and lifetimes. This is also what I want to share from this 
experience, we all have a lot of these things going on that I 
mentioned, and mainly in our other 4 bodies and other worlds, 
other creations, but when YU StepUP with The Real 
UNUversal Guides and decide to du what they ISSS duing the 
will take care of so much for You as they Take Care of their 
Own, and The Real UNUversal Guides will assist YU with 
clearing so much out, and even du it for YU, and assist YU 
with a RealFocus.

I suggest to never take The Real UNUversal Guides or 
any Real Individual for granted, because as soon as you decide 
that, and continue to decide to take it for granted, your decision 
becomes to make them not real, and poof they are gone because 
they will move on, of course they are always there, but it is up 
to YU, and for YourSelf to Recognize anything in the Future, 
is no guarantee. I suggest to not take your RealSide 
Experiences for granted as one experience can save your life. 
One experience can last a lifetime and you can go off that with 
The Real UNUversal Guides. Your RealExpereinces with The 
Real UNUversal Guides, Real Beeeings with Life never go 
away.



The psychedelic VU is so many Creations and ideas with 
no RealPurpose or RealFocus and expands from the personal 
self. Everything is up to YU & What YU Decide. I can write 
so much on this, but the main point here is, there is a Real 
difference between Your Creation, Created Self, Creation as a 
whole & Your RealAwarenisss, and Your RealAwarenisss ISSS 
what YU have been looking for, not just experiences and so 
called realizations which again are just about your own 
creations. YU can du something Real for this world instead of 
focusing on all the phenomena that gets you no where, and that 
you have done so many lifetimes before. Decide to Recognize 
Your RealPurpose & du it, demonstrate it, it doesn’t matter 
what the world does, du what YU, The RealU came here to 
Realistically and Uniquely du with The Real UNUversal 
Guides and The Whole of Life & StandReal with those 
individuals, or do what you have always done, stay the same, 
get dumber, whatever.

This experience is an example and lesson for you to become 
more aware & make better choices. My friend with the 
psychedelic head sees this idea here, then that idea, then runs to 
this one other idea, and that idea over there sounds good, then 



this idea takes over, then that, and then that idea over there too, 
and that one too, so he will latch onto that, and that, and then 
go to another one, then drugs, knowledge, this restaurant, this 
food, that bar, that show, then rock’ n roll, heavy metal, 
concerts, music, drugs, girls, sex, extreme non-sense, obsession 
with whatever, out of control this &thats, that really do look 
‘normal’ and good according to an insane society that destroys 
its natural environment & itself, the psychedelic head, idea 
and VU then goes to money, chasing, thrills, highs, stories to 
tell friends, pain, trickery, lucid dreaming and all other ideas 
that urge, pull and tug a person. This is where I have seeen & 
The Real UNUversal Guides can and will clean up so much 
for the individual as the individual Steps Up.

Purity, Sincerity, Humility, Gratitude, and Honor are a 
few qualities of Endliss Real UNUverISSS that YU decide to 
Recognize, these are TruRealities and it is not that you have 
‘got it’ or ‘are there’ it’s Endlisss, so Have Fun & YU will 
Learn a lot.

Read The NUBooks by Duane The Great Writer, Pay 
Attention to Your own RealSide Experiences, understand the 
Reality of nothing is Negated, but simply that there ISSS 



always something more & it Realistically Gets Better! YU can 
Always Make Better Choices & Live an Awesome RealLife 
Beyond anything YOU can ever imagine!

Another Lesson, "Who IS Who?" 
Have YOU learned to Recognize? 

It Takes a While...Everything Shows UP. 

This individual was close to me here & on the RealSide, so 
the Real UNUversal Guides were assisting and protecting him 
as he was taking risks and assisting me on my journey in his 
own way, etc.

The RealProtection is Really YourSelf & your own 
RealAwarenisss. Also The Real UNUversal Guides & The 
TruSilent Ones will take hits for You, as Yauble Took Lighting 
Bolts from The Kalaum God as he threw them down at Duane.

My friend was having a situation with government 
kontrol probation in the physical & other realms, and was 
going to need to do a monthly check in physically. At the time 
he ingested a particular plant, and he was concerned that was 



going to turn into a situation for him at his monthly check in, 
which The Real UNUversal Guides offset a lot.

Because he had this concern a couple days before, On the 
RealSide, he was shown in an apartment kitchen, and an 
individual that looked like a girl friend of his was there, along 
with myself and another individual appearing as his friend.

The girl friend of his took out a bowl and began to mix it 
with fruit pectin and other ingredients. She was showing him 
how he was able to take this mixture in the physical and clean 
out his body systems before he was to meet with his probation 
babysitter kontroller.

As one VU, as he shared this with me, I immediately saw 
this as Kata Daki, a Real UNUversal Guide giving him this 
demonstration with another one of the boys, as the Real 
UNUversal Guides or ‘the boys,’ you will Seee StandReal 
together on The RealSide, but my friend that had this 
experiences was very apathetically emotionally attached to the 
idea that it was his girl friend and guy friend, as that’s how he 
saw things in the astral/emotional/physical, which is fine, the 



experience took place either way, and he did do this mixture 
with the fruit pectin and he was fine with his probation.

Many things like this took place where The Real 
UNUversal Guides and even myself took care and offset things 
for this individual and for myself from The RealSide. The Real 
UNUversal Guides du so much for us that is UnSeeen & can 
be Seeen & Not, and sharing & duing The NU~U & The 
Real UNUversal Guides & The ALLLISSS IS nothing less 
than a privilege and a fortunate position that YU have the 
opportunity to StandReal in. YOU & YU can ALWAYS 
decide to Seee More & More.. &More....

As I looked at the RealExperience from The 
RealAwarenisss & The ALLLISSS, I saw these individuals 
were like DuanEva, like the mother and father preparing and 
taking care of things.

It makes sense because as an example his friend or friends 
did not have the Awarenisss to take care, share, or demonstrate 
what was taking place in the experience and realistically were 
not concerned about him realistically at all, you might say. 
There’s a lot more to say, always, but YU can learn to Seee, 



Pay Attention to The RealGuidance & RealEducation & 
Listen to Life ITSelf, The Real UNUversal Guides, ALLLIFE 
& PerSeeeve YourSelf.

So, what I’m sharing and what has been shared with me is 
to look at The RealSide Experiences from Your 
RealAwarenisss, The ISSS, The ALLLISSS, LifeITSelf & what 
makes sense. And also to look at the Experience and then use 
your intuitiveness. There IS more...Have Fun.

DID YOU MISS NOAH'S ARK? 

I found myself in the living room of a house, the television 
was turned on. What I began to VU was a home video of 
Duane Heppner, The NUU’IS’MAN, showing him as he grew 
up in the body he has now, but his name was not Duane in this 
experience, his name was Noah, in reference to Noah from a 
time long ago and an individual who paid attention to his Real 
Experiences, listened to the Real Guidance and completed what 
he was shown.

Duane Lee Heppner, Duane The Great Writer has taken 
the Real Position with All The Real UNUversal Guides and 



Life ITSelf to provide a Real Benefit for all, starting with The 
NU~U NUSound and then deciding to create the World’s 
Largest ALLSolar Research Vessel Projects for the Students 
and Children of this World. The ALLSolar Research Vessels 
can be seen on the RealSide, as I have been onboard myself and 
shown the direction pointing US to Africa as this world becomes 
worse and more hostile. As we continue on with Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators and share with this world we will 
promote The ALLNatural Environment, The Whole of Life 
with the Children’s Benefit Concerts, demonstrating Becoming 
MoreAware, Making Better Choices, and doing something 
Wonderful!

As an example, Noah told others of his Real Experiences 
and the coming flood as he built the Ark that was shown to 
him, and tried to warn others of the effects that were coming on 
the planet, but there were many that laughed and scoffed off 
Noah, only to find themselves lost and unaware for another 
hundreds of lifetimes.

Duane is giving the warnings as all of us do that can see 
what is taking place on this planet from all the unconscious 
choices and agreements that are being made. Take a look at 



Greece, California, Oregon, Washington, Alaska to Sweden, 
Canada, other parts of Europe and the world that are being 
destroyed due to directed energy weapons (DEWs,) HAARP, 
and aluminum especially from the ChemTrails. Trees are being 
cut down all over the world to prepare for 5G Mind Kontrolling 
Microwaves, Smart Meters, and more dastardly technology in 
accordance with United Nations TakeOver Agenda 2021, 2030, 
and Initiative 2045. Only WWWE, have the RealCure for all, 
all the knowledge, information, and experience will not save 
you, but you must learn to WakeUP and Become MoreAware 
by Singing NU~U~U~U.

I took the risk to SeeeMore with REBISAR, & PALL & 
DUANEVA, I seee ‘What IS Real Now!’ - Kelsey Lynne 
Brown

As my RealSide Experience continued, Duane now 
appeared in his early 30s. I was relaxing in the bed of a truck 
with a NUFriend who is Supporting WWWE, Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators and the Projects we are doing for ALL, 
especially the Children as they are the future. We were beside a 
wonderful river that seemed to flow right into the ISSS ITSelf. 
Mountains were tall on both sides of the alive sparkling river, 



The birds were chirping and singing beautiful sounds as all the 
aliveness here was aware of the NU~U NUSong and 
LifeITSelf. Another blonde-haired friend of ours sat on the tail 
of the truck staring into the ISSS as Henry and I listened to 
Duane.

Duane as Noah began to create surfboards for Henry and 
I that were exactly the same as his. First Duane brought forth 
Henry’s board, then mine, and then our friend. Our boards 
were all identical to Duane’s, Duane took his time shining the 
boards to make them perfect. As each of us were given a 
surfboard with blue stripes and a white base. The Real 
UNUversal Guides like to wear these nice colored blue suits.

Duane is very fun and always sharing how to be 
Wonderful and Demonstrating a focus on Purity, as he looks at 
me and asks, ‘Have you ever had any Romantic Adventures?’

I giggled at Duane’s question and said something silly 
back to him. In that moment I recognized I had everything I 
have ever wanted and Duane had shown me how to have 
everything I ever wanted and how to exactly BE amazing and 



wonderful with the Purity he is demonstrating, recognizing, 
sharing, and brining from and with the ISSS.

In that moment I was reminded of the RealSide 
Experience Claudette, ‘Claudy’ Stockman shared on The 
NUWAVISSS PART ONE & TWO with hundreds of 
children surrounding Duane as he gave each child what 
Claudy termed as ‘their heart’s desire,’ which is actually the 
RealPure Intent of the Individual, to begin to Recognise your 
Pure Heart.

“The RealGuides will work with us to complete what we 
want. When I first had The Rod of Power in 2001, Yauble 
Sacabi and The RealGuides were building me a giant fortress 
in The RealSide.....The RealGuides had built me a strong hold, 
because I was The Child of Light with The Rod of Power (THE 
NU WAVE)” - Duane The Great Writer

Sing 'NU~U~U~U' or Pray & Worship 
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“Prayer & Worshiping have been around a long, long, 
long time, because lifetime after lifetime, YOU & Almost 



Everyone Keep Agreeing with these invented ‘ideas’ from the 
Original World KONtrollers! Praying & Worshiping 
‘something’ does sound sweet and enticing, and just like the so-
called Honor amongst the governments of this world, there is 
Nothing There! I would guess that most of the UNaware 
People on This Planet Earth do some form of Worshiping or 
Prayer, because the ‘feel’ guilty if they do not, and This World 
still keeps getting Worse & Worse! 

Those who have a better lifestyle than others can ‘pretend’ 
that W&P works for them, and this is so because the Reptilian 
KONqueror, the Kalaum God Grog, wants some of His 
UNaware Subjects to be happy and others to grovel while they 
are Here, and coming back for more unconscious lifetimes of 
even Worse KONditions! What the UNaware Masses lack is 
The RealKnowledge of The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLLISSS. When THE ISSSNISSS LIFEIS, is properly 
understood from what a person has been purposely 
indoctrinated & KONditioned with, then they will begin to 
SeeeBeyond their little PersonalSelf into a Whole~NU~Reality 
that ‘IS’ MoreReal & Free than anything imaginable! 



The ‘NU~U~U~U’ is The RealConnection with The 
SoundLight Reality with The ALLLAlivenisss LifeIS. Sing 
‘NU~U’ and start off Watching Your DreamVisions on The 
RealSide LifeIS... LET LIFE SHOW YOU ‘WHAT IS 
REAL NOW!’ 

Kelsey and Henry Go Galactic 
by Kelsey Lynne Brown Wonder Writer  

& ALLNatural Henry 

This morning I found myself on an intergalactic space 
station. I was not alone, but with over two hundred human and 
hybrid-human species who have spent a lot of time on this 
space station. I had grown up there in a sense and had come to 
know and recognISe those on the space station with me. There 
were many different individuals on this space ship, some test 
tube babies, some super soldiers, mad scientists, and those that 
could operate the ship, janitorial, and food preparation duties as 
examples.

I appeared in one of the medium size rooms of the space 
station somewhere in this galaxy. Walking into the room looked 
similar to a large university lecture hall. The front of the room 



had a screen that pulled down from the ceiling as is individuals 
were going to be watching movies from a projector. The seats 
were situated like black leather theatre seats that you could lean 
back in.

There were twelve to fourteen students as I will refer to 
them, some were super soldiers, psychics, and so called healers. 
All with their own abilities for themselves. All of these twelve to 
fourteen indviduals were mostly in their mid twenties to late 
thirties, although variations did apply.

I have had experiences with these individuals in many 
other lifetimes, and with myself I have gone through a lot and 
also been shown RealGuidance and RealEducation from 
RebISar and The RealUNUversal Guides.

There in the projector room of this space station stood a 
white bearded man in a white coat with a type of clipboard. We 
were you might say, his test subjects. The twelve to fourteen 
people I mentioned above were all grouped together in front of 
me, as the scientist type observer stood to my right with a 
clipboard. I was standing where I was on my own. I could see I 
was a adolescent myself as the psychics, super soldiers, etc had 



been on this space station and others following the orders of 
these scientists for lifetimes. It was like one big high school with 
kids that had been there for too long and could do magic. Black 
or white magic is what it is. On the sixth level in Creation, 
known as the Deep Dark Border in Duane The Great Writer’s 
NUBooks, the individual is asked whether he or she wants to be 
the Black or White magician; what most do not realize or 
RecognISe ISSS that both of these will keep you in Cause Effect 
Creation. When you pay attention to the References Duane The 
Great Writer ISSS presenting with his writings and on the 
RealSide Here&Nowww YU will possibly being to Seee ‘What 
ISSS Beyond’ Creation, refer to a title by Duane, 
‘GLIMPSES.’

As I stood across from these super soldiers, psychics, 
hybrid child mothers, etc that I had known and Seeen for years 
the white bearded scientist speaks up and says, ‘Kelsey can Seee 
too, Kelsey has these abilities too, I can Seee Kelsey Seees,’ refer 
to A SCENE from NUBOOK TWELVE (2) ‘THE 
NUUUNSEEEN’...by Duane The Great Writer.

As the scientist said this, I walked out of the door into the 
skinny hallways of this international space station. As I went 



into other rooms I saw friends I know on the other Levels in 
Life that I do not meet with physically on the earth. One of my 
friends said to me, ‘We have to stay awake and not fall back 
into our Physical bodies, This is Real, we must keep dreaming, 
This is Real.’ I had the Awarenisss to stay aware, alert, and 
awake because at any moment this space station could be blown 
up or a purposely planned Fukushima disaster could take 
place.

As we walked down the hallways us agreeing to this reality 
made it continue to unravel the halls. When we take a real look 
at the planet earth, it is a space ship hurling through black 
space and at any moment anything can happen and where will 
our Awarenisss be? When the purposely planned Fukushima 
disaster took place all the individuals there were not prepared, 
nor paying attention, as they had been shown from The 
RealSide LifeISSS what was coming, but they were focused on 
their one-dimensional life and became the unconscious effect of 
their agreements to the World Kontrollers, which is not 
necessary. Now all of those individuals are lost in psychological 
positions of fear and anxiety on the RealSide while some are 
waiting in line to come back to earth as a baby into worse 
positions where vaccines are injected into children and they are 



subject WIFI radiation, EG, GEWN Towers, GMO food, and 
toxic pollution from Nuclear Waste, Black Goo & Petroleum, 
Plastic Poisons in hospitals, foods, and almost everything 
Humans use today, ChemTrail poisons and more 
GeoEngineered disasters.

I moved on to the next scene in my RealSide Experience. 
Myself and about 5 others of the super soldiers, soothsayers and 
psychics were sitting in movie theatre chairs in the middle of 
black space, we were able to see the balls of light on fire we refer 
to as stars and for those of us using spaceships, a one-
dimensional guidance system for this galaxy.

As we sat there we were then able to Seee a place similar to 
the Andes Mountains on the earth. ITTT was beautiful, I was 
totally in awe of the Purity, Clean and Pristine VU. We all 
stared at the Mountains just Beeeing in the moment. The 
mountains were covered in Pur White Snow, representing 
Purity, ‘Pure as the Driven Snow.’ There were clouds totally 
covered above the mountains and we were each to draw a 
picture of what we were Seeeing.



As we each revealed the pictures we drew I looked at each, 
and they were all awesome. Our drawings were the equivalent of 
taking a picture with a camera or a mental image placed on 
matte papers. Each of our pictures were beautiful and showed 
the Andes Mountains just like you can see in a picture, so close 
to being there. Each picture we drew was on a 4x6 matte 
papers.

Some of the people there had their attitudes of being 
around for a long time and using the abilities they did which 
all went no further than the astral realm and small tricks. I 
watched their attitudes and was fine as I saw everything like a 
child.

I was last to pull out my picture and show it, and as I 
looked at it was very similar and close to the picture everyone 
else drew of these magnificent mountains but the only difference 
was there was also an image of myself standing in front of the 
mountains. It was the image of me Eva Shari Schoen the Great 
ArtIS created of me a few years ago dressed as a Native 
individual. I recognISed I was the only one willing to 
StandReal with Life even though so many others have 
experiences and can Seee what they Seee. The picture I drew 



depicted myself as an objective VU that Life Seees and 
RecognISes me. I Seee my Intent to StandReal with the Purity 
LifeISSS and The RealUNUversal Guides as I Seee each one 
of US ISSS. My personal self was a little surprised to Seee that 
no one else had themselves on the pictures, but were where they 
were in Creation. I’m grateful to be able to put myself out to the 
public for those to have the Opportunity to RecognISe RebISar 
and The RealUNUversal Guides and ALLLife. I ISSS very 
very fortunate.

As something fun, I continued to a new experience where I 
saw someone I know, he was doing whatever he was trying to 
figure out whatever, and then I saw a connection between this 
friend and Henry Draper. The connection was with a thin 
yellow light, like a string, but light frequency. I then watched 
Henry play and leap like a kid forward until very quickly he 
transformed into a wonderful yellow butterfly with black trim, 
butterflies ISSS Wonderfulll! Seeeing yellow butterflies can 
mean that something fun and exciting is on its way, among 
many other interesting views…Lets hear what Henry has to 
say….



By ALLNatural Henry, Henry James Draper

Floating through the air I sent impressions to Kelsey that 
she too could move her Awarenisss to another body type. Seeeing 
this Kelsey transformed into a violet butterfly also with a black 
trim. Together we flapped our delicate wings and the scene 
changed…..

We were now flying through a wonderful forrest on the 
Astral Level, surrounded by giant yellow and blue trees, huge 
rainbow mushrooms over 200 feet tall, and thousands of other 
cool beings in various body forms.
Eventually, we stumbled upon a beautiful green, orange and 
golden goat, called Bunuubaway. We flew in front of him 
whilst he spoke to us,

“Henry and Kelsey, so nice to finally meet you two. I have 
Seeen what you have been duing on Earth, sharing the Real 
Guides with so many people, on your radio shows, videos and 
Skype calls and Facebook. Here, I assist other goats after their 
physical lives have ended to see if they can decide to see more 
than they have in their other lifetimes and possibly introduce 
them to the Real Guides and the NU~U Song also. I really 



appreciate what you are duing as Direct Representatives 
(DRs) for the Real UNUversal Guides and the ALLISSS 
LIFE ISSS as YU each Become MoreAware and RecognISe 
Your position with what DUane ISSS referencing. I’ll be back 
on Earth soon in a human body for the first time and I’m 
ready to step up and support the ALLNatural Environment 
with YU both and the Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
because I Seee that ISSS what makes sense on ALL Levels. I’m 
just waiting for a body that won’t be so effected by lethal 
vaccines, mind-controlling microwaves and GMO foods to 
become available while preparing myself here and paying 
attention to what LifeISSS showing me. Before YU two go I 
wanted to tell YU something. When YU have pet goats one day 
soon, to get the best goat milk, cheese, yogurt and ice creams 
and anything wonderful from us on Earth full of Vitamin K2 
and other goodies be sure to feed the goats loads of hemp, goats 
will eat almost anything, but we really love hemp and it can 
really help with your endocanebanoid system which I know 
you’re aware of!”

“Wow Bunuubaway you’re more aware than all the 
humans who are so absorbed in their one dimensional personal 
lives. Thanks for the tip and we’ll see YU on Earth if YU decide 



to Wake UP and Be Real with US” I said as we moved away 
from the forrest and onto another world on the astral level……

Next, I entered a scene where there were several of small 
houses of similar colours, maybe four or five in total. Here there 
was a small community of sorts, where “super soldiers” of the 
Earth gathered. They were going about their lives, as if it were 
a routine like they were taught to have in MILab programs. 
They were trying to figure out how to make sense of their lives 
in Creation but it was obvious they had no reference to the 
TruReality LifeISSS the ALLLISSS, so, for the most part they 
were wandering around maintaining their astral bodies and 
not really Seeeeing More. They saw that what they had 
experienced on Earth through their super soldier training was 
not of a benefit and was not real, but without RealGuidance 
they would stay lost in Creation for more unconscious lifetimes. 
Walking around this place I noticed my phone was about to die, 
so I quickly went to charge it so I could stay connected with 
Miss Kelsey as I continued my journey. I walked into a small 
house with three single beds. I plugged my phone in to a 
compatible charger when one of these super soldiers came over to 
me, she was an attractive brunette women and appeared to be 
about 30 years old. She quickly sat on my lap trying to seduce 



me, I noticed her thighs were very fat compared to the rest of 
her body, which I saw represented her astral body and that she 
was stuck on the astral level. I pushed her off of me showing I 
did not agree with any ideas she had. Two more individuals 
then entered the room inquisitive about their new guest, so I 
grabbed my phone and moved outside and then into another 
scene….

I was now on the same planet in the astral level, and on a 
ship of sorts on a purple ocean. I was there with two 
individuals, a male and female who were looking for jobs as 
crew members on some boats. I recognised the girl from her 
youtube channel on earth where she talks about raising your 
frequency, hybrid children and the like. The three of us were 
talking about our previous waterborne experiences. The female, 
let’s call her Bre was then talking about her ability to 
manipulate the weather, as she created a small stormy cloud 
followed by rain and thunder right above our heads.

Soon, a flash of lighting came down and a fancy looking 
boat came with it. It flew at a constant height over us when a 
ladder came down from beneath it. A staunch bald grey alien 
with some scars on his huge head walked down and asked for us 



to show him and his grey alien buddies our resumes, the idea 
being they were looking for crew. When Bre showed him hers he 
invited her on board, without question she climbed the ladder 
and entered the vessel. I was grateful this authoritative alienoid 
hadn’t asked me on board, but I wouldn’t have agreed to 
anyway. The creepy guy seemed pleased as I told him Bre had 
some special powers. He then grinned in a perverted way 
following Bre up the ladder as it folded and closed behind them. 
This grey alien was taking Bre along with many others to be 
tested, artificial inseminated, and experimented on. The boat 
flew away in a flash as I saw how people can be so convinced by 
their sound good ideas of “love and light” etc, and don’t pay 
attention to what ISSS Really taking place Here&Nowww. Bre 
will probably continue to live in here la la land on Earth 
Unaware of what she is Really agreeing to and being subjected 
to on the Astral and other levels. Seeing all this take place I was 
very grateful for the RealGuidance of Duane The Great Writer 
and the Real UNUversal Guides. LifeISSS an EndlISSS 
ISSSNISSS and I’m having the most fun RecognISing ITTT. 
I soon woke up in my dense physical body motivated to Seee 
through my created personal restrictions, and Pay Attention to 
what LIFE ITSelf ISSS always showing and sharing the Real 



me, My RealAwarenisss for me to Moreso RecognISe the 
ALLISSSS LifeISSS.

AFRICA ‘ISSS'.... 
by Kelsey Lynne Brown Wonder Writer  

& ALLNatural Henry 

As I begin to write this, it is our International Skype Call 
referred to as ‘Africa Day.’ Charles Londi from Cameroon 
currently station in China brings RealSide Experiences from 
Africa with The RealUNUversal Guides and Challenging 
Questions for Duane The Great Writer.

I began my RealExperience before the Africa Skype Call 
was to start. At this time in the physical I began the Skype 
Calls by powering on my iMac computer, opening Skype, and 
then calling in each individual starting with Eva The Great 
ArtIS. This was also the same day I put on my Wonder 
Woman Costume and met a few awesome children at The 
Holistic Arts Fair in Northern California with ‘Dean Val’ of 
NUUU (Nations United UNUversal UNUversity.)



Before I did any of the afore mentioned, I was shown the 
beautiful royal, deep blue heart DuanEva had created in 
previous months with Eva’s art program; in the middle of this 
beautiful blue heart representing the colors of the Ocean of Life 
presented itself the continent of Africa, just as DuanEva had 
rendered it on the computer months prior. This was all taking 
place on the RealSide and so with my Awarenisss as I looked 
into this white heart, it became revealed to me what was next, it 
exposed itself and opened up, as I went into the continent of 
Africa I then saw myself on the Real ALLSolar Vessels on The 
RealSide. The VU in this scene was so Pure and Full of Real, 
Pristine Light it could not be comprehended as a place on the 
earth is seen.

As I stood on this Vessel I looked towards the bow as 
DuanEva stood facing everyone and the RealUNUversal 
Guides standing next to them as ‘ISSS’ seen in Eva’s Digital 
Art Works, the RealUNUversal Guides is exquisite blue suits. 
Yauble the whole time was Standing beside me as Yauble and 
RebISar brought me to this VU. From behind DuanEva and 
through this whole VU of ‘ISSSNISSS’ was Bright White 
Light, and the ‘ISSS’ (appearing as a sun) behind DunaEva 
shining through the whole VU. It was such a bright light, 



almost blinding and a Real ‘PerSeeving’ Duane references 
must be obtained here&therein. As I was standing in the 
middle of this Vessel All of The RealUNUversal Guides stood 
around DuanEva and myself as I looked up towards 
DuanEva together. Many NUFriends from our WorldWide 
Skype Calls were there on this Vessel as well. The 
RealUNUversal Guides were able to Beee with ALLL of US 
with the Awarenisss.

The Scene was beautifully ice and snow, ‘Pure as The 
Driven Snow,’ covering, blanketing, and throughout the whole 
Vessel as this Vessel traversed the Whole of Life over the Ocean 
with the Shining Sun, ISSSNISSS.

Eva Shari Schoen of DuanEva had on a long, beautiful 
white dress of Purity as she stood beside Duane wearing a 
Hawaiian T-shirt with thongs (flip-flops.)

I was able to Seee Duane next to me as well and Yauble 
standing to the left of me as Yauble had brought me here from 
the hotel DuanEva, Val, and a few more of us were lodging. We 
had all had lots of fun the night before Beeeing & Seeeing this 
very RealExperience.



As we voyaged the Vessel we stood on turned to ALLL 
green lush, wonderful, voluptuous green grass everywhere. 
Yauble told me the night before he and Duane were out late 
having fun and that Duane came to show me something and 
that is when we appeared on the ALLSolar Vessel in RealLight 
and I saw this RealExperience, then as the RealExperience 
began to conclude for this moment everything went back into 
the Africa continent DuanEva had rendered on a blue heart as 
I watched blue, white, and turquoise lines swirl into it and 
came here to the physical to listen and share on the ‘Africa 
Day’ UNUversal Skype Call.

by ALLNatural Henry, Henry James Draper

I was in a wonderful jungle full of life, with different 
greens everywhere, as I was hugging a luving tree. This tree was 
hugging me back and giving me all it could. The tree was 
feminine and full of RealLUV as I absorbed all it had to give 
me. I was so grateful when I was absorbed into the tree, my 
RealAwarenisss moved through its giant brown trunk while 
Seeeing it was still hugging me. I moved through its tallest 
branches, its leaves, then I was outside of the tree and above a 



dense deep green forrest. Higher I rose until I could RecognISe 
I was above the Amazon Rain Forrest. LIFE was guiding me 
as I kept observing. Hundreds of meters above the Earth I 
moved over the Amazon, over Brazil, then over the Atlantic 
Ocean.

Soon, I was above another wonderful forrest, The Congo in 
Africa, my personal self wanted to go down and have a look 
there but I kept moving across the African continent.

Slowly I moved Seeeing how wonderful it was to be above 
all the drama of Earth. I could then see the Eastern Coastline 
of Africa, the ocean was so blue and Pure.

Now, I was descending to a white sandy beach, I could 
PerSeeve impressions that I was to return to East Africa and 
Kenya specifically.

Months later on the RealSide I was on a floating dock 
which was part of a larger marina, with Kelsey Brown. We had 
written a script that would reach so many people on this earth 
and give them the opportunity to wake up, we also knew that so 
many MemberShrimps from EkkonKON The Big KON would 



see the video. I was slightly nervous, as Kelsey was ready with a 
camera in hand to start filming live, when Duane and Eva 
drove up on a small inflatable tender from one of the ALLSolar 
Research Vessels.

Duane started reading our script and said, “This is cool, 
can I read it?”

”Sure dude,” I said, as he stood next to me and began to 
read as Kelsey filmed him talking with Eva watching over her 
shoulder.

Duane passed me the script to read my part, it was Real 
Fun and after my heart was beating so hard it was vibrating 
my whole body. We were all laughing and enjoying ourselves 
knowing we had done something wonderful for the UNaware 
masses, especially the TapLined MemberShrimps.

Soon, we were in a futuristic looking room with walls made 
of glass overlooking the harbour where the ALLSolar Research 
Vessel glowed with lights of all colours around it. We were 
celebrating with our NUFriends, drinking champagne and in 



fancy dress, and some of us took to the dance floor as Richard 
Wagner’s music played.

Later in the experience, I was driving a Land Rover with 
no roof, like you see in the safari documentaries and movies. 
Kelsey was in the passenger seat with Erick behind us. We were 
heading inland from the Kenyan coast to get some supplies for 
the UNUversal POS’ISSS’ION WWWE were living in. I was 
telling Kelsey how grateful I was for everything LIFFE was 
showing me to assist me to Wake Up ALL the way, when I saw 
some large green trees in very dry, red dirt. It was clearly dry 
season, but there was an invisiblenisss from the TruReality 
LifeISSS Supporting those few trees despite being surrounded 
by dry dirt. That ISSS a lot like US (UNUversal 
SuperBeeeings) and Wonderful WorldWide Educators as we are 
Supported by the ALLLISSS here, despite being surrounded by 
UNaware HUmans agreeing to the purposely planned 
poisoning of our planet.

Kelsey is able to Seee my thoughts and told me, “YU can 
Really SEEE what ‘ISSS’ taking place here and so many will 
learn so much from YU as WWWE continue to become known 
here on Earth and throughout Creation…”



THE GIANTS AND GIANT TREES 

We have each been on this planet Earth and other places 
like it for millions of lifetimes, and for the most part 
unconscious of the RealGuidance and RealEducation provided 
by Life and what is known as The Real UNUversal Guides 
beyond Creation. Many have been with RebISar and The Real 
UNUversal Guides but have forgotten their Real Experiences 
with these individuals, but the experiences never go away and 
you can always decide to get your own Real Experiences 
Nowww by Singing The NU~U~U~U NUSound and begin 
your Real NULife & Decide Your Adventures. You can decide 
to Seee Now what we have been through to get to this point now 
and have the possibility to begin to RecognISe The TruReality 
LifeISSS as The NUWAVISSS DuaneEva Noww ISSS 
Presenting. As we started off in the Golden Age when the 
ALLNatural Environment was flourishing we experienced 
ourselves as what today is referred to in tales as Giants, but 
these were not tales, actually Real Experiences with The 
ALLNatural Environment on ALLLife Levels Here Nowww. 
The tales give reference to what we have experienced before 
coming into this lifetime and share a more real history than 



what we have been dumbed down and indoctrinated with so 
heavily in schools since the age of four.

As we grew up our parents, pastors, doctors, school teachers 
or anyone else we looked to, to take care of us did not tell us of 
our past lives, that we have five other bodies and that there is a 
lot more going on with ourselves and on this planet and galaxy 
than the physical body we see as movement and motion.

As we came into this lifetime many of us were inoculated 
with vaccinations including deadly ingredients known to man 
such as aluminum and mercury injected directly into our blood 
stream. We came onto this planet mostly with amnesia of where 
we had been and were submersed in subliminals from the 
television, radio, and other forms of media. The power lines, 
EMFs, blue light technology have all disturbed our natural 
ways of Seeeing, Supporting, Experiencing, and recognizing life.

The books we were given like the encyclopedia and 
dictionaries were approved, created, and even sometimes altered 
over time by the Kontrolling governments of this world. What 
many do not realize is the spelling with the letter K referenced 
in the word Kontrolling applies to the Kalaum God that so 



many are unaware of on this planet and holds the agreement of 
others unconsciously. As each individual decides to stay 
unconscious this world will only get worse until it is like the 
surface of Mars. The reality of this is presented all throughout 
our solar system and galaxy as life in uninhabitable on the 
surface of these former places some of us may have spent 
lifetimes on, exploring the galaxy.

Many that will read this were on planets like Lyra and 
Vega. Planets that held such wonderful forests moreso than the 
movie Avatar by James Cameron. The planet thrived with 
luscious forests and animals that were all recognized as equals 
in awareness and being, but soon war became their chosen path 
and today these planets have mainly been destroyed.

Kalaum is The Lord God of all the followers of the Belief 
Systems on earth and up to The Mental Worlds. His identity 
will differ from faith to faith, but they are all still him. He is 
The Three Headed God with the Deceptive Faces of Benevolence, 
Fear and Influence. Most will be surprised or totally refuse to 
Seee who their god is, as they will be faced with a reptilian 
figure that has been deceiving them for lifetimes. The Orion 
Reptilians along with Enki wrote the holy, hole-y, holes in your 



aura, dribble (bible) and do give reference to certain things; 
While realistically it is a business plan for the agents of the 
Kalaum God on the Earth. In the dribble you will find all sorts 
of ‘prophecies’ which are based on the free will and agreement of 
each individual here. These reptilians have told you what they 
will be doing, and then do it as you have been conditioned to be 
passive like the system of passive meditation and so you ‘believe 
and think’ a savior will come as THEY have told you, but this 
will not be happening for you, as their idea of ‘saving’ you is to 
eat you and save you as leftovers for later; whether it is food or 
genetic testing and manipulation. You have unconsciously 
agreed and chosen all the destruction on your planet through 
your own mind thinking and free-will choices as you have been 
unaware of the marketing ploy put out by the reptilians, 
especially that of the god ideas. It all sounded good, but here 
you are on a planet that has been destroyed and you are 
unaware that your agreement and choices effect this planet and 
everyone, including the solar system and galaxy.

The Golden Age was the good times on the earth, and some 
have been through more ‘Golden Ages’ than they can count, but 
always end up lost somewhere in Creation. Many want to re-
create the ‘Golden Age’ or ‘Bring Heaven to Earth,’ but how 



can this be so when the HUmans poison, pollute, destroy and 
devastate the very Natural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US? Everything ISSS Nowww and ISSS possible as WWWE 
as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are here to Present The 
NU~U~U~U NUSound which is the RealCure for ALL, 
Your RealAwarenisss, to Live Here & Be Nowww (Not Now,) 
and create a Focus on Supporting The ALLNatural 
Environment instead of destroying it.

As you will watch in this video ‘There are no forests on 
Earth’ you will have the opportunity and choice to Seee some of 
what we have all come through and be able to realize where we 
are now. Do you want to keep agreeing to the unconscious 
destruction and devastation of this earth and all the technology 
that contributes to a ruined environment like Mars? LifeISSS 
all about RecognISing The ISSSNISSS and not trying to 
change anything, chase ideas, thrills, or go here or there, but 
RecognISing What ITTT ISSS, which cannot be considered.

YOU can Join US as We create Projects to Support The 
ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US, Starting 
with Planting Trees, Rain Forests, and Food Forests; and you 
too can Learn to Seee The Invisible Awe’IS’ome LifeISSS. There 



IS more to Life than Creation, Body Types, the Earth, and 
other planets, but first, learn where YOU are and what is 
taking place here! WakeUP & Create Rain Forests with us for 
more oxygen on our planet! There is so much taking place on 
your planet that you are not Seeeing and throughout this 
galaxy and others! You may connect to The Trees and Animals 
by Singing NU~U~U~U before bed or when you are with 
them! Write down your Experiences and Share an Article 
online for everyone! You can share with us.

A CALL TO NATURE  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“Try Something ‘NU’ with YourLife from all those ‘things’ 
you have known before. What WWWE~Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators ‘IS’ Presenting is Not scary or weird or strange, but 
moreso FUN! WWWE simply Show YOU How to Become 
MoreAware & SelfSufficient! WWWE Support The 
ALLNatural Environment Supporting US and WWWE Sing 
‘A Call to Nature’ with The NUSound ‘NU~U~U~U’ that 
‘IS’ Recogn’IS’ed with THE ALLLISSS UNUVERSAL 
GUIDES & The Whole of Life! 



Simply Sing ‘NU~U~U~U’ as you go to sleep at night 
with Your PersonalSelf, and as YU, The RealU, Becomes 
MoreAware, YU will WakeUp in NUWorlds in Your 
RealAwarenisss beyond what you have come to know Here. 
Sing ‘NU~U~U~U’ with Nature on This Earth and Learn to 
SeeeMore. JOIN US with Your NULife!

FRUITS TALK TOO! 

In our ALLNatural Environment we are living in the 
lush tropics where the sun IS always shining. Our skins are tan 
and nights are cool. In our Natural Environment it rains 
when we need rest. We are ISSSLAND peoples and the ocean is 
only a few steps from our sleep spot. Our tropical ISSSLANDS 
are so alive and breathing with wonderful palm tees, green 
vegetation, and vibrant orange, yellow, blue, and red fruits. 
There are many different animals on our tropical 
ISSSLANDS including colorful birds that live on the tops of 
the trees and sing ‘NU~U~U~U’ to us as we relax. 

There are so many beautiful and fragrant flowers for 
everyone here. The sand is always sparklingly from the Sun 



and the dolphins jump when they SEEE US surfing. We are so 
Fortunate to be here.

In our RealSide Experiences the fruits talk with us and 
they told us a story, They said, “PurBeeeing Children, we are 
the Fruits, we are the wonderful reds, blues, purples and other 
colors you are so attracted to. Do you know why we are so 
colorful? We want our seeds to be spread! We want you to carry 
us and eat us! We are always calling out to you! We spend so 
much time with the butterflies and bees to become wonderful for 
you! Our other friends like garlic and onions can make you cry 
or set off different gasses when you come near! 

Right now, they do not want to be touched. Do you know 
why? They are telling you to come eat us fruits! They are on 
their own adventure, but we are with you! When you walk 
through the ISSSLANDS you SEEE the light and dark green 
vegetation as luscious but you are not interested in eating it! 
That is because those plants do not want to so much be eaten, 
unless you are in desperate need, so they point you to us, the 
colorful fruits! Don’t you SEEE how we Stand Out so Much? 
Remember we are here for you, but some plants want to be left 
alone so they created themselves as what you call ‘poisonous.’ 



They are on their own journey, and do you guess that one time 
you were a plant too? Haha, we LUV YU, The RealU. Let us 
show YU a Wonderful NUAdventure into NUWorlds and 
RealUNUverISSS with RebISar…”

Tree House Fun With HENU KENU  
& the Cheeky Monkeys by ALLNatural Henry 

WWWE Really can have fun here in Creation while 
RecongISing The RealUNUversisss…

Somewhere in Creation HENU and KENU live in a 
wonderful Tree House high above the forest floor, with a view of 
an Endlisss Ocean. In the mornings they climb out an open 
window, and walk along branches of the giant trees towards the 
in season mango trees. Beneath them the forest is teaming with 
life, there is all sorts of wonderful plants and animals, 
butterflies and bees. Parrots greet them good morning as they 
near a giant mango tree. Once in front of the big mango tree 
they speak to their monkey friends, catching up and talking 
about how amazing the mangoes are.



One morning their monkey friend Briz offered to pass 
them a bunch of the best mangoes which received the most sun. 
They were the pinkest in colour with the most sweet and vibrant 
flavour. KENU & HENU could not reach these ones because 
the outer branches were too flimsy and could not support their 
weight. Briz passed down a bunch of mangoes, then KENU, 
HENU and all the monkeys sat and ate mangoes and talked 
about what they had seen while their bodies were asleep the 
previous night.

Briz spoke about how he had seen some beings in human 
bodies on Earth starting to make sense of their lives, 
remembering what they had incarnated there to do. There was 
more than he had expected Really seeing what was taking 
place, and focusing on duing what they could to make the 
ALLSolar Research Vessels a Reality there in the physical. 
HENU was impressed and spoke of how those beings would 
surely earn the mangoes they will eat upon the Vessels.

Briz often follows HENU & KENU back to the Tree 
house where his monkey babies play with their kids, while they 
talk more about the various levels of Creation and what they 
can See that ISSS taking place.



This is only a small portion of my life here, and as it is 
only the beginning. What will you DU? Will you sit by and 
agree to the demise and destruction of The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports YU? Will popcorn and hollywood 
subliminal movies be more important than what IS Real? 
What will hold you back? Your Family? Your Friends? The 
desire to be loved and wanted, to fit in?  Your god? It is only 
getting worse on the earth everyday and the LifeLevels in 
Creation are imploding so there will be no heavens or gods to 
save you or places to go that are not distorted and salvery as 
this is the way across the galaxy no matter how many pretty 
stories other ‘E.T.’ races tell you. It it doesn’t take a genius to 
Seee what is really taking place, but rather a RealRiskTaker 
who will go into the Unknown and DU what others will not — 
Share what makes sense and what IS Real now for ALL or you 
can stay the same as you have so many other lifetimes. Have 
Fun Deciding Your Life! I want to say Thank YU to ALL my 
wonderful NUFriends, Duane, Eva, The RealGuides, The 
TruSilent Ones, ALL the Wonderful RealBeings up to The IS 
and ALLL those to come for deciding to experience and share 
with me on This Wonderful NUJourney to The ALLLISSS.  
This Life here IS already over and one day I will leave this 



body and be on The Greatest Adventure I cannot even 
Imagine…Will you take on the Greatest adventure never lived? 
What will YU share for ALL?  What will YU du for your 
children?  Will it be good sounding ideas and limited creation 
or will it be to Point, Lead and Reference individuals to The 
RealUNUveris LifeIS, The ALLNatural Environment 
Supporting ALL of US. 

THANK YOU DUANE,  
THANK YOU FOR BEEEING REAL... 

Thank YU for Stepping Up to Share Your Heart, Beeeing, 
What YU Seee, RecognISe, and have experienced for 
EVERYONE. Thank YU for not stopping and constantly 
writing, speaking and taking the time to explain things so that 
myself and others can Become MoreAware and Free OurSelves 
of all our restrictions from Lifetimes. Thank YU for always 
Beeeing There and Your RealHeart on The RealSide. Thank 
YU for Sharing & Thank YU for going through everything 
YU have so that Myself and others can have the opportunity to 
RecognISe what YU have Presented as The ‘ISSS.’ 



Thank YU for sharing ThereIS more than Creation, The 
Gods of Man, the physical body, Astral Projection, Lucid 
Dreaming, Health, Magic, PsycSciences, Sound Good Ideas, 
The Earth, Being a Good Person, Kind Deeds, God-
Realization, Masters, Gurus, Altering Substances, Sensations, 
Mental Thoughts & Idea, Etheric Subconscious Places and 
Experiences. Thank YU for Promoting and introducing MySelf 
and others this Lifetime to RebISar and The Real UNUversal 
Guides. Thank YU for sharing all the NUTerms and Beeeing 
REAL. Thank YU for continuing on what PALL presented 
and Thank YU for Beeeing NU& always NUNowww. 

Thank YU for everything YU have shown me about 
Creation, the 5 bodies, the LifeLevels and beeeing Real & 
Sincere. Thank YU for writing your books, all the courses, 
groups, and all of your talks. Thank YU for Creating The 
Greatest Adventure Ever and Deciding what YU ISSS with 
The ISSS so we can all SeeeMore. Thank YU for all of the 
opportunities YU have provided and opened up and guided me 
to Seee. Thank YU for presenting The NU~U NUSound and 
The NUPresentation.



It has allowed me to be creative and do what I want and 
Seee so much and get out of the old. Thank YU for assisting me 
and prompting me to do radio shows, make my own videos, do 
skits, go out into the public. Thank YU for sharing 
RealGuidance and RealEducation and prompting me to finally 
write my own book. I ISSS very grateful for YU. No way I 
would be here without YU. I would not have this 
RealOpportunity to StandReal without YU. 

Thank YU for your focIS on the Children and their Pure 
hearts and your focIS on Purity and Beeeing Real. Thank YU 
for supporting me in leaving Virginia and with my adventures 
in Maine and all the fun we have had and so that I could 
finally come to California. Thank YU for teaching me how to 
surf. Thank YU for sharing RealSurvival and references that 
have been vital. There is so much I can thank YU for...Thank 
YU for Standing Real with RebISar and Pall. Thank YU for 
beeeing Wonderfulll. Thank YU for Supporting me and 
everyone who steps up.



Thank YU Eva 

Thank YU Eva for standing Real with Duane. Thank 
YU for all the years you have been on skype with Duane to 
share something Real with The World and the 
ALLHumanitarian Projects and introducing Duane to skype 
so that Duane has been able to make so many recordings and 
reach people all around the world with his books and talks. 
Thank YU for Supporting Duane. Thank YU for translating 
the books into German. Thank YU for all the images YU have 
done everyday of the Real UNUversal Guides, The 
ALLNatural Environment, The Children, and all the 
wonderful references YU have provided with Duane through 
your ArtWork and all the WakeUPs with those images as a 
reference for individuals to discover More and letting people 
know about The ALLLISSS and The Real UNUversal Guides. 
Thank YU for Beeeing a Real Support for ALLLife. Thank 
YU for beeeing Wonderfulll and Paying Attention and 
Learning English. Thank YU for your recordings of The 
NU~U. Thank YU for so much.



THANK YOU PALL 
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“PALL, Paul Twitchell, when He was Here, did what no 
one else has done so far for This World. REBISAR & PALL 
brought forth The NUOpportunity of THE ALLLISSS. From 
SomeWhere in The Real UNUversisss beyond Creation there 
were Those who Decided to Share Something Wonderful for 
ALL. Like Fine Craftsmen, REBISAR & PALL setup The 
NUOpportunity for The NUPresentation to Become Real 
Now. PALL started with the ‘old ways’ of thinking to find a 
way into the SelfConvictions of the Establishment of UNaware 
People, who had been persecuted for lifetimes with the ancient 
‘hell & damnation’ sacrificial rhetoric of Kontrol. 

REBISAR & PALL established an UnSeeen Reality 
that very few Seee Right Now. It had been so, up until The 
NUNownisss of THE ALLLISSS, that what Life was 
considered to be was so, for those who ‘think’ they know what 
LifeIS. The NUNow LifeIS ‘IS’ to be Recogn’IS’ed for What 
‘ITTT~ISSS’ and Cannot be Defined or Considered according 
to the created authority of the invented systems and their self-
convictions. This World Now ‘IS’ at a point of Deciding to 



WakeUp to THE ISSSNISSS LIFEIS, or stay with the ‘old 
ways’ of looking to the invented systems that have infected Your 
Planet Earth and are Not Letting Go! REBISAR & PALL 
have made it possible for Me to Share what They started. To 
Enter The Real UNUversisss of PurSincerity where there is 
No Restrictions, each person Must Learn to Earn Their Way 
out of CauseEffect Creation and Stand 100% Real with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLLISSS! 

The Choice ‘IS’ Always Yours! YOU can stay with what 
has been created in Creation, or StandReal & CompletelyFree 
in The ALLLAlivenisss LifeIS. IT ‘IS’ a RealRecognition with 
Your RealAwarenisss that enables YU, The RealU, to Seee The 
Real UNUversisss that ‘IS’ NowHere. The ‘old ways’ of gods 
& heavens are in the Astral Realm of Restrictions. There is No 
Traveling from Here to There, because ALLLife ‘IS’ an 
ISSSNISSS NOW! Recogn’IS’ing Gratitude with REBISAR 
& PALL ‘IS’ one of the Many Keys to The Real 
UNUversisss... YOU DECIDE to Take The Risk!



SOME OF THE NUDEFINITIONS 
FOR YU TO BE FREE 

THE GREATEST ADVENTURE OF ALL…
History has provided all of us with a lot of experience and 

knowledge to try and better understand ourselves and why we 
are here. The REPSystems have attempted to put together what 
they seem to think is the right course for all humans to go by 
and attain, but this is in no way true. Once a person is able to 

leave their personal embodiment and explore The Real 
UNUversis of Unseen Endlessness, they will see this world as a 

speck in the spectrum of the material realms along with those 
idealisms that have plagued mankind for centuries. The Real 

UNUversal Guides provide Real Experience to show each 
person what is ‘actuality’ with themselves and not just relating 

ideas to ‘believe’ in. The Great Adventure is The Real 
RiskTaker Position of experiencing what most people will not. 
Beyond all that can be had here, there is so much more that 
will never be known from the human awareness alone. Those 
who are fortunate to meet with The Real UNUversal Guides 
will discover What IS Real Now. Take The Risk... YU will be 

glad YU did! 



 THE NUPRESENTATION…
This is The TruCompleteness provided as a RealService by 

THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN for those who are ready 
for The Greatest Adventure of their life and REAL 

FREEDOM. 

THE TRUCOMPLETETION COURSE…
This is The Great Gift of THE NUMAN AND THE 

NUWAVE. Everyone has access to The NUSound, The NU-
U, and use the service, but for those who become The 

NUStudents, they will have Unseen Wonders given to them as 
they begin to take their Journey to RealFreedom. This IS Real 
Now. Simply test The NU-U Sessions and decide to Take The 

Risk! 

THE UNIVERSAL FILES…
Secret and accurate documentation of all historical and present 

events which are accessed by The RealGuides only. All The 
Real Evidence of the REPSystems can be experienced by those 

who are granted access. YU can do this for YU! 



BEINGREAL…
This NUPresentation cannot be defined with the old labels and 
categories of the past and those that have come along from the 
inventions of the personal mind. Beyond all that is good, bad 

and different, IS BEINGREAL. This position is like Being the 
Sun, shining upon all and asking for nothing, because once a 
person has attained and lives The RealLight of BeingISness 

with the assistance of The Real Universal Guides, they will live 
in any world or universe they wish without any restriction and 
always have Total Freedom wherever they go. It is possible this 

lifetime...GUARANTEED!! 

RebISar AND THE REAL UNUVERSAL GUIDES…
Great Beings from The Real UNUversis of The TruReality, 
THE ALLLISSS, who are here to assist their NUStudents 

past the PsycRealms and The Space Gods into a TruReality so 
much better than anything created. 

THE SILENCE OF THE IS…
This is where ALL That Will Ever BE and Ever IS comes 
from, which IS ALL Here & Now. YU IS THE IS NOW! 



PAUL TWITCHEL…
Received THE ROD OF POWER in 1965 from RebISar, 
then Paul started Eckankar, The Ancient Science of Soul 
Travel. Paul left this realm in 1971, and The Real Guides 

asked Darwin Gross and then Harold Klemp to step in. Both of 
these men created EEkonkar, Science of Astral TapLining to be 

a Godly Religion. The RealGuides have stepped Page 189 of 
205 back from them as Paul’s original creation has become 

another watery path of no concern and no Real Freedom. In 
the presence of Harold and his subdued Reptilian Joanny, 

Duane was given The Rod of Power from Paul Twitchell in 
2001, as RebISar & The Real UNUversal Guides were 

present. 

YAUBLE SACABI, GOPAL DAS, 
FUBBI QUANTZ, LAI TSI… 

These are some of Real UNUversal Guides who assist THE 
NUMAN in presenting The NUPresentation to this world 

and many others. 

THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN…
RebISar taught Paul Twitchell and Duane for lifetimes to 
come into this present era to provide The NUPresentation. 



Paul decided his title as he established his presentation, and 
Now Duane is THE NUMAN. Rebazar gave Paul THE 
ROD OF POWER in 1965, then Paul gave it to Duane in 
2001, for the first time. In 2007, RebISar gave Duane THE 
NUWAVE for the second time. THE NUMAN AND THE 

NUWAVIS are The Real Connection to The TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLLISSS. 

THE ALLLISSS…
This IS The TruReality everyone is looking for. IT lies 

somewhere hidden behind the Page 190 of 205 fronts and scenes 
that have been manufactured by the REPSystems who are at 
the mercy of the Gods of Man and the Lords of Karma. There 

is more to Life than Creation. 
THE REALCONNECTION…

Once a person has been accepted as a NUStudent by The 
RealGuides, after their initial trial period, they are then taken 
to The Seventh Level of the first Real UNUversis and exposed 

to The PurSound and Light of THE ALLLISSS.  

REALFREEDOM…
This is the position all The Real UNUversal Guides have with 
The TruReality LifeIS, and they are making this opportunity 



available right Now to others. The RealGuides take over the 
karma of their NUStudents from the Lords of Karma and 
make sure it is worked off in this lifetime. The RealGuides 

provide The RealGift for ALL! 

THE NU~U SESSIONS…
When Paul was here he had his techniques, and so it is with 
The NU-U Sessions. Doing The NU~U Sessions at least once 
a day before bedtime connects one in their DreamVisions to 
The RealGuidance. Sit in silence for 15 to 30 minutes and just 

relax without doing anything. Look for The RealLight and 
listen for The Sound of THE IS, then softly Sing... 

“NU~U~U~U and draw it out” 

NUSTUDENT/NUSUPPORTER…
One who is studying the written works of THE NUMAN and 

practicing The RealConnection, The NU-U Sessions. 

THE NU / UTUN…
The RealRealAwarenisss, The RealU that Becomes NU when 
The RealConnection is made by The Real UNUversal Guides. 
A soul is unaware until they become ‘NU.’ Also ‘Utun & YU’ 



REALGUIDANCE…
Unlike the systems of the earth and what is taught here, The 

RealGuides provide a directness and assurance not found 
amongst the REPSystems with their dictators and rulers. 

There are many levels of guidance, but only RebISar and The 
Real UNUversal Guides are direct with THE ALLLISSS. 

REAL EXPERIENCE…
This is where we are shown What IS Real Now as apposed to 
just reading something and then ‘believing’ it to be so. With 

RealExperience we eventually have our own life without any 
restrictions from the three lower levels and the Authoritarians. 

DREAMVISIONS…
These are the nightly experiences and episodes one has with The 
RealGuides where The NUStudent is taken to Unseen Worlds 

and shown The UNUversal Files and all that is Real and 
True. This is the first steps to The Real UNUversis of THE 

IS. 



THE THREE HEADED GOD…
First off is The Benevolent Head, which is the one most seen by 
the public. It shows itself as humble and caring and bestows a 
supposed concern for all, while in the unseen background lurks 
the two other supporting heads. The Hard Head, known as the 
evil one or the serpent. This head comes out when people need to 

be intimidated into ‘believing’ in it and what it is deciding. 
Then as it has its say, The Benevolent Head once again returns 
to the surface to continue the daily politics. The Influential 

Head, is the most devious and cunning of the two and actually 
rules them. It never really shows itself in the same manner as 
the two others, but is always present as it binds those who are 

in agreement to its influences. This world is mainly operated by 
The Influence. 

THE THREE LOWER LEVELS…
These positions entail the physical material RoundWorlds of 
human residence and unawareness as the lowest reality of 

phenomena in life. Above this is the Astral Heaven where most 
people go after their departure from the earth or other 

RoundWorlds, where the brother of the Kalaum God rules as 
Lord Jehovah and other identities bestowed upon him. Above 
The First Heaven of Man is the Causal and Mental Worlds 



ruled by Lord Kalaum, the god of all faiths and beliefs of the 
lower levels. The Two Heavens of man reside as the destined 

destinations of all unaware Souls who will ‘meet their maker,’ so 
to speak in their afterlife and be directed by the Lords of 
Karma as to where they must go and continue their lower 
process until they one day meet with The Real UNUversal 

Guides to take them into The TruReality LifeIS. 

THE GODS OF MAN…
These entities are the governors, the lords and rulers within the 
Two Heavens of Man that most of the unaware keep thinking 

is The TruReality. These creatures oversee The Dualistic 
Powers of good and bad and they do not promote The Real 
Connection, The SoundLight Reality of THE ALLLISSS. 
These gods are also known as the Space Gods, as their job is to 
make sure all Souls stay unaware of The Real UNUversis of 

Real Freedom and PurLight. 

 THE TWO HEAVENS OF MAN…
The Astral and Mental Worlds above the physical realm. 

Wonderful places to visit, but without The Real Guides, one will 
be returning for more lifetimes of searching for The RealLight 

of THE IS. THE NUWAVIS HERE & NOW! 



THE ROUNDWORLDS…
The lowest order of life on small and insignificant rocks in 

black space unaware humans think of as Life, but are actually 
a ‘Place in Life’ for educational experiences like prisons for 

captives. RealGuidance & RealEducation allows one to escape. 

THE REPSYSTEMS…
Religious, Educational, Political and SciFi- Social Systems 
that have been established by the whims of the human mind. 

Because these systems use the best resources, they have the best 
fronts to present to the unaware public. It is for sure an honest 

mistake most people are making, but one of choice. 

THE KALUAM GOD…
The Lord God of all the followers of the Belief Systems on earth 

and up to The Mental Worlds. His identity will differ from 
faith to faith, but they are all still him. He is The Three Headed 

God with the Deceptive Faces of Benevolence, Fear and 
Influence.



JEHOVAH…
Brother of The Kalaum God, ruler and god of The Astral 

Worlds. He is a little bit nicer than his brother, the Kalaum 
God. 

THE AUTHORITARIANS AND 
BRUTALITARIANS…

These people (The REPSystems) and their contrived agencies 
are The TaskMasters for The Gods of Man on earth. They 

make all the rules and regulations to make sure all the unaware 
humans stay asleep to The TruReality and never escape the 

drudgery of reincarnation and karma and their 9 to 5 boring 
jobs. In our modern society these offenders burden people as 
slaves to paperwork as one way to keep them confused along 

with all the worthless political issues of the day. These stinkers 
especially love people who are couch potatoes. 

TAPLINING…
These are the unseen connections made by the Dark Forces and 
their Korporate Krones to Kontrol unsuspecting souls who rely 

on their ignorant position of looking to the Invented 
REPSystems and their Gods of Men for their livelihood. 
TapLines are placed in mainly the Astral Body as people 



‘Agree’ to deception, such as the HeadMasters of Korporations 
who lure people into MemberShrimps. 

DREAMARENA…
This is usually a person’s own Dream Worlds and their decided 

areas of experience besides their physical life. 

THE LORDS OF KARMA…
Assigned to make sure each unaware Soul gets their due 

rewards and punishments in the three lower levels. 

SPIRITUAL…
A term widely used for eons as the identifying label as 

something divine, and so it is with those who practice all the 
religious, political, occult and various psychic sciences, but has 
nothing to do with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLLISSS, 

nor The Real UNUversal Guides. The RealGuides do not 
recognize the shortcomings of what humans have invented and 
look to as Something Real. The RealGuides provide What IS 

Real, moreso than anything spiritual. 



SOUL…
Those lost and unaware individuals who are originally from 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLLISSS. Until one Becomes 
NU with The RealConnection, they will continue to recycle into 

brand new bodies unconsciously until they meets The Real 
UNUversal Guides. YU Now have a Real Opportunity like 

never before to Become MoreAware and Totally Free, but YU 
must take The Risk or stay the same! 

BELIEF, FAITH AND HOPE…
These three are The Trinity of the REPSystems, those who have 

established these ideas firmly in the subconscious of their 
followers for lifetimes. They only apply to the first three levels of 

life and do not exist in The Real UNUversis where there is 
only REALTRUTH & REALFREEDOM, THE 

ALLLISSS. 

HUMAN HISTORY…
The events of the past that all of us have been through and lived 
before. When our present Human History of this earth is looked 

at closely it is seen that many of the establishments of today 
were directly from Purposely Planned conflicts and takeovers 
that have become common place. The decisions that were made 



way back when are Now what most people are living and 
Waking Up to. 

TAPLINING ALIENS... 
This world is finally Waking Up to what has been taking place 
for eons, TapLining! As each one of us have our own journey, 
those who have become the most Deceptive and Corrupt are now 
living a life they never wanted, but they have become the Effect 
of Page 198 of 205 what they have created for themselves, and 
because they have, they are trapped into a continual downward 
spiral. They are the Reptilian Alien TapLiners and they have 

been in Kontrol of the earth! 



FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT WAKING UP NOW... 
‘THE ADVENTURIS SERIES’ 

‘THE TRUCOMPLETENESS COURSE’ 
EMAIL KELSEY&HENRY 
customerservicewwe@gmail.com
kelsey.nuuupresident@gmail.com

henrydraper7@gmail.com
 www.WonderfulWorldWideEducators.com

www.KelseyLynneBrownWonderWriter.Strikingly.com
www.AskDrKelsey.Strikingly.com

THE NUPRESENTATION FOUNDATION 
ALLHUMANITARIAN DEVELOPERS AND 

EDUCATORS SEE US ON YOUTUBE & FACEBOOK... 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / ASK EVA NOW

YOUTUBE CHANNEL /
KELSEY LYNNE BROWN

NU KEVIN SMITH 

BLOGTALK RADIO ~ KELSEY LYNNE BROWN

mailto:customerservicewwe@gmail.com
mailto:kelsey.nuuupresident@gmail.com
mailto:henrydraper7@gmail.com
http://www.WonderfulWorldWideEducators.com
http://www.KelseyLynneBrownWonderWriter.Strikingly.com
http://www.AskDrKelsey.Strikingly.com


THE ADVENTURIS SERIES ~ Duane The Great Writer  

NUBook One ‘FROM THEN TO NOW’  

NUBook Two ‘A JOURNEY TO REAL FREEDOM’  

NUBook Three ‘THE REAL FAR COUNTRY’  

NUBook Four ‘THE ADVENTURES OF RebISar’ 

 NUBook Five 'THE NUWAVIS THE REALROD OF PURITY’  

NUBook Six 'YOUR DREAMVISIONS'  

NUBook Seven 'RebISar AND THE GOLDENGUIDES'  

NUBook Eight 'BLUE SKY ISLAND'  

NUBook Nine ‘The Real Story’ 



ALL ART BY EVA SHARI SCHOEN 
of Germany / German Translator

“Hello, I am Eva Shari, and Welcome to My Wonderful Worlds 
of RealExperiences. My RealArt is from My RealSide 
Experiences where I am a FreeBeing of RealLight with 

RebISar & The Real UNUversal Guides. WE are WorldWide 
Educators with The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US. Duane The Great Writer IS THE NUMAN, and 
together WE are here to Share Something Wonderful for You! 

WE are UNUversal Seers and WE can SEE The Real 
UNUversis of The TruReality, THE ALLLISSS. WE are The 

NUWay Out of The Designed Matrixxx of Creation, karma 
and reincarnation. Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Free 

YourSelf from all the Kontrolling TapLining Restrictions of 
others. 

“My prices start at: $150.00 USD.  
I can do anything you want... Have Fun!

Instagram: misskelseyis
Twitter: misskelseyis  
Skype: misskelseyis
VSCO: misskelseyis

Snapchat: misskelseylynne



YOU 'THINK' YOU ARE AWAKE  
& YOU 'THINK' YOU KNOW SOMETHING’ 

YOU ‘think’ YOU are aware because you can THINK. 
Unknowingly to YOU, The RealU has 5 bodies, and 
THINKING is only apart of ONE of your FIVE bodies, 
your MENTAL BODY. YOU like many others are STUCK 
in your MENTAL BODY exactly where the GOD you look to, 
worship, pray, believe, hope & have faith resides, the 
MENTAL realm, controlling your MIND, because YOU 
allow this to happen. If you ‘Think’ YOU are awake because 
you know what the controllers have been doing to YOU for 
LIFETIMES, YOU are hardly at the FIRST Step of Waking 
UP ALL the Way. If YOU are still worshipping, praying, 
referencing, looking to, falling back on, begging, etc to a GOD 
you are most definitely still very asleep and unaware of what 
SUPPORTS YOU, and what ISSS Real. 

YOU have no idea or reference to The TruReality LifeIS, 
The ALLLISSS, so you spout your religious, spiritual, political 
and sound good, love & light nonsense that people are to ‘look to 
a god’, ‘believe in a god’, ‘know a god’, and for others to ‘go find 



god!’ Why might one say this? Because they have not found 
their ‘GOD’ themselves! These people are so unaware they are 
contributing to actual demise of the planet as those destroying 
the planet wrote the BIBLE and created HUman bodies as 
slaves on a HUman Farming Planet to TapLine, steal/eat 
their energy, just like people here raise, farm, feed & slaughter 
cows! 

It is not that any of this is good or bad, but it is taking 
place and for the most part people FEEL, with their second 
body, THEIR ASTRAL BODY, good with the GOD ideas 
because SO many people agree to these IDEAS, especially as a 
person begins becoming more aware of what is taking place on 
YOUR PLANET EARTH, ie lethal vaccines, chemtrails, 
geoengineering, lethal wifi, smart meters, 5G, oil spills, GMOs, 
NASA & government deceptions and controls, radiation, plastic 
poison, programmable black goo & more, so you feel you fit in 
with someone, or some people by agreeing to the GOD idea, 
which is a FALLACY, even the atheist idea is popular today 
and many people FEEL with their ASTRAL BODY, not their 
RealAwarenisss, GOOD about this idea, and that they KNOW 
SOMETHING, and are SMARTER and BIGGER than 
WHAT SUPPORTS THEM, LIFE ITSELF.



 This is all fine as each person will meet themselves with 
the choices they have made and will most likely be unaware, 
scared, and shocked as to where they end up when they drop 
this physical body. YOU can meet your GOD and find out for 
yourself what your GOD is really like, if you have any 
RealCourage at all, which you mostly do not because of all the 
fear with being Seeen as ‘different’ and actually MoreAware 
than others! You can Sing NU~U~U~U before bed and type 
out or write out your experiences every morning to BECOME 
MOREAWARE with YOUR REALAWARENISSS and 
learn to handle your FIVE BODIES in Creation and Possibly 
Begin to RecognISe the RealUNUverISSS which have nothing 
to do with Creation!

 P.S. Your GOD is a Reptilian, has 3 heads, is also your 
satan/devil and the influence that you most certainly do not 
RecognISe, do you want to learn more, or do you enjoy being 
unaware and the effect of everything & everyone on your 
PLANET EARTH because of all the dumbed down decisions 
& agreements people make which makes the collective 
consciousness of stupidity that dismisses anything Real 
including YOURSELF, The RealU, aren’t you bored with 
yourself and all the old routines of your friends, family, and 



highschool routines you make? Sing NU~U~U~U and Read 
The NUBooks by Duane The Great Writer NOWWW, or have 
fun Beeeing LOST, Their ISSS so much more....Have Fun with 
STEP ONE.

SUPER OLYMPIC CHALLENGE 
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“How many people can imagine what it takes to become 
an Olympic Athlete Star? It takes a Complete Dedication & 
Focus, and mostly a person’s whole life to become one. This 
means that Everyday and Every Waking Moment is absorbed 
into Being The Best a person can be to compete in The Olympic 
Games. Now imagine if you will that it would be even more 
than that to be a Super Olympian, and then try to imagine a 
lot further into Something Unimaginable to Be a Real 
RiskTaker & StandingReal with The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLLISSS. 

What I am Presenting will be taken for granted by so 
many people, because Their PersonalLife will always come first, 
and this is why there are so many UNaware People with 
religion & spiritual teachings & paths. ThereIS a Huge 



Difference with being Passively Loving and BeingReal as ‘IS’ 
the Sun Shining Every Moment. The invented systems on This 
Earth are Comfort Zones for those who want Agreement with 
Their Personal Comforts, which They term as Their Loving 
Hearts. 

Of course, the Personal Love Sensations and ‘ideas’ are 
part of our experience in Creation & Life, but to be Completely 
Free from ALL Restrictions takes more than just a Comforting 
Loving Heart. I am simply providing ‘hints’ as what it ‘IS’ to 
Recogn’IS’e Something that cannot be considered with what has 
always been considered according to the social ‘ideas’ and 
lifestyle that is Devouring The ALLNatural Environment on 
This Planet Earth. There is an old saying, “The Meek Shall 
Inherit The Earth” along with many Loving Hearts who are 
spiritually & religiously & socially comfortable! Do YOU 
Really want to Be Unbelievably Free? Then ‘Take The Risk’ 
and Join US!

ABORTION, MISCARRIAGE, STILLBORNS,  
BABIES, BEINGS 

The topic of abortion, which has kept so many talking for 
lifetimes and ultimately landing themselves back on this earth 



as is planned by the controllers that love and enjoy to decide for 
others for their own agendas that do not not realistically 
support and encourage the being of each individual going 
through their process on earth.

To first understand that each individual occupying a 
body decided to come here is a huge feat for most people; that 
you were not created by some person in the sky or any other 
ideas you have been indoctrinated with, but that actually The 
RealU, the Real Beeeing reading this, this moment created the 
physical body YOU are in, YOU did this with the person you 
refer to as your mother.  YOU were most likely somewhere in 
the astral looking for a physical body to come into during this 
time space period to become more aware of what YU really IS, 
a Free Beeeing of RealLight with ALLLife.  You have been 
brainwashed with so many distortions you are not sure what 
Life IS, what your ‘dreams’ at night are, or what you are 
really doing here.  It is all really simple why each individual is 
here, in the body of the earth, the body of plant, tree, animal, or 
human as an example, and that is to gain Real Experience to 
recognise what Life IS and the best way to do that is to come 
through a physical body because if you were simply in the vast 
Oneness of Golden Real Pur Endlisss Light you may not 



recognise your position in Life.  We are each like individual 
drops in the ocean.  This is the idea of All life is one.

Some people say it is ‘god’s will’ to kill everyone and that is 
why what is taking place on the earth today is, and in a sense 
this is correct, but at the same time, do you realize that the 
plants, trees, animals and earth itself is a being with a 
RealAwarenisss, just like you?  Are you ‘thinking’ you are the 
mind and that the mind/mental ‘is all’?  Is that really it for 
you?  Can you Seee beyond the mind?  You have five basic 
bodies YOU created here in Creation to become more aware and 
explore what Life IS and you are doing this by discovering 
what Life IS not.  The five basic bodies are, physical, astral, 
causal, mental, etheric, and you did this with The RealU, Your 
RealAwarenisss.  Most people cram all these bodies into one, 
making things one-dimensional, but actually each of these 
bodies has its own life, and corresponds to the realm that it is 
in.  When you drop the physical body it becomes harder to 
interact with the physical realm, you may see or notice an 
object fall over or things drawn or moved around as beings in 
their astral form attempt to reach the physical peoples here.  
Those that are seers, intuitive, empathic, or psychic can often 
see the forms of these astral bodies.  As you go through the levels 



you can drop each body to get to the next.  You can drop the 
astral body and enjoy your time which many people do as this 
is considered a heaven of man and where the main god is that 
those on earth worship.  This god wants everyone to think he is 
the ultimate so that he can continue to have you as a slave 
while he sits on his throne watching those on earth.  Yes this 
heaven is a beautiful place, but it is still controlled by 
authorities.  It is not about whether or not you agree with me, 
but that you begin to explore and have your own 
RealExperiences that begin with your DreamVisions at night 
and share what you are shown instead of always relating to 
this physical realm where you have been brainwashed and 
indoctrinated since AT LEAST the age of four, not to mention 
whatever your mother was doing and watching and listening to 
while you were assisting her to create the body in her womb, 
plus whatever you went through with vaccines, church, 
television, radio, medications, formulas, gmos, blue lighting, the 
entities in the house you grew up in and the entities attached 
and around those you were taught was your ‘family’.

I have talked and listened to plants, birds and other 
animals as many have visited me on the RealSide LifeIS, 
which you have been dumbed down to consider is a ‘dream’, as 



most people have, including myself as I went through the public 
school system, but I knew what was real, and for the most part 
these beings are more aware than most humans because they do 
not create restrictions for each other to live like governments, 
praying & worshiping, guilt, brainwashing mind control, 
indoctrination, and they do not destroy their own environment.  
Did you know or do you even care that giraffes, elephants, 
gorillas, rhinos, koalas, sharks, bats, lions, hedgehogs, eagles, 
whales, butterflies, zebras, pandas, bees, and penguins as a start 
are actually becoming extinct?  And masses more have become 
extinct along with multiple varieties of trees, birds, flowers, 
insects, and herbs?  

More going extinct: 
https://www.boredpanda.com/endangered-animals-tim-flach

Are you at all paying attention to what makes sense on 
earth?  Is your next thrill, cute idea, party, music festival, bong 
hit, travel destination, graduation, and drinking binge really 
worth it if you’re not providing some sort of benefit with the 
ALLNatural Environment and sharing with others how to 
become more aware?  Do whatever you like, while doing so learn 
to Seee the bigger picture LifeIS and become more aware to 



Support what LifeIS instead of constantly crushing it, because 
you are only holding back, and stopping yourself and those 
around you with ‘thinking’ you know more than what LifeIS, I 
do not, I simply pay attention and point each individual to the 
RealSide LifeIS to get all their own answers for themselves as 
your personal life and choices are none of my business, nor is 
mine yours, but at the same time the collective unconscious (the 
etheric realm) is collapsing into this physical realm of creation 
with all the unconscious agreement to demise on this earth that 
YOU are not Seeing.  IT IS SO simple, simply switch your 
agreement to Support Life and be open to See what Life IS, and 
set yourself up to become more aware of how to make better 
choices the benefit the whole of life which includes YOU!  I’m 
not the know it all here by any means, but while I’m on earth 
and sharing in this tech world of distortions I’ll do what I can 
to let you know the way to get ALL your own answers and 
become self-sufficient and be supported by Life ITSelf, as you 
support Life as you have been taught and intimidated to 
mainly support your emotional attachments, which is fine, and 
can also lead to a lot of restrictions for you if you do not 
recognize what is really taking place with the individuals you 
are emotionally attached to.  You have also been taught to put 
your support and agreement with those that control you, 



authorities of any kind and that do not want you to see past 
what they have created and decided; authorities including all 
those deemed as experts on whatever, scientists, doctors, PhDs 
etc etc.  I do not negate anything a person has come through or 
is doing with their life as you have decided what you have and 
can now use it to better recognise what does make sense and 
how to create and support a Real Benefit, but does this place in 
life we call earth which has been made into programmed 
societies of separation, scarcity mentality, fear, division, really 
make sense where people love their attitudes, arrogance and 
destroy their environments and are not interested in learning 
more in the TruSense, supporting life or becoming more aware?

The conversation or debates about abortion is nothing new 
as abortion has been going on since before the Egyptian times 
when herbs were mainly used to terminate a pregnancy.  
Today, there are many methods to terminate a pregnancy and 
one that seems to be a pretty simple way to do it, without you 
or anyone even realizing that you are doing it is simply living 
on this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet with all the 
HARRP, EMFs, WIFI, GWEN Towers, ChemTrails, GMOs, 
BioSludge, Pesticides, Herbicides, Insecticides, Mind 
Kontrolling Subliminals, Nano-tech, Unnecessary medical 



procedures, Vaccines, Surgeries, Stress, McDooDoonalds, 
Burger Krime, Fukushima Radiation, Oil Spills, Petroleum, 
Black Goo, TapLining, & Plastic Products in everything, 
Toxic clothing, building materials, furniture, paint, hair 
products, lotion, sunscreens, make-up, all sorts of 
pharmaceuticals, psychotropic drugs, fake vitamins & pre-
natal vitamins and so so so so so so so so so so so so so so much 
more we use daily, live and breathe in; we have unconsciously 
agreed to almost an entirely toxic and poisonous environment 
with everything we find create around us apart from what is 
natural with what we term as nature.  

Not to mention bombs that are being dropped on women, 
pregnant women, and children daily along with geoengineered 
weather taking out communities by creating hail storms, 
tsunamis, floods, hurricanes and the like.  As the word 
government broken down equals, govern = control ment = mind, 
government meaning mind control loves to get people angry, 
upset, confused, frustrated, discouraged and talking about the 
same thing for centuries while nearly no one pays attention to 
the ALLNatural Environment and the RealSide LifeIS and 
what IS always being shared for all that pay attention to Life 
to become more aware and recognise a better position for 



themselves beyond the authorities, restrictions, beliefs, opinions, 
ideas, minds, mental conceptions etc of others who have 
absolutely no clue what they are even doing on earth in the first 
place (what they are doing is using you) because these 
controllers do not want you to know.  They want you as an 
energy source and a slave.  Haven’t you noticed yet?

You and basically everyone on earth and other places in 
life as well, that we may refer to as planes, planets, star systems 
or galaxies have purposely been dumbed down to not recognise 
RealGuidance or RealEducation as to how to explore beyond 
this physical level and Seee Beyond what has been created here 
by others so they can control YOU, use you as slaves in the 
form of food and physical labor.  You may even be one of the 
people ‘thinking’ earth is the only place that beings reside or 
you may just ‘think’ it is possible there are beings in different 
areas of life.  You have not been taught how to get your own 
RealExperiences, how to RecognISe the RealSide LifeIS as 
YOU have been given so many ideas & been immediately 
herded as cows into a brainwashing school system, along with 
your parents before that and before that, and before that you 
and those you have known including parents, family, friends 
and everyone have actually been dumbed down, brainwashed, 



brutalized, shackled, burned, sacrificed, killed for hundreds to 
millions of lifetimes and made so afraid of exploring beyond the 
ideas, restrictions and attitudes of yourself and others that you 
do not make sense of situations or what LifeIS or Seee or even 
attempt to Seee what LifeIS.  I’m aware, because I have been 
there and I have seen all of this myself.  The examples are all 
around you as you look at different societies around the earth, 
not just in your country, and as you look through the history 
of the earth, even beginning with what you were told about in 
school and books you have read, but there has been huge history 
that has not been shared with you and you have forgotten 
through this process because you did not want to carry all of 
what you have done in other lifetimes with you.  When you 
begin to look at the causal body of a person you can start to see 
why it is they may do, say or have the views they do now.  
People have been made to feel guilty and tricked instead of 
shown how to recognise what makes sense and do better from the 
situations they have chosen.

Governments use different ideas and topics to distract the 
masses, divide them, and they love the show of watching people 
destroy each other.  It is a game and a thrill to them.  You most 
likely have no idea or ‘think’ that the reality of Reptilians 



running your governments and actually being the puppet 
masters of those you ‘think’ you vote for, because there really is 
no such thing as you ‘electing’ an official to decide for you, they 
choose who they want to run the puppet show and be the face of 
their destruction and smooth over the public with their fake 
‘human touch’ because basically what you are saying and 
agreeing to is you need someone to decide for you like a baby 
sitter or a parent because you cannot decide for yourself or 
figure out a way to support yourself, community, or figure out 
anything that makes sense.  All the drama of elections, 
governments, media, whatever these politicians are doing and 
saying and acting out exactly like a play is all a script and 
way to harvest your energy and steal your focus and put your 
creativity into what they have created for you to bow, kneel, 
worship, and obey to THEM.   THEY can orchestrate 
anything on television and ‘live’ as they have demonstrated 
with what they tell you about, CGI, the movies, video games, 
NASA’s Blue Beam Project, Holograms and so much more. 

Do you understand what TapLining is, or what loosh is?  
Do you know what your TapLines are?  Have you investigated 
the underground bases or human cloning and what the ‘elite’ 
knuckleheads of this earth do for fun in these underground 



cloning centers and the gray ‘extra-terrestrials’ they keep 
underground along with other species?  Yes I’m very aware of 
all the ‘foods’ (which are really not foods, but toxic concoctions 
to dumb you down) same with ‘sodas’ and other poisonous 
‘drinks’, including skin creams and vaccines along with the 
‘black market’ of politicians and reptilians that use the aborted 
fetal cells in all of the former.  Are you?

The reality is, it is not about abortion, but about control 
and misunderstanding.  You have been breed with 
misunderstanding, and that it is cool to not understand or to 
not empathize or support others because it could impend on 
your social standing or your emotional attachments to family 
or friends who may also financially support you or your fear of 
losing your job, career, that goes no further than the earth 
where you will eventually grow old and have only memories left 
and reincarnate here once more forgetting you were ever here or 
ever read this text with the real solution for your life or you are 
afraid of created illusory gods that are reptilian and 
manipulate you and of course there is more people are afraid of 
because of the authoritarians and brutalitarians.



How did abortion start out?  With women fleeing men that 
abused them and wanted to use them?  And then today you 
have so many reasons a woman may consider to terminate the 
pregnancy, and of course there is the part where the media 
pushes these subliminals on women to have abortions for the 
reptilians own gain.  I’ve read SO many different and varying 
views from other women and men on the topic of abortion. 

One view that stood out to me is the many women that 
later feel guilty or have regret after ‘terminating a pregnancy’.  
The whole reason I’m writing this article is to offer direction to 
RealEducation.  

I’d like to share with you that many times when an 
individual ‘miscarries’ or ‘aborts’ a child that the next time 
that same individual is pregnant the same being will attempt to 
come through.  There is no real reason to live in guilt, but better 
to recognise what took place and make sense of what is now.  
Sure go through your guilt when you have it, as you decide it 
or not, while doing so you can recognise that the guilt is not 
actually you, but an experience you have gone through to gain 
a new perspective and awareness and to possibly assist yourself 
and others with seeing more than what they are seeing now.  



When you experience guilt it shows you care, have empathy 
and compassion and are taking another look at things, but 
again you do not need to live in that experience as you can 
recognise your caring heart and make sense of your life in 
every moment.  

As an example, you as an individual can always make a 
different, new, or better choice for you and your life if that is 
what you want to do.  No one is ever lost or dead in life.  That 
is the biggest misnomer around.  I have known and heard so 
many experiences, and I would not be surprised if you have 
heard many too, or just had an ‘inkling’ or your intuition 
spark up to you, if not a DreamVision showing you that the 
being that was going to come through your body and did not 
for whatever reason, miscarriage, stillborn, abortion, actually 
became the next being to come through a little body you helped 
create, your new baby.

It does not always happen this way, as the being can also 
decide to try different parents, but the being that was going go 
come through your body still exists somewhere and that being 
that you think is ‘dead’ can very well have already 
reincarnated into another body with another family and be 



completely fine, otherwise it may be looking in the astral for a 
new set of parents for the experiences it is deciding.

You were many times that being, and every time, that 
chose your parents you have now and you assisted what you 
refer to as your mother with creating the body you have now as 
you then started to create it only on your own.  This is where 
many people look like their family members because they have 
modeled themselves around them and what they have seen their 
whole life, while some see themselves very differently and do not 
create themselves to look like the current family they incarnated 
into.  Whatever you have created yourself to look like here in 
the physical, and how you have created your other bodies, 
because they many times look slightly different, astral, causal, 
mental etheric bodies you can always decide to look however 
YU want on the RealSide.  As an example many people when 
they Seee a version of me that is moreso in accordance with my 
RealLight Intent people will Seee me as a blonde gal, while here 
in the physical I have brown hair (even though there is blonde 
in it now from natural techniques).  Of course people can see 
me on the RealSide with brown hair and my RealIntent is still 
there, it’s usually just a different type of experience.  
Individuals have seen me as all sorts of body types on the 



RealSide as I have seen myself and the other bodies I have 
created in creation.

What I’m here to share is that you can connect with any 
being that has been aborted or miscarried and find out what 
they are doing now, or possibly have a conscious connection 
with that being while they are creating their little body with 
you again.  When there is any situation with a choice that will 
be made or was made it can be faced and worked out so that all 
individuals involved can be fine, now, as life is always new 
every moment now.  When things are fine, they are fine and 
you can always decide to SeeeMore now and let go of the past.  
You do not have to be the mother of the being that was to come 
through the body to meet this being that was going to come 
through on the RealSide.  Anyone can have RealExperiences 
with anyone right now, it’s simply a decision and focus to do so, 
and to learn to recognise what they experience has shown you.  
When I refer to RealExperiences I mean from the RealSide 
LifeIS and what Life Shows YU and Share with YU, this can 
be in the form of a DreamVision as an example. 

The RealEducation IS that everyone IS on their own 
journey and their own being and often times the being creating 



and coming into this new little body decides it does not want to 
anymore.  The woman carrying the child is not the only decider 
of what takes place with a ‘child’.  Many times the being that is 
creating the little body with the new mom does not like how the 
body is coming out or cannot agree with the mother on how the 
body should look, or starts to see the mother ingesting all sorts 
of drugs, alcohol, bad foods, listening to bad music etc so the 
being decides it does not want to come through right now, or at 
all to this particular woman.  

The being can also watch the parents fighting and actually 
have a view of the new mother or parents whole personal life as 
they are still in the astral and see the physical clearly and can 
decide they do not want to experience the situations the adults 
are putting themselves through as circumstances and situations 
always change.  This is where young children can also decide to 
leave at a young age.  There are always multiple views to every 
experience and situation.  Every situation is different and this 
is why it is so important to become more aware and pay 
attention to the RealSide (what people refer to as Dreams as a 
start) to have a RealEducation and pay attention to the 
RealGuidance that IS always being presented to them, like now.  
As an example people have been shown on the RealSide over 



and over of disasters to take place but for the most part they do 
not pay attention and find themselves at the mercy of what the 
controllers decide with destroying peoples and the natural 
environment and end up shocked, lost, upset, and confused in 
the lower astral realm trying to figure out what is going on and 
why they are no longer on earth.  There is what is known as 
cause and effect and this is actually what is referred to as 
karma.  We have all done certain things that have equalled 
where we are now, but now is the time that individuals that are 
not purposely destroying others with their intent do not need 
their karma.  This is why myself along with Duane The Great 
Writer and other friends are sharing the NU~U NUSound 
where you can free yourself of all your effects and learn to 
recognise what is really taking place so that you can recognise 
better positions for yourself.

I have known many that either themselves or their parents 
knew that they were miscarried once, twice, three, and even four 
times until they were finally born into the physical body of the 
mother.

When the question is a matter of ‘right and wrong’, can 
you go beyond right and wrong and see more or is that all you 



are willing to see?  When it’s a question of morals, can you 
recognise that the people that created the idea of morals 
actually keep you stupid and in this cause and effect bubble of 
being at the mercy of whatever they decide is best for your life? 

Can you make sense of things and learn to get many 
views, real views, and actually your own RealExperience from 
the RealSide LifeIS  (Your DreamVisions)  and share with 
others instead of only giving your opinion?  What is the 
saying….Opinions are like….? Everybody has one, but who can 
and will take the time to provide a Real Understanding and a 
Real Benefit and relate to the heart of an individual without 
scoffing off an individual or an entire group of people? Please 
stand up, and when you cannot, sit down, and listen, study, 
explore, experience, decide to recognise what YU IS capable of 
realistically for a real benefit for ALL with the Whole of Life 
not only what you have been taught is life- you have been told 
creation is life when it is nothing more than a simulator to gain 
RealExperience to have a RealLife.

I’m not here to tell you an opinion or what everyone 
already knows, because there are so many views, experiences, 
(botched statistics), history, beliefs, ideas, on this subject, 



although few have even looked at multiple views, but to share 
with YU the RealEducation YU were never given, and really it 
comes from the RealSide LifeIS, and a part of it is your 
intuition which is your etheric body, closest to the RealU, Your 
RealAwarenisss of all PurSound&Light.

You can meet and talk with the being on the RealSide in 
your DreamVisions or if you pay attention in your daily 
physical life.  You can discuss whatever you want, and that 
being can share with YU so much as it is still on the first part 
of the RealSide, the astral.  You can learn so much from this 
being while you are pregnant and you can even become aware 
of meeting a being to come through your body before you even 
become pregnant here.  

When you are not sure how the pregnancy is going you 
can look to the RealSide in your DreamVisions and ask for 
RealGuidance and you can speak with the being that you are 
creating the body with and inside of you and you can make a 
decision together as what is best to do.  You also always have 
the option to let go of anything you are holding onto and 
recognise each being is on their own journey when it comes to a 
being that did not come through the body you assisted to create 



even though you wanted it to in your personal sense.  Always 
learn to See the Bigger Picture LifeIS and you can also learn 
to see why certain things take place, or you and let the situation 
and that being that was going to come through go as well.

You can also ask to be shown a FutureVU as to what 
makes for You and Your Life and the Being that is deciding to 
come through your body.

You do not need misunderstand, you can have 
understanding and you can take the risk to find out what 
makes sense and what is real.  Again no one is ever lost or 
‘dead’.  No such thing. Everything is recognition. 

Also I urge you for your own ‘sake’, because I will be fine 
because I know what is real and beyond this place in space with 
my own Real Heart and RealExperience, I suggest you to 
remember and recognise that when you are asking a system 
that controls you and others for new laws, and new restrictions 
whether they be of a so called benefit or not you are still 
agreeing to a system the controls you and keeps you captive here 
and that will most defiantly decide situations for you that are 
not in your best benefit or for the whole.  



How many ‘innocent’ people have been jailed, tortured, 
executed and bombed when they did not commit an atrocity?  
It is your choice to Seee this or not and Seee beyond all the 
ploys those that control you give you to keep you distracted 
from what IS real now and how to make sense and get all your 
own answers for your life with a better understanding.  You 
can do anything I suggested here and have a whole lot more 
fun & Seee even more by Singing NU~U~U~U before bed 
every night and Seee What You are Shown!  Share with others 
and you can share with me what YU are shown :) You can 
build and support communities that are self-sufficient where 
you do not need controlling governments.  You can have 
communities that are focused on supporting the ALLNatural 
Environment.  You can have RealExperiences beyond your 
dreams and beyond bliss and Seee More and Explore beyond 
what you have come to known as earth.  There IS so much more 
you are not Seeeing, take the risk to find out, have a real life, 
support the ALLNatural Environment and contribute to a 
community that makes Real ALLNatural Sense like the Native 
and Indigenous Peoples did, read books and study their 
lifestyles from all indigenous peoples of the earth and you will 
learn so much.  Read the NUBooks by Duane, read my book, 



Sing NU~U~U~U before bed and share your Experiences and 
do something of a Real Benefit a for ALL. 

🎀  People LOVE ❤   
their self convictions & restrictions ❣  

Are you one of the people that love to profess everything 
you know and have learned this lifetime without Seeeing 👀  
More than what is right in front of you? People love their 
restrictions because it makes them feel safe 🚨  and like they 
‘know themselves’, but do you really? Are you caught up in 
looking for your identity and being ‘authentic’? Is this a daily 
game 🎲  you play with your personal self because you have not 
recognISed more than ‘self love’? All this is fine, and there is 
more and there is a way to take everything and make it a 
RealBenefit🦋  not just a personal one that goes no further 
than the astral realm🎆 . 

Learn to Seee who and what is guiding the people you are 
agreeing to from the RealSide. LifeIS huge, 🐬 but here is a 
very small part, Everyone deals with what they have to on this 
earth but the good sounding ideas people have about heaven 👼  



on earth, the new earth, be positive, love heals everything, god is 
all ‘ everything, love is everything, love everything ❣ , what’s 
going to happen🔮  in 2020 and whenever, the event, Jesus 
coming back🔭 , aliens saving them 👽 , bridging 🌈  this and 
that is not going to happen unless you realistically do 
something and learn to get the bigger VU.

YOU are so bogged down by good sounding ideas from 
others you basically think something from ‘out there’ will 
happen for you, and maybe it will, but doesn’t it make sense to 
get real and prepared & get with contributing to a real benefit 
💦to support something wonderful taking place. Are you still 
looking for the silver lining in all the demise, distortion, 
TapLining and destruction taking place on earth🌍  ? Are you 
holding on dearly to all you have accumulated from past lives, 
spiritual paths, teachings2 , quotes, ideas, and sayings, 
initiations, certifications, courses3 , from others? Are you 
hanging off and waiting for the next word of some so called 
‘spiritual leader’? 🤴👸  Real Leaders point individuals to The 
ALLLISSS LifeIS beyond creation and the 5 basic psych 
realms here. 👂



Did you know you actually have 5 bodies- a physical, 
astral, causal, mental and Etheric body that YOU created and 
must learn to deal with while recognISing your 
RealAwarenisss beyond creation? All these good ideas you have 
and have heard from others including the aliens👽  are just like 
the Bible stories they once created to keep you trapped, 
TapLined and unaware in creation as FOOD🥞 . 

WWWE, Wonderful WorldWide Educators IS the Only 
Real Presentation and ‘event’ or ‘silver lining’, which it is 
actually much more than that, taking place on earth and 
throughout ALL creation. WWWE are very aware of the 
different LifeLevels and beeeings here. Are you sure you want 
to keep ‘searching’ and trying to ‘heal’ your personal created 
self which includes your emotional/astral8 and mental bodies 
as a start? Or do you want to get Real and do what YU, The 
RealU came here for? All experiences are valid and a reference, 
but if you are not using them to point individuals to The 
TruReality LifeIS what good is it?

Are you just a cog in the machine spreading TapLining to 
others thinking you are ‘woke’ or ‘awakened’ like it is some 



overnight one time process? People ask themselves or others with 
the channeling idea as an example, which can often let in 
TapLining, “Who are they Channeling?” 🤦  Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators do not channel. Want to know the 
difference between US UNUVERSAL SUPERBEEEINGS 
☀  and the old systems of spiritual, religious, etc?

💃Want to know the RealSide of those you follow? Curious 
about me, Wonderful WorldWide Educators, RebISar and the 
Real UNUversal Guides? Sing NU~U~U~U and ask LIFE 
ITSelf 🌬to show YU. Give YourSelf time and begin to 
document every morning what you have seen on the RealSide, 
do your best to make sense of it and be real. WWWE IS 
Presenting the RealCure🍏  for ALL....ask life....or do you know 
more than Life ITSelf, which is bigger than your gods by the 
way...There IS so much more to this...Read The NUBooks📚  
by Duane, listen to The RealWakeUP Now 7 part series 
playlist, document your RealSide Experience & Have Fun on 
your NUAdventure...p.s. it’s going to take your whole life & 
more. 



📍🖌Here’s your hints- FocIS on RealPurity, Sincerity, 
Humility and gratitude. Want nothing / Know nothing / and 
beee 🐝  nothing. Use your abilities & RealAwarenisss to 
contribute to something wonderful, start by paying attention to 
The ALLNATURAL Environment LifeIS. Life ITSELF 
backs WWWE & you?

“...ThereIS a BetterWay to add to what you are already 
doing, and that is to Share what WWWE are Presenting…”

- Duane The Great Writer

MOTHERS OF THE WORLD SPEAK 

Hey Mommas! Whatcha Doing!? What are YOU 
Deciding with Your Life? & Are YOU Going to Make Sense 
Even though Most of this World Doesn’t!? Are YOU Ready to 
SPEAK? Speak for Your Children! & Allow YOUR 
Wonderfulll Children to SPEAK!? It’s Time for The Mothers 
of The World to SPEAK OUT! & Even Moreso Than Ever 
Before! With all The Poisons & Pollutions, Toxins, Chemicals 
& Dastardly Happenings and Agreements Taking Place 
EveryDay Lets Speak! Mothers YOU are the Best & The Most 
Awesome Here as YOU Speak Out & Provide & Do Something 



Real & Beneficial with Your Children & Especially as You 
Have a RealPurpose & Show Your Children a RealPurpose on 
This world Instead of the Boring Mechanical Routines of 9-5 
Drudgery, Alcohol Drinking & Brainwashing Indoctrinated 
Schools that diminish Your Children’s Real Creativity, 
Imagination, Innovation, and Abilities to actually Provide and 
Promote Something so Wonderful & Real like the ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US! The Birds, Bees, 
Butterflies, Lakes, Forests, Mountains, Dolphins, Oceans, 
Coral Reefs, Trees, Flowers, Whales, Land, Air, and Sea Life 
ALL are Calling Out to the Mothers & The Children of YOUR 
Planet Earth! Are You Listening? 

Mommas & GrandMommas It’s a NUMoment to Decide 
to do Something Now for Your Babies as They are the Future 
and as You Look at the Planet it’s only getting worse with 
Lethal Vaccines, ChemTrails, HAARP, GMOs, WiFry 
Microwaves, 5G NetWork, Mind Controlling Technologies, 
Fracking, Fukushima, BP Oil Spills & More! What Does it 
Take for the Mommas to Step Out & Speak Out & Share 
Something Wonderfulll!? Do YOU want to Become Awesomelly 
Aware? Share! Speak! Do you Like Clear Skies & Real Clouds 
& Nature & Animals? Do you Like to Breath Clean Fresh 



Air, Drink Clean Water, and eat Real Food? Are you aware of 
all the toxic chemicals that are Being dumped into our water 
supply like Hydrofluoric acid?

 Do YOU want Your Babies to Grow Up & Live like this 
and it only get worse here realistically as YOU do nothing and 
expect ‘someone else to do it?’ This IS YOUR LIFFEE & Your 
Children’s Lives, Are YOU Paying Attention Yet? With The 
Real HomeSchool of NUUU (Nations United UNUversal 
UNUversities) Mommas & Children & Daddies too, 
GrandMas & Pas, Cousins, Aunties, Uncles & All can 
SPEAK OUT & Participate in Sharing Something 
Wonderfulll that Does Make Sense!

NUBAMBU ON THE ALLSOLAR RESEARCH VESSEL 

Bamboo is another Wonderful resource the ALLNatural 
Environment has provided that Supports US. Bamboo can 
provide so many benefits to humans and the ALLNatural 
Environment.



Some fun facts:

• Bamboo is grown without pesticides or chemical fertilizers.
• Bamboo requires no irrigation.
• Bamboo rarely needs replanting because it regrows like other 
grasses.
• Bamboo grows rapidly and can be harvested in 3-5 years.
• Bamboo produces 35% more oxygen that an equivalent stand 
of trees.
• Bamboo is a critical element in the balance of oxygen and 
carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere.
• Bamboo is an excellent soil erosion inhibitor.

Once harvested bamboo has hundreds of uses and is one of 
natures most medicinal plants as well as a superfood. It makes 
thermo-regulating breathable clothing, paper, and is stronger 
than steel as a building material.

As WWWE (Wonderful WorldWide Educators) continue 
to make sense of LIFE and Support what Supports US we will 
have so much fun using bamboo on the ALLSolar Research 



Vessels. WWWE will: wear it, write on it, eat it, build with it, 
use it as toothpicks and so much more.

Real Communities with Real Support 

IT only makes sense to Support the ALLNatural 
Environment that supports US. The Natural Environment 
already Supports US & as we recognize this & Support ITT 
we can be Self-Sufficient. Being Self-Sufficient as a community 
only makes sense so we can Support each other like the 
Indigenous peoples of this Earth did. On the All Solar Research 
Vessels and in the UNUversal Communities WWWE will being 
duing so many wonderful things to support All of Life as It 
Supports US. We currently have so many beneficial 
technologies to make this possible such as:

- Mushroom farming
- Hemp cultivation
- Bamboo forestry
- Permaculture and food forests
- Aqua and aeroponics
- Apiculture (Beekeeping)
- Natural Building and so much more



WWWE DU what makes sense and so many will Seeee 
this as things take place even more so here on this physical 
Earth where just about everyone else is agreeing to what doesn’t 
make sense, and what doesn’t support LIFFFE and the 
ALLNatural Environment. Real Air, Real Water, Real Food 
and Real Light make sense, along with Real Communities and 
Real Guidance.

The Real HomeSchool of NUUU  
by DuanEva ALLNaturalists... 

“Home Schooling has been around since whenever, as most 
people in the past came from Indigenous Communities or were 
Farmers. Home Schooling has become Huge, because many 
people can see thru the inadequacies and fallacies of the 
government educational systems. Every Person has a Right to 
Their Own Life and how they want it! Government Control has 
become the ‘authority’ over people’s lives to tell them how to live, 
as this is the ‘HUman Farming’ occupation of this planet. The 
actual limited role of any government is to do their 
‘maintenance & management’ jobs they are ‘hired’ to do by 
those who support their elected positions, and that’s it! 



Because of what the governments of this world have done 
and have allowed to take place, this world has become Purposely 
Polluted and Poisoned to the point of a Total Demise! It is 
Time to WakeUp ALL The Way! WWWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators and WWWE started The NUSchool 
HomeSchool for people who wanted to Become MoreAware and 
SelfSufficient. What WWWE are Doing is not widely 
understood, as what WWWE present becomes a little Too Real 
for most people to immediately Recognize. Like anything that 
Makes Real Sense with The ALLNatural Environment 
Supporting ALL of US, it takes a lot of time, patience, and 
most of all, a HeartFull Focus to Fully Understand what 
WWWE are presenting in accordance with what is Really 
Happening on Your Planet Earth Right Now! 

WWWE have decided to create ‘The Real HomeSchool’ for 
those who are Realistically Sincere about Understanding More 
about US and also learning to handle their own implied 
Restrictions from the Social Systems. Each person has their own 
Personal Conditioned Restrictions with what they have Agreed 
to with the social systems. The NUHome Schooling ideas are 
the first steps to much bigger ones, such as NUUU~Nations 
United UNUversal UNUversity and The ALLSolar Research 



Vessel Projects. Like anything, any idea is first on the drawing 
board to go thru a process of being finalized and then to be 
created in some way. What WWWE have Decided to Do is a 
Lot More to deal with and handle than any career or business 
on this planet. StepUp and Take The Risk with US, as ALL of 
US Support Each Other and Make Better Choices to Become 
MoreAware & SelfSufficient!

Food Forest Fun with ALLNatural Henry  
& the ALLSolar Research Vessels 

There are so many Beneficial Parts to Our ALLNatural 
Environment Supporting ALL of US! As We Each Decide to 
Recognize This We Each can Utilize the ALLNatural 
Environment in a Way that Does Not Destroy it, but 
Supports ITTT. Food forest systems really DU make sense, 
and are one of the best ways to DU this. A food forrest 
simulates a natural forest system, with each layer providing 
edible food. 

A food forest may take some time to produce large 
amounts a food, especially fruit trees, however they are very low 
maintenance, and eventually should require almost no 



maintenance, once a natural balance is found. It is a purfect 
example of supporting the ALLNatural Environment and 
ITTT Supporting US. There is no need to du any weeding, 
only harvest edible herbs, berries, vegetables and fruits. Birds 
bees butterflies and other animals also love a food forrest as 
there’s plenty for everyone, like there used to be with indigenous 
people.

On The ALLSolar Research Vessels WWWE will have 
food forests or forest gardens, with root vegetables, such as 
radishes and sweet potato growing underground, then berries 
such as straw berries as a ground cover, followed by a layer of 
yummy edible herbs, then shrub/bush layer of berries and 
currents, dwarf or smaller fruit trees would be next, before the 
canopy layer of larger trees such as avocados and mangos. The 
last layer is the vines growing up the larger trees, such as 
passion fruit.

The idea is that all plants support each other and by 
choosing plants then support each other little human 
intervention is required to maintain the forest garden. What 
FUN!



TruCourses & NUCourses by President & PhD of 
Nations United UNUversal UNUversity,  

Kelsey Lynne Brown 

With the NUVessel built and programs in place that utilize the 
above techniques and technologies the Natural Environment 
will become the focus for everyone in the world to recognize. 
There has never been a better opportunity for all peoples to 

wake up to what is taking place with the Natural Environment 
and make better choices as individuals, as groups, and as 

communities. The Natural Environment needs a lot of help 
and that includes people standing up and realistically getting 
involved. For those who are paying attention and want to do 
their part, The NUPresentation Foundation is ready and 

prepared to take on the challenge of bringing real guidance and 
a real education to the world. Whether someone wants to build 
boxes for bees to live in, make buttons, or design the software 

which will assist in navigating the NUVessel, there is 
something for everyone.

Most Colleges & Universities like Harvard as an example 
have expenses of over $100,000 to eventually receive your PhD, 



and that’s not including room & board, but basic tuition. After 
you have paid for this degree and been online or in the 
classrooms for over 10 plus years of course. Then you go out 
into the ‘job’ or ‘market’ place and you look for a job or career, 
and as you look around basically every job is tied in with 
destroying the ALLNatural Environment that Supports all of 
us. 

Doctors are not healing individuals but giving them 
radiation, even those that do jobs as simple as making nuts and 
bolts are most likely having their products sent indirectly to 
build bombs that destroy women and children. We have a better 
way with our PhD & TruCourses & Vocational Certifications 
as we will show you your Real Purpose moreso than a job or a 
career where everyone supports each other and does their part 
in self-sufficient communities. 

Those taking the courses will be able to live on the 
ALLSolar Research Vessel as they provide a RealBenefit for 
everyone and do their part to support the community on The 
ALLSolar Vessels, whether that is assisting in birthing, 
preparing of food, gardening, laundry, cleaning, etc etc. This 
will be a Real Community with Real People for Real Survival 



that makes sense instead of agree to jobs, careers, and degrees 
that destroy everything. You Decide!

Mushroom Medicine  

There are so many Beneficial Parts to Our ALLNatural 
Environment Supporting ALL of US! As We Each Decide to 
Recognize This We Each can Utilize the ALLNatural 
Environment in a Way that Does Not Destroy it, but 
Supports ITTT. Healthy soil is 30% fungus and plants cannot 
live without fungal activity beneath the soil. We need plants 
here to provide clean air and food, so fungi and their 
mushrooms (fruiting bodies) are essential to our survival here. 
Mushrooms are also some of the most powerful medicines, and 
can aid in eliminating cancers and other degenerative diseases 
such as Alzheimer’s. 

There are also mushrooms who’s mycelium (the part which 
grows underground) that can eat toxic waste created by 
humans, such as plastics and other petroleum waste products. 
In the past they have saved our planet from self destruction and 
new research suggest they can DU this again, if we Wake UP 
to what ISSS Really going on NOW with OUR Planet Earth.



DR KELSEY & FREE BIRTH, BIRTHING,  
CHILDREN, BABIES 

I’ve had a lot of fun over the past few years learning about 
‘Free Birthing,’ ‘Unassisted Birthing,’ Natural Childbirth & 
so many ways to Naturally raise Children like the Native 
Americans did while Looking Over my PastLives 
Here&Nowww. I have met many wonderful women through 
Facebook & YouTube that have Stepped Up to Share their 
Birth Stories, Experiences, Live Video Unassisted & Free 
Births, ‘Dreams’ or RealSide Experiences & their Journey this 
lifetime with raising the Beeings that came in through their 
Bodies. One of the Most Fun Things is listening to the 
RealSide Experiences (DreamVisions) of the Mothers that are 
Pregnant and have Children Singing NU~U~U~U! Just like 
the Native Americans did, they went off their Intuitiveness, 
which is the Subconscious, Etheric Body, but only 1 of 5 of the 
Creative Realms in Creation! 

Duane The Great Writer has shared with me, DR. Kelsey 
Lynne Brown, so much & provided a demonstration & 
opportunity for me to Share with others & Create & Stand In 
a RealPosition with The RealUNUversal Guides & The Whole 



of Life for a RealBenefit for ALLL! Have Fun in this 
NUGroup, & Feel Free to Create Your Own & Share Your 
Children’s & Family’s RealSide Experiences! Read The 
NUBooks in this post to learn more about ‘Your 
DreamVisions’ Now!

🍉🌺🐻  http://askdrkelsey.strikingly.com/
🍉🌺🐻  http://kelseylynnebrownwonderwriter.strikingly.com/

Join US in Building The World’s Largest ALLSolar 
Research Vessels For YOU & Your Planet & ‘The Children 
Are The Future Now!’ The ALLSolar Research Vessel Floating 
UNUversal UNUversities will be Self-Sufficient as each Vessel 
is Placed WorldWide! Become Involved in Something 
Wonderful! Funding to Support the Building of The Vessels is 
One Way to Become Involved! YOU can also gather Corporate, 
Individual, and/or Community Sponsors to Support The 
Building of The ALLSolar Research Vessels, Floating 
UNUversities & Self-Sufficient Communities! WWEE, as 
WorldWide Environment Educators Club Provide a 20% 
Commission for YOU according to the amount of Sponsorship 
YOU are able to Bring In!

http://askdrkelsey.strikingly.com/
http://kelseylynnebrownwonderwriter.strikingly.com/


Join US in Providing Something Wonderful with 
RealFood HydroPonics, AquaPonics, AeroPonics, MicroGreens 
& other Natural Growing Settings, RealWater & Ozone 
Healing Systems, Including Clean Air for an Atrium Trees, 
Bees & Butterflies & other Wonderful parts of The 
ALLNatural Environment!

Learn to Become Self-Sufficient & Provide for YourSelf & 
others a RealBenefit for ALL!

DR KELSEY SAYS… 
CHILDREN ARE WONDERFULLL 

Children are So Sincere & Are Always Demonstrating & 
Sharing Something Wonderfulll with those that Pay Attention! 
I have known many young children and often they are shy of 
attitudes & simply want to have fun, share & explore! I found 
out about the NU~U Song over 3 years ago in the physical 
sense & have shared it with many Children! The Children are 
always having RealSide Experiences or What Adults Refer to 
many times as ‘Dreams.’ But they are Real! If YOU can 
Remember when YOU were a Child YOU were Most Likely 
Flying in Your Dreams! Ask Your Children about the 



Experiences after Singing NU~U~U~U & Have Fun 
Exploring Endlisss NUWorlds & Also Listen to Any Warning 
Your Children May Give YU & YOU!

With Wonderful WorldWide Educators YOU can Share 
Your Children’s RealSide Experiences and RealSide 
Experiences with The Wonderful Children that are the Future 
Now! Sing NU~U~U~U with Your Children each night and 
Ask Your Children in the Morning about their ‘Dreams’ or 
RealSide Experiences! Have fun Beeeing Creative & Writing 
them down! Share here the Wonderful Experiences Your 
Children are Having!

In this group YOU can Share your daily activities with the 
Children in Nature & what they Seee with the Wonderful Bees 
& little beeings that make RealFood here on Your Planet 
Earth! Anything Fun, Real, Natural & Wonderful that the 
Children are from their Hearts ❤

Many of the Children I have come to know are very 
telepathic and can communicate off simply movements and 
impressions! Children are so fun and free! The Children are 
often meeting their friends on the RealSide and Seeeing what 



YOU cannot! I’ve heard so many RealAdventures from 
Children that Adults know nothing about! The Children SEEE 
everything YOU do! 

One of the 3 year old children I’ve communicated, used to 
Seee Fairies on my ears & point them out! I have met many 
awesome little girls that are 3 years old and they pay attention 
to their intuition instead of what the boring adults ‘think’ with 
their literal minds! The young Children I have communicated 
with under 13 are having RealSide Experiences every night 
and they are really far out, out of this world and beyond what 
YOU can imagine or consider with your literal mind! The 
Children can Seee Beyond Your One-Dimensional Matrixxx 
World! YOU are very Lucky & Fortunate to know these 
precious Beeeings while they are still so young at heart! YOU 
want to LISTEN & Share what they are Seeeing before it is 
too late, because it already isss!



Tesla Violet Ray & The ALLSolar Research Vessels 

Tesla’s Violet Ray Electrotherapy is very effective at 
energising & cleaning out the physical body. The will be 
another fun tool WWWE will have & use on the ALL Solar 
Research Vessels.

When Tesla was struck down in the streets by a New York 
taxi, he didn’t go to a medical facility but dragged himself up 
to his hotel room where, in seclusion and with the help of his 
own electrotherapy, he recovered from his fractures and 
contusions.

Light, heat, electric energy and ozone are by the Violet 
Ray. When an electrode is applied, especially to infected areas, 
it promotes healing, & the sterilizing properties help fight 
infection. The current produces a tingling feeling on the skin’s 
surface as it increases oxygenation in the form of Ozone (O3). 
Because of the active oxygen’s negative charge it combines with 
the filth in the body, oxidizing it, then to be flushed out in the 
bloodstream.



Violet Ray Kits can be purchased for as little as $170 and 
can treat virtually all (dis)ease.  I will warn you that all dis-
ease, cancer, pain etc comes from the other levels before reaching 
the physical, so you need to pay attention to the TapLines and 
your other bodies to see where the ailment is stemming from, 
because this is the reason to be unable to rid yourself of dis-
ease..

Another fun way to rid your physical body of all the 
toxins we have accumulated throughout or life times here. Seen 
as we’re living on a Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet, it is 
also a good option for maintaining physical health here with all 
the toxins we come in contact with on a daily basis.  I also 
suggest you look into ozone machines, hyperbaric oxygen 
therapy, ormus, and the rife machine as a start.

Nikola Tesla invented many wonderful things, while he 
was here on this earth, this is one of them WWWE will 
incorporte into the Vessel Projects as Tesla himself works with 
the Real UNUversal Guides from the RealSide LIFFFE 
ISSS.



JILLY JUICE & NUWAVE WATER / JOHN ELLIS 
WATER / ELECTRON 5 MACHINES 

Enjoy this Fermented Cabbage & Kale Juice I found that 
will assist you in gaining your daily nutrients, regenerating 
cells & also healing your physical body as you use the protocol 
along with the Jilly Juice recipe. I, as Kelsey, suggest to go with 
your intuition & pay attention to The RealSide (old term 
dreams) and write or type out the experiences you have every 
night, sometimes you are shown what to eat, oranges, lemons, 
ginger, celery, or more juice & cabbage.  The Real UNUversal 
Guides lead me to this awesome juice to assist in the process 
with dealing with our physical bodies as we begin to offset so 
many of the harmful effects on earth by Singing 
NU~U~U~U. 

When You Sing NU~U~U~U before bed you will become 
MoreAware and sometimes what you will be shown from Life 
& Your RealAwarenisss is what to eat! Maybe it will be 
raining bananas or you will Seee yourself at the check out with 
avocados or tomatoes on the RealSide (old term dreams)! Have 
Fun Singing NU~U~U~U and Bring your Children with 
you to Sing NU~U~U~U, or Sing with Your Children Before 



Bed and Listen to their experiences every morning! Type them 
out or assist Your Children with writing their experiences down 
to SeeeMore! You can Join the NUHomeSchool

 35% FOOD GRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE  
by Kelsey & Henry 

I have Used 35% Food Grade Hydrogen Peroxide for 
Particular Applications while Having a Physical Body on 
Your Planet Earth. 35% Food Grade Hydrogen Peroxide is 
something Fun to Study & for sure study it since it must be 
diluted a huge amount before using! Duane The Great Writer 
& UNUversal Seeer has introduced me to So Many 
Wonderfulll TruRealities, Purity, Sincerity, Honorability, 
Gratitude & Many More with RebISar & The Real 
UNUversal Guides. While living on Your Planet Earth Duane 
has also shared with me certain things for the physical body! 
One being 35% Food Grade Hydrogen Peroxide & Ozone 
Therapy!

Oxygen comprises 62% to 71% of the body, and is the 
body’s most abundant and essential element. Ninety (90%) 
percent of all our biological energy comes from oxygen. Since 



hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is simply water with one extra 
oxygen atom, when hydrogen peroxide is absorbed by the body, 
it releases that extra atom into the blood, creating a flood of 
oxygen maximizing the delivery of oxygen from the blood to the 
cells. This delivery of the oxygen to the cells and tissues is 
essential for creating the oxygen boost necessary to maintaining 
a healthy environment that is inhospitable to disease.

RICHARD WAGNER ON THE ALLSOLAR VESSELS  

Something Wonderfulll From DuanEva & The Real 
UNUversal Guides of The TruReality LifeISSS The 
ALLLISSS! Beyond the Gods of Man & all the Ideas in the 
Psych Realms...There have been many Wonderfulll Composers 
on the Earth and other LifeLevels, but one that Shines Very 
Bright when Reading The NUBooks by Duane The Great 
Writer, Particularly ‘NUBook Three, The Real Far Country’ 
is Richard Wagner! I have been listening to Wagner since I 
first heard DU (from The RealSide) reference this composer 
over 4 years ago. I have since began to read a book Duane read 
years ago called, ‘Esoteric Music of Richard Wagner’ by 
Corinne Heline, Illustrator Herman H. Schweniger. 



On The ALLSolar Research Vessels we will have so many 
Wonderfulll Beeings Including Vegetables, Fruit Trees, other 
Greenery, Birds, Butterflies, and Bees, & all the Wonderfulll 
Beeeings found in the Natural Environment to allow What Is 
Wonderfulll to Grow With these Wonderfulll Beeeings We will 
Allow The NU~U NUSound by Mis Eva Shari & The 
Wonderfulll Orchestra with her to Play along with Wonderfulll 
Music by Richard Wagner to Harmonize Everything Taking 
Place on The ALLSolar Research Vessels! Read an Excerpt of 
NUBook Three, The Real Far Country Here & Begin to Sing 
NU~U Now and Learn to RecognISe Becoming MoreAware 
with The ALLNatural Environment on ALLLife Levels 
Moreso than Just Nature!

“Yes! We will be using these images and symbols to 
communicate with those who still use this form. I find it very 
artistic in nature. When you have advanced, I will show you 
how The Sounds of THE IS, are incorporated with some of the 
imagery,” she said.

“You mean like music?” I asked.



“Yes, and you are going to learn a lot about Real Music. 
There were a few great composers on the earth, but I will show 
you the one who will have the strongest impression upon you, 
and you will meet him in The FuturNow. Not on the earth, 
but The RealSide. Music is very important, as the sounds help 
to harmonize us as we are in The PsycRealms. When we are in 
The Real universes, we are fine with all The Aliveness we live in, 
but here we constantly need adjustments, as we are dealing 
with an assortment of moving changes. Look, as you can see in 
this design, the mind of man cannot fully comprehend that The 
Dualistic Realms cannot be overcome by subversive control and 
manipulation. These lower forces are like a wild horse, and 
many times like a great beast that will not be conquered. You 
will learn how to adjust yourself within The PsycRealms, so 
that you can handle anything of a dual nature,” she said.

“Can you tell me who the composer is you are talking 
about?” I asked.

“Yes, it is Richard Wagner. He was here in the 1800s. He 
wrote some of the most beautiful operas and overtures. Rebazar 
and The RealGuides worked with him while he was on earth. 
His operas were based upon the ascension of the unaware soul 



into higher realms and worlds beyond the earth. He wanted to 
be accepted in the public, so he disguised his operas in a way to 
seem like interesting little stories and adventures. He knew the 
story part was one thing, but it was really the music that he 
wanted to bring across, like I am showing you these Sanskrit 
symbols. Because people are so low in their awareness of Life, 
they usually only consider the words that are said and spoken 
out loud, but it is actually The Sound of Life that has the 
hidden meaning and perception of what is truly possible for all 
of us,” she said.

“I like music, but I never heard Wagner,” I said.

“What you refer to as music is more of a jumbledness of 
sounds going every which way. Some of what you listen to is 
okay, but it is very primitive and too emotional. I will teach 
you a lot about Real Music, and you will learn to love it” she 
said, as she hugged me.

Ursha and I met every night until it was time for me to 
return to Rebazar. She told me I would be writing about our 
life together in the future, and that a lot of what we were going 
to experience this world would never know, because humans are 



not at all ready. I did return to Rebazar, as Paul and I were 
there...

 “I see you as a great composer, like Wagner, as you write 
the words and play them like symphonies. When you write, 
Duane, the ethers are filled with light and brilliance, as your 
NUBooks Become Real. The people of The RokWorlds must 
learn to pay attention to The NUNowness, because there is no 
guarantee there will be someone on the earth in the future who 
will be doing what you are Now,” she said, lovingly.
“It is all The Real Adventure Now, Miss LU! I am so 
fortunate to do this,” I said, as Rebazar continued...

“The person who is free in their choice of concepts of 
images in the use of the imagination is well on their way to 
becoming free in The TruSense. They have learned the skill and 
the secret ability of handling themselves in the other worlds, 
whether they are aware of it or not. Your faculty of 
imagination is far greater than you can even consider. What is 
Reality on the other side of the veil of Life is imagination on 
this side. You have very little in your image which isn’t in 
existence on The RealSide. What is above is below. An example 
of this is, The Great Astral Museum, where all the future 



inventions of the earth can be experienced. Many inventors like 
Tesla and Wagner, were brought there in their light bodies to 
this museum so that they could see the future and all the things 
that were possible to invent. When they returned to their bodies 
and awakened from sleep, they believed they had dreamt the 
ideas they were experiencing. They, like so many others accepted 
the idea they imagined what they had come to know. Not at all, 
but this is the way that all inventions come to be on the earth. 
There is really nothing that you can consider that isn’t already 
somewhere in Life. Now, you can see why most people are so far 
behind in their thought power, they are using reason and logic 
instead of the their TruPotential, the imagination.”

RebISar's Miss Real UNUversISSS  
Kelsey Lynne Brown Wonder Writer 

Miss ALLNatural Environment… 

Hello I’m Kelsey Lynne Brown, RebISar’s Miss Real 
UNUverIS! Are you interested in Becoming Real & 
Wonderfulll More than a Trillion Suns Shining in a Real Sky? 
Are you interested in living with NO RESTRICTIONS 
moreso than the Birds that fly by? YOU can BEEE 
Awe’IS’ome as YU already ISSS! Pay Attention to the 



SunShine & What Duane The Great Writer, NUU’IS’MAN, 
DuanEva ISSS Presenting Everyday in Writings & 
Wonderful Pure Images on Facebook! 

WWEE as WorldWide Environment Educators Club & 
WWWE Wonderful WorldWide Educators have created so 
many Wonderful Websites for YOU, & The RealU, to reference 
and Become MoreAware! Your ‘Children Are The Future Now’ 
& The Real Stars with The Whole of Life! Share Your Children 
& The PurReality that Your Children ISSS & Promote the 
Children as DuanEva Share & Create Wonderfulll Images of 
Your ALLNatural Environment the way It Should be & how 
Pure & Natural ‘Your Children ISSS!’

RealHelp for ALL by DUANEVA NUU’IS'MAN... 

“There is all kinds of Help for Everyone on this planet, 
and there are many Givers and Takers, and some of it ‘appears’ 
as Help and really is Not! There are a Lot of Good People on 
Earth who are Sincerely interested in Doing More than just 
having a personal life and doing what most people do who just 
sit and watch as Your Planet Earth is in a Huge Demise 
Right Now! 



Yes, it is so, that you can help people with their situations, 
which are very necessary, but ThereIS a BetterWay to add to 
what you are already doing, and that is to Share what WWWE 
are Presenting on how to Surpass ALL the Restrictions that 
have been created and Agreed upon that keep most people 
unaware and subject to more unconscious struggling lifetimes 
as they are in Now! 

You have to Be The Real RiskTaker to StepUp and Learn 
to Recognize The RealU, Your RealAwarenisss, so that YOU 
in turn can provide RealHelp to those who have been searching 
for The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLLISSS. It is for sure 
you can help to aid those in need, but what people Really Need 
Now ‘IS’ Something More than they have ever known before. 
Take the time to Learn what WWWE are Doing Here and 
YOU will be Very Glad that YOU Did!”



DR KELSEY & INDUSTRIAL HEMP, GROWING HEMP, 
HEMPCRETE, ALLSOLAR VESSELS 

There are so many Beneficial Parts to Our ALLNatural 
Environment Supporting ALL of US! As We Each Decide to 
Recognize This We Each can Utilize the ALLNatural 
Environment in a Way that Does Not Destroy it, but 
Supports ITTT. Hemp Is One of the Wonderful Parts of 
Nature on Your Planet Earth that can be Used to create So 
Many Benefits While We are each Surviving on Your Planet 
Earth. Hemp can be used to build houses, clothing, paper, food, 
fuel, paint, rope, insulation, & a whole lot More!  Ask for The 
ALLSolar Research Vessels Business Plan! 

As The UNUversal UNUversities Become MoreSo on 
Your Planet Earth & The Other Dimensions & LifeLevels So 
will The RealBenefits & RealOpportunities which Become a 
RealLifeStyle Moreso than a Job, or Career on Your Planet 
Earth. We Will Be Using Hemp as it Makes More Sense than 
so many of the Petroleum Products that are Destroying Your 
Planet Earth. As The Students of The World StepUP to Build 
‘The ALLSolar Research Vessels’ YOU & YU will Have an 
Opportunity Like No Other to Become Involved!



SURFING WITH KELSEY BROWN 

I’m Kelsey Brown Surfing in California and on The 
RealSide!  I’ve had many fun Experience Surfing and others 
Seeeing me Surf and Show them how to Surf on the RealSide!  
No matter how how your physical body is, you can still have 
the heart of the children and do and be whatever YOU want on 
the RealSide!  Come surf with me on The RealSide Tonight!  
You can learn everything a lot faster on the RealSide!

The Ocean IS so Wonderful, with simply how IT IS! I 
always Seee Dolphins, Seals, Birds, Fish and other beings 
around the oceans! Even Mermaids Sometimes!

I luv Children and the Open Hearts they have to learn, 
share & experience! Ask Your Children what they Seee when 
Going to the Ocean & Ask them if they want to or have met 
mermaids on The RealSide!

Always Listen to the Children as They Really do make 
sense & have fun with a light heart!



You’ll also Seee Skateboarding with Kelsey & Boogie 
Boarding with Kelsey as I like to Have Fun!

Butterfly Metamorphosis 

Once a little girl I know the age of three appeared in my 
hands. There were other so called adults around, but no one was 
paying attention to her or able to Seee her RealAwarenisss or 
her Heart! What was Really taking place with her from the 
RealSide, the preciousnisss of beeeing was placed in my hands, 
she was like a mushy gooshy caterpillar and larva!
It was so hard to keep her in my hands as she was so slimy & 
tinee tiny small! Here in the physical she was about three years 
old, so a lot bigger in the physical sense than she was in this 
RealSide experience!

Eventually as I assisted her with my hands she became a 
butterfly and flew off! I was there just in that time frame to 
assist her with her transformation into something Wonderfulll 
as no one else was paying attention or had the Awarenisss to do 
so! I’ve done this many times for different beeeings on the 
RealSide, animals too! I’ve assisted ducks with flying and even 
transforming into different animals for their new experiences!



Many of the Children I have come to know are very telepathic 
and can communicate off simply movements and impressions! 
Children are so fun and free! The Children are often meeting 
their friends on the RealSide and Seeeing what YOU cannot! 
I’ve heard so many RealAdventures from Children that Adults 
know nothing about! The Children SEEE everything YOU do! 
One of the 3 year old children I’ve communicated with used to 
Seee Fairies on my ears & point them out! 

I have met many awesome little girls that are 3 years old 
and they pay attention to their intuition instead of what the 
boring adults ‘think’ with their literal minds! The young 
Children I have communicated with under 13 are having 
RealSide Experiences every night and they are really far out, 
out of this world and beyond what YOU can imagine or 
consider with your literal mind! The Children can Seee Beyond 
Your One-Dimensional Matrixxx World! YOU are very Lucky 
& Fortunate to know these precious Beeeings while they are 
still so young at heart! YOU want to LISTEN & Share what 
they are Seeeing before it is too late, because it already ISSS!



A Child in the Ocean of Life becomes 
a Blue Green Bird by Henry James Draper 

Edited by Kelsey Lynne Brown 

I appeared on the RealSide looking for something Real to 
learn about as many people I know on the earth are only 
interested in their one-dimensional life of video games, jobs, 
careers, cars and money. I happened to be with a few friends 
and we were in a different dimension of the parents I have 
come through’s house, the house was huge, demonstrating a 
large idea that they have created for themselves while on the 
earth and basically having only a focus here.

After what seemed like hours I saw someone playing a 
DVD on the television. ShamIS (a RealUNUversal Guide) 
appeared. The DVD was explaining The NUPresentation. I 
was very interested to learn and Seee more so I entered the scene 
of where the individual from the DVD was speaking and it was 
a beautiful ISland, where I was able to PerSeeeve the Whole of 
Life as the Wonderfulll Ocean LifeISSS in all directions.
Next, I was running and playing with Melody, a wonderfulll 
seven year old I’ve come to know on this planet earth. I was 



playing with Melody for what could have been days on the 
earth, she was so careless and free of concern, it was such fun.
Soon, we found a flying fox which is always my favourite thing 
to play on at playgrounds. I went first as I swooped down a 
rolling hill looking over the ocean, to a giant tree where I 
stopped, then it was Melody’s turn. I had to help her out of a 
tree after she was a bit tangled up at the end of her ride. She 
was so small as I went to help that I picked her up with two 
fingers. It is really important we all have RealGuidance and 
RealEducation and Real Support while going through our 
Process in Creation.

Then, little Melody wanted to swim when I was in hurry to 
show her something on another part of the island. I liked her 
child like attitude of doing what makes sense here and now so I 
followed her the to the water. Then Kelsey Lynne Brown 
appeared from the Ocean as we were entering the water. Melody 
was in the water before me, which had rocks on both sides for 
about 100 feet before opening out into the bigger ocean.
I was in between a different set of rocks to her right and now 
Melody’s mother was to her left. Soon, a big wave came in and 
we were worried about Melody (silly adults we are!) I became a 
viewpoint for a moment and saw a wave hit Melody as she 



turned herself into a shiny metallic blue green bird. She flew 
graciously to a nearby river, which so was so pure, clear, and 
wonderful.

Then, her mother and I walked to the river (the Connection to 
the Ocean, the Ocean being the Whole of Life) and along it for a 
while looking for Melody, but we couldn’t see her. Her mother 
wasn’t worried so neither was I. Children have so much to share 
with the TapLined adults! We can pay attention and learn to 
RecognISe the PurSincerity and Humility with Children as a 
RealBenefit for ALL!

HUNTINGTON BEACH WATER KEFIR HOMEMADE 
NATURAL SODA PROBIOTIC NUHOMESCHOOL 

BY MISS ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT,  
A.K.A. KELSEY LYNNE BROWN 

My name is Kelsey & I’ve made this fun PDF for you to 
enjoy making water kefir for yourself, or with your children! 
This is a fun homeschool project that the kids can learn about, 
taste, and possibly feel the difference! Instead of injecting the 
children with vaccines you can assist the child in building their 
own immune system to be able to handle and viruses coming 
their way and eventually become immune to them. 



Home made water kefir, which some call a natural soda is 
one way to assist the child and their immune systems. We can 
all always make better choices and with childhood diabetes 
being on the rise with a link to vaccinations, sodas, & fast foods 
as a start you can make this probiotic drink with your children 
or they can do it on their own and make it for the whole family! 
The pdf is provided free of charge on my website and you are 
welcome to print it out & share with others. I made it 
especially for children & the NUHomeSchool Parents & the 
community.

I make strawberry, blueberry, or ginger flavored water 
kefir with real fruit and real ginger as a drinkable probiotic 
that is like a natural soda.  I have tried so many combinations 
and it is so much fun! My favorite is blueberry, others like 
ginger for the benefits of the ginger itself & the strong taste, 
and strawberry is fun to mix it up for me.  I make our water 
kefir with Deuterium Depleting Water, John Ellis Water using 
an Electron 5 Machine, Water that has a Hydrogen Bond 
Angle of 114, this is water the is heated & cooled hundreds of 
times & ran through 2 UZ Ozone lights after it is put through 
Reverse Osmosis.  There is also something else I suggest you 



look into, ‘South Spin Your Water’ while Singing NU~U~U~U 
to the water you are putting into your body as we do this with 
1-5 gallon containers of water. 

Henry has seen him and I beneath the pyramids in Egypt 
being shown a very special way to make kombucha so this will 
be one of our many healing and fun activities we will bring out 
for the public.  It is possible that by the time you receive this 
book I may still be at home selling kefir soda by the quart.  You 
can e-mail me to inquire @ kelsey.nuuupresident@gmail.com

“Fifty years ago the hydrogen bond angle in water was 
108° and you rarely heard of anyone with cancer. Today, it’s 

only 104° and, as a result, cancer is an epidemic!! By using our 
machine you can increase the bond angle to 114° and, unlike 
any other water, doctors can see an immediate change in the 

red blood cells under a microscope! It’s truly amazing!!” 
~ John Ellis



ARE YOU DISCOURAGED  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER… 

 
“With This World as it is, many people are Discouraged, 

and also suffering and confused as to what is really taking 
place Here. Who really is coming forward to Share Something 
Beneficial that can supersede what ails most people? We each 
have Our Own Answers, and just like all those years we have 
spent in school with all that studying and whatever we did, 
there is Always a NUOpportunity to Make a Better Choice 

and to SeeeMore than ever before. WWWE~Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators provide RealGuidance and a 

RealEducation like no one else, and WWWE Share The 
RealKnowledge of a RealEducation that can enable You to 

Become MoreAware & SelfSufficient to Recognize 
RealFreedom in Real UNUversisss with No Authorities. Yes, 
You Do Have ALL The Answers, but finding them is a Huge 
Process in Creation and not any of the invented systems of 

politics, religion, spiritual, education & science, can Get You 
RealAnswers with The RealU, Your RealAwarenisss...WWWE 

CAN! StepUP & Take The Risk!



THANK YOU FOR EVERTHING  
HENRY JAMES DRAPER…YU ‘IS’ MORE THAN 

AMA’IS’ING   

Dr. Kelsey Brown, World Famous in New Zealand
by ALLNatural Henry James Draper

DR Kelsey ISSS here on your planet earth to do 
something Real and assist those willing to take the risk to 
WakeUP ALL the way this LifeTime. It has come to my 

attention her Wonderfulness is being seen all over Creation, and 
on Earth especially here in New Zealand. Many people have 
created ideas and decided what they think about DR Kelsey, 
but that is exactly what they are, created ideas and thoughts. 
Those who choose to take the time to sing the NU~U Sound will 

Seee her Real Intent, which is Pure and Sincere. DR Kelsey 
Supports the Whole of Life and the True Reality it ISSS, and 
in turn IT Supports her, SO it Really does Make Sense to be 

grateful she is always choosing to be Here and Now duing 
something Real and Wonderful.



DR KELSEY BROWN LUVS TO SHARE WHAT ISSS 
WONDERFULLL WITH REBISAR & DUANEVA 

I LUV TO SHARE WHAT ISSS THE 'REAL REFERENCE NOW' & 
ANYTHING THE REAL UNUVERSAL GUIDES ARE 

REFERENCING WITH LIFE ITSELF....I LUV TO SHARE REBISAR 
& DUANE THE GREAT WRITER & THE REAL UNUVERSAL 

GUIDES AND EVERYTHING WONDERFULLL THESE VERY REAL 
INDIVIDUALS ARE REFERENCING FOR THE BEST REFERENCES 

WITH LIFEITSELF 'NOW! FOR EVERYONE!'  

THESE INDIVIDUALS ARE FOR THE REAL BENEFIT OF 
EVERYONE AND IT IS VERY OBVIOUS FOR ANYONE WITH A 

PURE HEART & INTENT TO SEEE ANYTHING REALLL! THE 
REAL UNUVERSAL GUIDES AND THE REAL GUIDANCE 
LIFEISSS ISSS HERE NOW FOR 

EVERYONE!  

YOU CAN DECIDE TO BEEE 
WONDERFULLL & GRATEFULLL.... & 

Share Something Fun While 
Supporting The Real UNUversal 

Guides & Life ITSelf & that includes 
YourSelf! Thank YU DUANE & THE 

NU~U WITH LIFE ITSELF for 
Everything as a Real Support & 

Demonstration & Reference & Reality 
of 'What ISSS Real’.


